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by MiguCJ Ganaort

Larry Hanna
h~lding ASUNM positions. The
proposal was defeated by a vote
of nine to nine, as was another
one to retain current grade
requirements. The issue w'!ls
tabled for later consideration .
Besides the defeat of motions
granting the Senate more power,
the delegates also voted down,a
proposal to increase the powers
of the president by allowing him
to veto appointments made by
the vice president.
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Several decisions were made
during the first day's session,
however. most dealing with the
student rights portion of the constitution and' the section on the
balances of power between. the
executive,legislazive and
Judicial branches of ASUNM.
Heavily contested was a
proposal to abolish grade point
requirements for· students

GSA Presidency up for Grabs;Read's· Th-ird Year Term Ends
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The ASUNM. Constitutional
Convention (Con Con) convened
Monday, but little consensus
existed among delegates concerning how ASUNM should be
reconstructed.
The Con Con began with an ad-.
dress from ASUNM President
A Ian ·w il s Q.J1 who to I d the
delegates they were· there to
devise a new working structure
for student government.
Photo by Mig""ucl Gandert
"The students should say how
Are you one of those last minute people: who had to.run out and cash a cht;ck at 11 . their government should behave
p.m~ on a Saturday night? Or one of those late nigh_t fan~tics. who suddenly d1scovered . and not vice versa," he said .
you are completely out of Redi Whip? Well bunk1e you m1ght be sad.'y o'!t of luct; "That is the idea this convention
because· a t.radition in hangouts around. the University is leaving us. Umvers1ty Drug IS is based on."
Twenty-five delegates are inclosing its doors. Oh we!l it's back to the SUB's coffee.
volved
in the proceedings, five of
;
whqm now hold positions within
ASUNM and the remaining selected from the student body at
.
.
.
large. The delegates were chosen
by Pres,ident Wilson and then approved by a screening committee
made up of members of the adBy Michael O'Connor
each graduate student every semester.
·
ministration,
faculty · and
The Graduate Student Association (GSA) will
That. is, graduate .students will elect their ASUNM Senate.
have new leadership this fall for' the first tinie in
representatives if they ca~~; find someone who wanTht convention itself started
three years.
·
ts to be one.
with dissension as the delegates
· Elections for GSA president, vice-president and
'It is to their advantage to have someone on the set to. the task of choosing a
..
Council will · probably be around midCouncil, because every department with a chairperso.n and produced a tie
, September, and graduate students will not have
representative on the Council who attenc1s .. vote for the two contenders
Stan_Read to vote for anymore.
meetings receives a dollar per graduate student in nominated. ASUNM Attorney
. Read has won the 'GSA presidency in the last
the department per semester to spend as the General Larry Hanna won on the
three elections (he ran unopposed last year), but
students see fit-sort of incentive pay toWard par· second try, defeating ASUNM
since he has graduated and taken the Bar
ticipatory government.
Senator David Garcia by one
Ex;miination, they will not let him run.
·.
·
v~e .
· Only one person, ex-Popular Entertainment
Also coming out in early fall is the Third GSA
The body then heard from
' Committee Chairman Steve Schroeder, has ap· .Consuming Handbook, which is de.signed to help ASUNM Senator Pat Benton, a
plied to run for the GSA presidency ~ he applied
graduate students make it past the pitfalls or non-delegate, who urged them to
in June - but tliere are rumors that a Chicano
living in Albuquerque while matriculating a.t UNM establish two budget referen• slate is being formed in 'the Education Depart'dums yearly instead of one.
and
still retain their sanity •
. ment.
·
It contains helpful hints on proper procedure
Benton also asked for creation
While graduate students as a whole will be
which one must follow to get one's degree, as well of an out-of-town orientation for
. voting for presid~nt and vice-president, ·the
as consumer advice; including places where one student government officials' afi students in each department will elect represen·
should (or should not) shop in Albuquerque to ob- ter each election. No decision
tatives to the GSA Council, which allocates the. tain the necessities of life such as munchies and 'was- made on either of her
· monies derived .from the nine dollar fee paid by
beer.
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Walk-through
registration
begins August 25 at 8:00a.m.
If you don't get what you
want,. don't sweat it,
drop add
extends·
registration for two weeks.

New Mexico
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stated by the Board of Regents.
Earlier this year Hempen was inParL of the new programming formed by the KNME board his
philosophy of KNME television contract would be allowed to expire .
oo" · will be to serve the needs of the
state on an expanded basis, said
At one point APS threatened
Alex Mercure, vice-president for
to wuthdraw from ownership of
regional and community affairs.
the station because of conflicts
Although he said the. major , between APS and station
changes will not occur im- management. Mercure indicated
mediately. Mercure said he has that the conflicts has been
to meet with Albuquerque Public resolved and "as far as I know,
School (APS) representatives to they are not withdrawing."
discuss programming and
Mercure said one way the
managerial plans.
station hopes to serve the state
A recruiting and selection com- better is by combining efforts
mittee made up of people from with the ,public television
UNM and APS has yet to be set stations in Las Cruces and Porup. The purpose of the committee tales to produce more local
will be to find a permanent programs. "We feel with
station manager to replace cooperation between the three
Claude Hempen, whose contract stations we can be very producwas not renewed by KNME's tive yet very creativ(l."
Board of Directors. Bob Gordon
is acting station manager until a
The goal ol the cooperation is
final selection is made.
to serve the varied interests of
Mercure said the committee the people of New Mexico. Merwill only make recommendations cure cited the program The
to the board, and the board Ascent of Man as a good exammakes the final decision. "We've ple. "Even though it was network
, had twenty-five or thirty ap- produced, it served the· need of
plications for the position and we those people who wanted cellege
haven't even advertised it yet."
credit, but could not take the
Hempen was first fired last fall time to attend classes." UNM's
by UNM President Ferrel Heady Community College offered
for a number of violations, but credit for anyone who signed up
soon after Hempen was rein- before the series started. MerBy Terry England

1

,. ·;

Nevv· Philosophy
Part .of Plan.ning
For KNME-TV

~I

I
I

.

e've
cure said about 100 people
received credit.
In this manner, Mercure said
the station serves the need of
educational and production.
Plans are being made to do the
same type of program on a local
level.
.
Another change in the station
is the internship program, which
Merure said ·is definitely going
into effect. Exactly when, he
could not say. "The program is
more than in the preliminary
stages. We are discussing it with
several academic departments
now." Those departments who
are talking about it are Speech
Communication, College of
Education, and Journalism.

\

The student intership program
was Qne that many people on
campus wanted to see working.
When asked why the program
was just now getting started,
Mercure said, "Lack of committmen-t from the s'ta tion
management."
Besides members of the three
New Mexico public television
stations getting together to talk
of cooperation, recently Governor Apodaca formed the Governor's Commission on Public
Broacasting, of which Mercure is
a member. "The primary purpose," he said, "is to find ways
public broadcasting can be used
for the benefit of the state.
"We must define those areas of

broad common interest· in New
Mexico," Mercure said. "We
must collectively decide what we
want to do with this and do it."
KNME's viewing area covers
75 per cent of the state, he said.
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UNM: Second Rate?

J

Editor:
This letter is based on a very
simple idea which will be explained
in
the
following
paragraph.

When people blabber about
something long enough' it
beco.mes real. Give me an
example. For the past few years
students have blabbered about

how UNM has "gone down the
tubes" or how this University is
now "on the skids". Without
examining or testing what they
are saying, many students have
come to believe that UNM is a
second-rate school. What is
even·sadder is that many of the
students who utter such nonsense will continue to express ill
feelings about UNM because
they will never take the time to
look at all the good things this
University provides for them.

A Satisfied Reader

Editor, ,
After three years of attending UN M, I still haven't figured out which is
the bigger joke: ASUNM or the LOBO·
For the sake of the incoming freshemn, ASUNM is your government.
Or at least it calls itself your government. Right now Alan Wilson runs it.
He's got twenty senators under him most of whom seem to be looking for
his job at some future sf ate. Needless to say, it doesn't matter who's got
the job. We still get the shaft.
As for the LOBO, suffice it to say I take it home religiously every day.
I've got a canary.
Marilyn Smith

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

j

PIP YO//
CAU../16,
ztJNK?

I

Now, as in the past, so many
students are quick to condemn
but very few will ever take the
time to offer constructive
suggestions aimed at improving
this university.

OKAY, llJNY,
REPEAT FOR
1111(!3 &XACT/.Y
ti/HAT YCV
10WMB(

.

After sifting through three pages of this issue you are probably now
aware of one of the lines of communication on the UNM campus, the New
Mexico Daily LOBO.
Like yourselves we are UN M students trying to break our minds and
bodies with that final goal of a degree in higher education.
We a have been labeled everything from fascists to communists and
have had everything from a sit-in to a stink bombing.
However, all things past we still have our duties and goals. Our main
outies are to inform the students and provide them with a basic line of
communication to the administration, the outside t:ommunity and most
important, amongst themselves.
Our goals are to fulfill these duties and at the.same time, provide ourselves with an educational experience in the communication field. In the
process of fulfilling these goals we sometimes look at situations as
humorous.
We are not intentionally mocking any person or ideal. Rather, we use
that mechanism which allows human beings to perservere in the face of
misery or insanity- laughter.
This is not to say that we are in the business of publishing lampoons, but
instead, the continuing day-to-day publications of the news.
Our statf is open to Anyone at UNM who wishes to write, draw or take
pictures. We are not without guidelines in what we publish, but those
guidelines are subject to modification and interpretation.
If something cannot be published, the person submitting the item will be
informed of the specific reasons.
We publish all letters we receive providing those letters follow the policy
listed on this page. Our letters and opinion policy was initiated for your and·
our convenience. Our only handicap is space limitation.
For those individuals who wish to draw or write something not-along
news or journalistic lines, our Arts and Media section prints submissions.
If you have a gripe about something on this campus, we will do our best
to follow up on it or at least steer you to the appropriate source.
We do not speak for any one group on campus (especially the Regents}
and are not a division of the Journalism department.
The LOBO is always open to suggestions (other than what we can do
with a rolled up edition of the LOBO and sideways).
We are located in Marron Hall Room 138, the corner of Yale and
Redondo. Drop by and visit the asylum sometime.

by Garry Trudeau
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Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to. the editor
should be no longer than 250
·words; typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
· and telephone number must
be included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not
be withheld upon request. [f
a letter is from a group,
please include a name;
telephone n urn ber and
address of a group member.
The letter will carey that
!lame, plus the name of that
group.

Editorial Board

Ed ito r-i n-Chief

Managing Editor

News Editor

Orlando R. Medina

Michael O'Connor

Jon Bowman

I

tJnsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion- of the Daily Lobo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons and
letters represent the opinion of the
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author and do not necessarily reflect
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Advent

One of the best selling
speakers In the United
States.
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We ccuefully select
the finest components to sell. Eo.ch
component Is pretested for you. We
to.ke tro.de-lns o.nd
guo.ro.ntee our used
components.

A new engineering in audio. 0.08; or
a different approach to performance
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Shure co.rtridges 1/2
price - except Y 15
Wo.tts Preeners $4.25
. On Sept. 15th
going to $6.00
15% off on o.ll
Audiotronic cassette
recorders in stock

Free evo.luo.tion clinics including
the mcintosh o.mplifier clinic.
Service on o.\1 components.
We stock who.t we sell.

Full Ro.ng,e S_ystem
Smaller Advent Speaker
Nikko 4030 Receiver
Go.rro.rd 42m Cho.nger
Reg. List $507.00
HOW J359.90

many othet
In store
speclo.lsl
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3011 monte VIsta. HE
·Just off UHm co.mpus
255-1694
Aileen & Herbert Briggs
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KRKE, 610: Another suckermoney station. The more they
give a way, the more listeners
they get. See above.
KRZY, 1450: Country & western,
the good ol' down home folks.
KZIA, 1580: Now here's an interesting format: all talk and little music. That is the way they
set it up; as a news and information station. But the old
adage says that to inform, you
must have information to give.

*

*

*

*

FM .
KDEF, 94.1: "Simulcasts" with
the AM station until noon. Heavy
soul and related programming

from then on. It a:ll may change
soon, however, because the
owners of KRKE-AM have
bought the station. The call letters may change, but the. FCC
must approve that. The programming hasn't been set yet, but
rumor has it that it will be country & western,
KHFM, 96.3: Stere; conc'ert
music.
KMYR, 99.5: One of two stations
offering
programming the
majority of UNM people listen
to; that is, hard rock, soft rock,
glitt.er rock, country rock, folk
rock, acid rock, camel rock, white
rock and sham rock. It bills itself
as
"The Radio Station,"

whatever that means. The most
relaxed news in town.
KOB, 93.3: Source for muzak.
Easy listening, says the PR,
which means they've taken the
hard rock, acid rock, etc., and put
in a lot of string instruments and
slowed the tempo down. Fortunately, nobody sings these versions.
KRST, 92.3: The other hardsoftglittercountryfolkacidcamel
rock station. If you don't know
the dial position of this station,
you might have a hard time
deciding if you are listening to it
or KMYR. KRST has little news
reports that are heard once in a
while with odd facts and weird
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equipment
Amplifiers
Hi-Watt
Marshall
G;M.T.
Peavey
.i
S.G. Systems
Mitchel
'!
Q.S.C.
& many more
We Also Have
'

- Full line of electric &
acustic accessories
- Guitar and Amplifier
Repair
- Guitar Lessons by
qualified Instructors

HOUSE
2212

I

''

Photo by Otempora O'Mores

Guitars
Alembic
Gibson
Guild
Ovation
Rickenbacker
Veleno
Mossman
A Lo Prinzi
Epiphone
Damler
Yamaha
B.C. Rick
& many others

Du«>-1, Go.uo.rd, Nikko, Superscope, o.nd others ...

I

*

happenings that mean nothing if
you're a fish .
KUNM, 90.1: owned and
operated by ASUNM, meaning
the students. And, you can tell.
The stations maintain an air of
total unbelievability, even when
CBS news is on. Some how you
expect a Neanderthal announcer
to interrupt and yell "We're not
serious folks, we're doing it all to
.
fool yoll!"
Sometimes there is an honest
effort by somebody to do
something serious. This is
usually greeted with cries of
derision and serious dial-twisting
by the general public. If you do
not believe what I am telling you,
read the Zounds! that oc·
casionally appears in the LOBO
(and which LOBO staffers like
myself deny responsibility for).
Now they plan to put their transmitter tower on Sandia Crest,
and reach more listeners
statewide. But a little responsibility must go along with this
power boost, and if the station is
to gain anything, it must pay a
little more attention to the UNM
community in general and the
Albuquerque community in particular. No longer can the station
be a country club for Yahoos who
think they know music. No
longe:r should the station run canned programs about the rights of
somebody with a gripe. Doesn't
anybody in UNM/ Albuquerque
have a gripe?
It is time for KUNM to stop
being just outrageous and start
being part of the community.

The :Guitar Shop

100

Pioneer, mo.ro.ntz, A.R., Crown, Pho.se Llneo.r, Revox,

I

*

AM
KABQ, 1350: Spanish radio.
KAMX, 1520: Spanish most of
the time with bilingual announcements.
KDAZ, 730: "Ratio of three parts
country & western to one part
Spanish." News from UP!, some
of it bilingual.
KDEF, 1150: Big Band sound
(Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey,
Benny Goodman, etc.) and middle
of the road music (Neil Diamond,
eta!.).
KKIM, 1000: "Inspirational"
with gospel, religious, some easy
listening.
.
,
KOB, 770: Mrddle of the road,
but the station lost some of their
conservative listeners when rock
'n' roll invaded the station airwaves.
KQEO, 920: Rock 'n' roll teenybopper. In a mad race to .get on
top the station gives away money
like they make it themselves.
Stands to reason, then, they
more they give away, the more
they must make up with advertising revenues .

mnny other bro.n~s to choose from. -

i~

*

Dealers in fine fretted instruments & professional

From $100.00

'

• • •

Radio in Albuquerque is
prolific. But good radio in
Albuquerque sure has a hard
time surviving. This is because
out-of-town owners try and dictate what is best for our fair city.
The net result is. radio with all
the hype and none of the knowhow of Big Time Radio.
Here are the stations, and
their positions.
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PQtadlse Lost

Televlsl().n ~.s Incredibly Potent m·edlum:
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By Terry England

HeUo.
You ought to be
frightened.
You ought to be
scared witless. You think you're
safe, all snuggled down in front
of your television set, don't you?
They've got you believing all
you're seeing is shadow play,
phosophordot lunacies sprinkled
out of a clever scenarist's
imagination. Clever of them.
They've lulled you. McLuha,n
was right: give me yur young
every Saturday morning from
eigltt till noon, and they're mine
till! send them off to die in anew
war (don't ask ·me which one,
Mommy and Daddy, I haven't
checked my schedule for this
week; but I'll consult TV Guide
and see what prime-time th,ey
have open next year and that's
where I'll. send your bouncing
baby boy).
They've taken ike most incredibly potent medium for imparting information the wor/Jl
has ever known, and turned it
against you. To burn out your
brains . . To lull you with pretty
pictures.
To convince you

''

.,

nothing's going on out there,
nothing really important. To
convince you throwing garbage
in' the river after yo,.tr picnic is
o/cay, as long as the factories can
do it, too. To convince you those
bearded, longhair freaks are
murderers and dumb Communist
dupes. To convi:nce you VietNam is more a "struggle for
Democracy" than a necessity for
selling American goods. To convince you certain things
shou/Jln 't be said because it will
warp the minds of the young. To
convince yqu that this country is
still locked into a l90l.Midwestern stasis, and anyone
who tries to propel us beyond
that chauvinism and bigotry is a
criminal.
Those are the opening words
of a now defunct television
column tl\at appeared in the Los
Angeles Free Press between 4
October 68 and 25 May 72. The
author was Harlan Ellison, one of·
the more cynical people to ever.
walk this Earth.
But his cynicism is based on
truth. Does that justify it? I'm
not here to justify anything, in-

eluding Harlan Ellison, who I ad- deal for the Other Teat. So, for ·
mire very much.
This is a five years, the Other Glass Teat.
discussion (albeit one sided) was never published.
about teevee.
What was the comment?
The name of Ellison's column
Well, er, if I tell
you,
was The Glass Teat (which is somebod,y else will get incen$ed
more graphic than 525 Line and not like it. I am no Harlan
Image; to be sure) and, in 1970 . Ellison, understand, and I do
Ace books published a collection have concern for someone who
of the columns so they could might get upset at the coarse
reach a higher number of language and images.
·
readers. The column was making
However, being a champion of
waves on the West Coast, so it free press and Ellison's rights as
ws thought that" more people an American citizen, I will tell
would enjoy it if it was put in you. (Also I happen to'know that
book form.
you are dying to know what it is
Ellison says it was repressed.
and you are to. cheap:lazy to buy
He gives a lot of documen- the Glass Teat reprint and read it
tation in the second volume of for yourself.)
.
Freep columns, The Other Glass
"Spiro Agnew masturbates
Teat (very graphic-they say it wit)! copies of The Reader's
better to switch sides oc- Digest."
casionally). He tells how Nixon
Make your own judgment. ·
was paranoid about the press and
Now Jet's turn to television.
how this
extended to
Not much has

o ermem erso
earlministration. Ellison says a man
named Spiro Agnew became incensed about a comment in the
original Glass Teat and ordered
the book off the shelves. At the
same time, Ace backed out of the

have
tually, but
vindicated themselves (at least in
their own eyes) by saying they
turned against the war in Viet
Nam and "telling it like it was."
Trouble is, nobody really knew it
like it was, least" of ali the net-

(continued from page AS)

large part of the protesti and
disillusionment grew out of the
press coverage. They said it was
the war being fought In the living
rooms of America that made the
nation say "Stop!"
True. But they failed to mention that for a long time the network news reflected the bias of
the administration against
anyone who dared to question the
wisdom of the Leader. We owe
Nixon that much: his paranoia of
the press made the press distrust
the Presid~nt, and look a little.
harder at the effluvium spewed
by the Bureaucracy.
But little else has changed.
Except for a few bright spots on
the bleak horizon, ther.e is still
that profit motive that spells
doom for creativity.
.
Bright spots like ABC" s CloseUp series, CBS's 60 Minutes,
NBC's Weekend, most documentaries (Mary Jane Grows Up:
Marijuana in the Seventies; a
report on IQ; a report on Watts
after ten years; etc. etc.).
But. then we have All in the
Family, Maude, Good Times, The
Jeffersons, That's My Mama,
that tell us that bigotry is harmless because deep down it is
funny and teach us that
American families cannot communicate without yelling at each
other.
We have S. W.A.T.,
Caribe, Mannix, Hawa·ii Five-0
that tell us guns and violence are
essential parts of American life
and might as well learn to live
with it. We have Cher, Mac
Davis, Tony Orlando ana' Dawn
The Little House on the Prairie
trying to convince us life can be
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Limit
album pe1· customer.
One al~tun p~r coupon. Expires Sept.

-----Late Releases
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Joan Baez- Diamonds and Rnst ·
Cat Stevens- Greatest Ilits
Jefferson Starshi p - Red Octopus
Ohio Players- Honey
/
Eagles- One of These Nights
Fleetwood l\Iac
Average \~.,.hite Band - Cut the Cal<:e
Frank Zappa- One Size Fits All
Joe \V alsh - So ·what

Our Regular' Price 34.69
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better if we renounce
technology, something we cannot
possibly do.
But you've heard all that
before. Why does it go on?
Because you Yahoos believe

.

List Price S6. 98

Ir ,
i

842-8496

107 Romero NW

work brass. When Saigon fell to
the Communists or the V:iet Cong
or the V.C. or the insurgents or
whoever the hell it was Saigon
fell to, all three networks did a
special report on the war and its
effect on the U.S. They all said a

a.
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everything the Tube tells you.
Lately· you now get most of the
information of the world from the
Tube. You believe everything
John; Harry and Walter tell you.
(And Diek, Doug and Jim.) You
take for granted that all the information is there in the twominute format. You never think
that vital information is left out
to make the news show fit in. a
half-hour format (with commercials).
You just don't have to think
with teevee.
You goddam Yahoos! You sit
there all snuggled down in front
.of your TV and know you're
being lied to; lcnow this nation is
being homogenized into Mickey
Mouse sheep. ·

"

Albuquerque TeeVee
Albuquerque television is a victim of dry rot {the humidity is
usually low in NM). Two of the stations are in a silly race for top
dog in the ratings, the other is running in circles, and the fourth is
trying to recover from bad leadership. The pickings are lean, but
it is a safe guess the rest of the nation has similar problems with
the Tube.
KGGM, channell3, CBS affiliate, owned by the Hebenstreets,
number one in prime time, trumpets the network, but when it
comes news time, people look elsewhere (excepting Uncle Walter,
of course). The problem lies with the owners as much as with the
station personnel. In all fairness, some people there are making an
honest effort to produce something worthwhile, but practically
everything works against that. Some nights on the Channel 13
report it is a comedy of errors.
However, l{GGM probably has more locally produced shows
than the other two commercial stations. Three are the news shows
at noon, six and ten p.m., while the other is Fo·rum 13 at 12:30 p.m.
KOAT, channel 7, ABC. affiliate, owned by the Pulitzer Corp.
This station is so full of self-advertising--both on the network and
local leveJ .. t.hat it is o.M.lQng day of viewing. Thev promote other__
shows while a slide of one of their newsman is on. They promote
other shows' at the end of shows. They promote movies during
station breaks. They promote. They promote. They promote.
~nil now is'the content of these pushed items .. ;.
What do you think .... :
KOB, channel 4, NBC affiliate, owned by Hubbard Broadcasting.
Ah, pity poor KOB. Once a leader in news in New Mexico, now
suffering the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune brought
down ori them mostly by the likes of Gordon Sanders.
KNME, channel 5, PBS affiliate owned by UNM and the
Albuquerque Public Schools. This station has the potential of
being one of the better public stations in the nation. Now that the
one single obstacle to that end has been released from his contract_,_
KNME could come up with programs that would make WGBH in
Boston look like amateurs. KNME has the equipment, now it is
just a matter of waiting to see if the present personnel can Jive up
to the promise.

Stay in the middle
of things. Live at
the College Inn.
Although the College Inn isn't
really located at Broadway and
42nd St., isn't it nice to know
you can find a pleasant place to
live, without sacrificing the convenience oi being close to cam·
pus? And talking about convenience, we do the shopping,
the cooking and the cleaning
(we even make your bed). Instead of coming back next fall
to the annual housing crisis,
consider reserving a place now .
at the College Inn. Call us at
243-2881 or come look us over
303AshN.E.

I
1 The College Inn·
I

_

But the greatest cut of all
comes from the people who are
part of the medium--from William
Paley to Gordon Sanders--who do
nothing. They willingly allow
garbage and insensitivity to
travel the airwaves and invade
America's living room all in the
name of Profit. They turn the in·
no"cent public into obeying
automatons, bending to the will
Even
of the Corporation.
Congress will not tackle teevee
because they might get hurt ..
And now the Bicentennial approaches. The Nation and its
past is being sold to us like any
other commodity. Everything's
all right, they tell us. Do not
worry. Uncle Cronkite will take
care of you.

We're the stereo place on· Eubank
that carries many of the top brand
names in the audio field.
Listen, in o.ur unique audition rooms, to the finest
reproduction of music you're likely to hear. Bring
your favorite tape of disc, or use one of ours.

Back to School Special

Marantz 2230 Receiver
Consumer Magazine rate "Best Buy"
Regular $400.00 Now $299.00 Full Wa,ranty
While limited supply lasts.
Similar savings now on other Marantz models.

Speakers:

Hartley, Audio Research Magneplanars, Klipsch,
Acustic Research, Dynaco, ADS (Braun),
Philips, Marantz, Jennings (Contrara), Koss,
Mcintosh, Sound Ideas Custom

Record
Players:
Amplifiers,
Tuners,
Receivers:

Thorens, Connoisseur, Philips, Acoustic Research, Miracord, Dual

Recorders:

Miscellaneous:

••
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Audio Research, G.A.S. (Ampzilla), Mcintosh,
SAE, Marantz, Sherwood, Dynaco, Superscope
Nakamichi, Sony, Superscope, Craig
Maxell, ADC, Shure,- Stax, dbx, Sound~
craftsmen, Watts,· Discwasher, Sennheiser,
AKG, University Sound

Monday and Thursday 10 - 8
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday 10 - 6
Saturdays 9 - 6
.
December Hours: Monday through Saturday until 9

Sounoloeas
Sound Ideas, Inc. 1624 Eubank N.E. 505/292:1188
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"Chinatown"- Director
Homan Polanski is in top form as
are stars Jack Nicholson as
detective Jack Gettis, and Faye
Dunaway as the woman he never
really gets. The action conjures
up images of Bogie classics. The
cinematography, though is con·
temporary with touches of the
'French New Wave prevalent
'~)f'
throughout. August 22 and 23.
~~,~·,_;p:_~L~~
Photo ;;~;;;~
"Gay
Divorcee"Fred
Truffaut's "Two English Girls" August 30 at the SUB
Astaire and Ginger .Rodgers
By Jon Bowman
memorial. Regardless, most too will be participating in romp through this thinlypeople still like them. So much tradition as the bi-atmual LOBO constructed comedy-musical set
Most traditions are vile con- for most people.
preview of SUB movies strikes on the English seacoast. Cole
coctions laid on us by who knows
And so much Ly way of caveat once again. The preview is a Porter crated some of the music,
but most of it is Hollywood-Tin
=wiiihiiiiiiiciiihiiiiiiig~eiiieiiikiiiiiiiiiifriiioiiimiiiiiiiiiitiiiimiiiiiiieiiiiiii1iii'miii·iiiiiii~e;m;p~to~r~,~.f~or;.;ifi;,iiiy~o~uiiir~e~a~diiai;on;,~y~oui( re Ia ti v ely new tradition (Scott Pan Alley tripe. August 27.
lil
Beaven sanctified it before
"Les Carabiniers"- Jean-Luc
leaving for the Journal a few
years back). What's more, it's not Godard (perhaps the most
even that traditional, as these revolutionary of contemporary
film makers - both politically
kind of things go.
and
cinematically) directed this
We have the ASUNM Film
Committee to thank for that. The anti-war allegory. He also wrote
committee's members have the script along with Roberto
always brought the best in Rossellini. August 28.
"Freaks"- When Freaks came
cinema to their humble basement
abode in the SUB. The current out in 1932, a New Yorlc Times
.crew, under ·the leadership of critic wrote, "the only thing that
.Rob Baldwin, is to be commended can be said definitely is' that it is
for
children."
Sen·
for an exceptionally daring job. not
This year's SUB bill contains lit- sationalistic, demented and
tle schlock and has been steered definitely not for children, it
toward the kind of flick that remains among the better horror
doesn't get much play in films we have to this day.
Although it's been five years sin·
Albuquerque. The good flick.
Granted, there are some ce I saw it last, scenes from it
movies of questionable value on continue to haunt me, especially
the
program
(l
imagine the rainy night murder sequence
somebody out there actually at its climax. August 29.
"Two English Girls"- Trufwants to see Harold and Maude
faut.
Enough said. August 30.
again). The bombs are rare,
"Bringing
Up Baby".,.... One of
though, and can be dismissed as
Hollywood's
zaniest comedies,
the "money makers" every film
program needs to stay out of this 30's feature was directed by
Howard Hawks (of Red River
hock.

b.O

'

One ~urther ?~te before I
plung~ mto 'traditiOn: Many of
the f1lms covered have never
been shown in Albuquerque.
Among those which have, there
are some I h_aven't seen. If a few
of ·the p;rev1e'Y notes s~em unnecessar!ly ~nef, chalk 1t up to
this fact (and to t~e fact that
LOBO Arts Ed1tor Terry
England has a whip he· uses on
writers who don't know where to
stop).

\

J'· •
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i
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FREE CHECKING

at

CITIZENS-BANK.

fame). It stars Katharine Hepburn, Cary Grant and Baby, who
is in this case an overgrown
leopard. Sept. 3.
"Sambizinga~- A Third
World offering which explores
the gueriJ!as of Angola. Sept. 4.
"That's Entertainment"- I
haven't 3een it, but I imagine it
won't contain clips from "Sambizinga." Sept. 5 and 6.
"The Searchers"John
Wayne is the returned Civil War
Vet who must face a decimated
Texas and also battle the Comanches who have kidnapped Natalie
Wood. John Ford directed, so it
should be much better than the
plot would indicate. Sept. 10.
"Battle of Algiers"- Directed
by Gille 'Pontecorvo, this parcel
of fictionalized documentary is
well worth seeing. Or seeing
again. Sept.ll.
"Fires on the Plain"- Kon
Ichikawa directed this eyeopening look at war from a postWWII Japanese viewpoint. Sept.
12.
"Seduction of Mimi"- A
political and sexual farce from
Lina Wertmuller, one of filmdom's few fiJJJ:ale directors. Sept.
13.
"Devil's Eye"- Bergman in
1960 with Bibi Anderson playing
the chaste girl who must ward off
minions of Satan, including Don
Juan. Sept.17.
"Three Penny Opera"- Adapted from the play by Bertolt
Brecht, the original negative for
this 1931 film was destroyed by
the Nazis, leaving us with a
reconstruction put together from
copies. Kurt Weill scored the
music which introduced Mack the
Knife (or Macheath, as the Germans called him) and also allowed
Lotte Lenya free reign in her
film recreation of her original
stage role. Directed by G.W.
Pabst (Joyless Street). Sept. 18.
"Dream Life"- From French
film maker Mireille Dansereau.
Supposedly shows "a women's
dream life" or so says its
distributor, New Line Cinema.
Sept. 19.
"Harold and Maude"- A good
(continued on page All)

lobo Men's shop
Presents it's

"The Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie"- Sophisticated
surrealism if ever such a being
existed. Luis Bunuel directed.
Oct. 18.
"Cover Girl"- Rita Hayworth
wins the contest much to the
chagrin of her boyfriend Gene
Kelly. Music by Jerome Kern.
Oct. 22.
"Les Riches"- Claude Chabrol
(France's answer to Alfred Hitchcock) takes a somewhat
humorous look at lesbianism.
Stephane Audran and Jean-Louis
Trintignant appear. Oct. 23.
"Images"- Robert Altman,

Bresson's "Au hasard, Balthasar" October30at the SUB
i"ohOnoed from page AlO)

which like all good things,
li)lcmld be given a re.st. Sept. 20.
Les Toits du Paris"Clair (Le Million) directed.
24.
Angels Have Wings"tli"'""t..w Howard· Hawks, in his
effort after Bringing Up
Cary Grant is at hand
as is Jean Arthur in this
of aviation thrills in Ecuador.
25.
Projectionist"- Chuck
is the p:rojectionist; a
whose imagination knows no
110u:nas. See it. Sept. 26.
- Roman Polanski
Shakespeare in a blood~c>.LLing which verges on literary
[Utc:her'V. Sept. 27.
·orDHiae n Planet"- Go
Planet Altaire. Do not
Do let nobby the
draw you a bourbon. Oct.
Loved One"- From the
n Waugh novel. An insane,
t perversely entertaining look
one of America's larges't inlifiRI~.ri""' funerals. Features ..Rod
, Robert Morse, An·
ta'Iu•tte Comer and Ayllene Gibas the unforgettable
lt:ot;her of Mr. Joyboy. Oct. 2.
"Muriel"- This film features
direction of Alain Resnais
Mon Amour) and a
by Jean Cayrol (who wrote
and Fog, perhaps the best
to depict the
of the Nazi con·
camps.) Delphine
stars. Oct. 3.

This Offer Includes:
• Facility, Staff, Employees &
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.
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CITIZENS
BANK
OF ALBUGUERGUE.
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Thane
• Leather Coats
Lakeland
Santa Fe Leather
Woolrich
Suits and Sportcoats
" Merit (all wool 3-piece)
Varsity Town (3-piece corduroy)

cb

Higgins

•• Tie Collection by Briar
• Wool

Shirts by,Woolrich
"·Levis jeans, cords, 8r denims

I

3 Full Service Banks
'
2500 Louisiana, NE
/ 2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

! •

i

I
!'

Creighton
Career Club
Aetna
Slacks

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.

'

• Jantzen

• Harris

(JUSTA FEW BLOCKS)-ON CANDELARIA. OPENTIL6:00

I; :'!'

Sweaters

Shirts

• Gant

I
<

.... "

Phone 298-8777:.

FDIE
MEMSER OF FDIC

lobo Men'·s Shop
2120 Central SE

Ell

243·6954
-~
-'

-- l

film by .Robert Bresson (who has
~
yet to show commercially in
'"0
Albuquerque), Hasard is repor· ~
tedly among his most "ac· · F
cessible" efforts. It features An·
2:
ne Wiazemsky who Godard first
~
introduced . Oct. 30.
;s::
"Is There Sex After Death"'"
According to rumors (which its
title would seem to vindicate), t1
this is a sexual comedy. Oct. 31 "'~·
and Nov. 1.
.:;r
"Before the .Revolution"- t"
0
Early Bertolucci. Nov. 5.
O"
"Man in the White Suit"- !?
Alec Guiness stars in this British ~
satire, the sort which was quite ~

§·

(eQntinucd on page Al4)

~

?""

RICOH AUTO TLS EE

"Enter the Dragon"- Bruce
Lee with a little kung fu mania.
Oct. 4.
"Elena et Les Hommes"Bergman (Ingrid, that is) under
the direction of Jean Renoir. Oct.

8.

"Forty Second Street"Busby Berkeley choreographed
this backstage musical which
stars Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell
and Ginger Rodgers. Includes
the tune "Shuffle Off To Buffalo." Oct. 9.
"Alex in Wonderland"- A
sometimes intriguing, mostly
murky tribute to Fellini (who appears
briefly).
Donald
Sutherland and Ellen Burstyn ap·
pear as well in this movie by Paul
Mazursky (who also directed
Harry and Tonto and Bob, Ted,
Carol&Alice). Oct.10.
"Day at the Races"- The
Marx Brothers are at it again.
Oct. 11.
"The Westerner"- A horse
opera classic starring Gary
Cooper and Walter Brennan, as
the notorious Judge Roy Bean
("the Jaw west of the Pecos").
Gregg Toland, cameraman for
Citizen Kane, performed the
same duties for this one. Oct.15.
"Susan Lennox: Her Fall and
Rise"- Garbo and Gable share
the spotlight in this 1931 tale of
romance, greed and all the other
emotions which have made
Hollywood great. Oct. 16.
"The Boy Friend"- Twiggy in
her only film role, courtesy of
Ken Russell. Oct. 7.

'•

The Rlcoh Auto TLS EE Is the smallest, lightest, fully automatic, interchangeable SLR
currently availablel You set the shutter speed and the EE m~ter automatically sets
the correct lens opening. Fully interchangeable standard screw mount lenses, hot
shoe flash mount, built-in self timer, self-resetting frame counter. depth of field
preview button and shutter speeds to l;lOOOth second.

Regular Price $389.95

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL $249.50
complete with case

OUR

Fall Collection of Clothing
No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student I. D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
· Bank"by-Mail with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?

who explored the world of country in Nashville, the world of the
detective in Long Goodbye and
the western in McCabe and Mrs.
Miller, here goes to Ireland for a
bit of exploration into the
psyche. Oct. 24.
"Scenes From a Marriage"Ingmar Bergman's latest film.
Oct. 25 & 26 .
"Lucia"- Created in 1969 in
Cuba, Lucia only recently made
it past the American border
guards (it seems the government
thought it better protect us from
Castro's cinema lackies). Humberto Salas' debut film. Oct. 29.
"Au Hasard, Balthasar"- A

f.

25th

We Sell Creative Hand Made
Clothing & Crafts

Hand Stitch Co-op
2000 Central SE- 247·4498
New Members Welcome

., YEAR
J

OF SERVING
NEW MEXICO

LOWER PRieES
WITH SERVICE

523 CORONADO CENTER • 299-4473
3417 CENTRAL. AVE. N. E. •
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AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

'.

'
'

-~'

and

'

The Sandia Kiwanis

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

,j ·. '

'

'',.

.,

·Present

"

i-

. PRESENT

\

i

THE 1975 - 76 CULTURAL SERIES

'

Sch~dule

IT'S A' WIDE WIDE WORLD
TRA-VEL ADVENTURE Fl~M SERIES

The Ballet Aztlan of Mexico PrQduction of

Sept 23 - Fiesta Fo/klorico
Oct. 2 - The Alvin Ailey Dance Company
Oct 25 - Scotland on Parade
A
Nov. 16. ~ The· San Diego Ballet
Nov. 17 - Don't Bother Me - I .Can't Cope
Nov. 22 - Twelfth-Night

Stan Waterman's Underwater spectacular

America's Finest Modem· Dance Troupe.

'\..
1'

\

.

I
"

THE CLASSIC WONDERS OF
"

Swirling Skirts and Skirling Pipes

,.J

'

Company of Great Charm and. Grace

'
••

\

I.

...
·,·

.'

·

"

Ken Armstron's Robust Film

.

The Black Broadway Hit Revue

''

Oct.19 ~ CHAMBERS OF THE SEA
Nov. 18 - GREECE
Jan.14- BRAWNY AUSTRALIA
Feb. 15- AROUND THE WORLDMar. 3 - MARK TWAIN IN !TAL Y
-

Cap't. Irving Johnson's Sailing Adventure

Dick Reddy's All Time Favorite

Shakespeare's Boisterous Comedy

'•

uiaCapeHorn
_

Subscriptions: 5 Admissions - UNM Fac/Staff & Students $4.00.
All Films at 7:30 P.M.

i

Eugene O'Neill's Only Comedy

Nov. 23 - Ah! Wilderness
Jan. 28 - Philobolus ·
Feb. 3 - Marcel Marceau
Feb. 16 - Irene
Feb. 18- The:. Intimate P.P.Q. Bach
Apr. 13 - Denver Symphony
New Dimensions in Dance - The Fabulous

.,

~'

The Master of the Silent Art

'

l

I

'

(::1
\~

i'
'

'

!
'

I

I! 'IJ

_

j

.

i

Faculty _Rates - $51, $43, $33, $23

'

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS: :Your Graduate Students' Association
. has refused to support this program financially, therefore you
have to pay public
prices to all events. If this decision by G.S.A. disturbs you, we suggest you register
your protest at the G.S.A. office, first floor N.E. corner of the Student Union.
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In Associati~n With

.

- The Sierra Club

·

Present

The Audubon Wildlife Fil10 Series

Subscriptions Available to Undergraduates J
only at 75% tfiscount - $21, $18~ $16~ $13 1

'

'

-

POPEJOY HALL

The Central New Mexico Audubon Society

J

=========;:=~=~==:============·~1
. ..
.
.-j

i

.

New Mexico Mountain Club

I

Brian Priestman Conducts the

'
u·

''

l

Peter 'Schickele's Hilarious Musical Satire

'

~

..· .

'

The Nostalgic Block.Busting Musical Hit

'

.

.>fFil
~

II

.u
{J'

.,.;

Nov. 12.- Va~ishing Am.e~can Wildlife
Dec. 9 - Exploring Big Be~d Country
Feb. 2 - Naturalist's Afiel~
Mar. 10 - Wild Scandinavia
Apr. 1 - The Bahamas ~-.Top .to Bottom
''

Subscriptions: 5 admissions- UNM Fac/Staff & Students $4.00..
All Ftlms- at 7:30 P.M.

·-
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The Final Palt of the Film Guide
"Trash"- War hoi's name is attached to it, but Paul Marrisey
directed,
wrote
and
photographed this self-acclaimed
tribute to Joseph von Sternberg.
Joe Dallesandro (complete with
pimpled
ass)
and
Holly
Woodlawn (everyone's favorite
transvestite) star. Nov. 22.
"The Milky Way"- Luis
Bunuel's search through the
realm of religious dogma. Dec. 3..
"Hunger for Love"- A
Brazilian film about which I know
nothing. Dec. 4.
"Maidstone"- This, the third

• • •

film· by novelist-social gadfly
Norman M!liler, concerns a 'film
maker whd aspires to be U.S.
President. Dec. 4.
"Take the Money and Run"Woody Allen is Virgil Starkwell,
the criminal schmiel who plays
the cello by blowing into it. Run
is. Allen's first effort at directing.
and it already shows the flafr for
visual comedy which he has since
perfected in films like Sleeper
and Bananas. Dec. 6.
"Mexican Busride"- Bunuel.
Dec. 10.
"Journey Into Fear"- Orson

Welles began as director on _this
movie tin til it was taken out of his
harfds, Most of his Mercury
Players (Agnes Moorehead,
Joseph Cotten, Ruth Warrick
and Welles himself) appear. Dec.
11.
•
"Dr. Strangelove"- Stanley
Kubrick directed this comic farce
which may be the swan song of
the nuclear age yet. Dec. 12.
·
"Stavisky"- Alain Resnais'
latest film, a chic rendition of a
chic 30's ganster, done in the
style we have come to expect in a
Resnais movie. Dec. 13.

Where Else to See 'Em

,

Albuquerque, home of the
Civic Light Opera, Bernie
Thomas' Little Theatre, and
countless other "arts" events
Gene Kelly's "Anchor's Aweigh" plays Nov. 20th
guaranteed to make you wretch,
is fast becomming a film goer's
delight.
·
(cGntinued from page All)
One of the first theatres to
popular a few years•baek. Oct. 6.
future world. Nov. 12.
break away from the syndrome
"Gumshoe"- Albert Finney is of Hollywood cinema mediocrity
"Mean Streets"- One of our
best examples of American in· the detective. Nov.13.
which characterizes small towns
"Night of the Living Dead"- was Don Pancho's. Directly
dependent cinema, Mean Streets
chronicles the lives ·of three Made on a shoe-string budget in south of thll University, DP has
small-time thugs. Martin Sear- Pittsburg, this horror epic has been in operation for fifteen
sese, who recently directed Alice become something of a classic. . years, mostly as an "arts thatre."
Doesn't Live Here Anymore, can The actors aren't much (except Among its upcoming offerings
be credited for his singular, if at for the sheriff), but I've never are De Sica's A Brief Vacation,
heard anyone complain. Nov.15.
times muddled, vision. Nov. 7.
Bergman's Scenes From a
"Le Petit Soldat"- Another Marriage and a three week
· "Day For Night"- Truffaut
won an Oscar for "Best Foreign early Godard. Nov.19.
Bogart festival.
"Anchor's Aweigh"- Gene
Film of 1974" foi" this o~e, and
Another theatre which has
Kelly and Frank Sinatra are gobs done much to. improve cinema
rightfully so. Nov. 8.
"Fahrenheit 451"- Paper bur- on the loose in Hollywood. Nov. going in the city is the Guild.
ns at 451 degrees F and hence the 20.
Operated by the same people
"Shaft"- A B-grade movie full who now run Don Pancho's (or at
title for this, a film version by
Truffaut.based on the Ray Brad- of action, sex and a bit of music. least a part of Don Pancho's), the
bury novel of a book burning Nov. 21.
Guild is ,heavy on
films.
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plagued by' the selection
problems which ruin Commonwealth's fare. If you do
de.cide to go to a Commonwealth
flick, be prepared to pay;.
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NEW DAYTIME

f~~~

PROGRAMS

i
'

'

\

Tuesday

Monday

l'
I

'

I
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Free Films
Suspence Series
10 · 3 SUB Theatre

Lecture Series
by various faculty
members
12 noon SUB Ballroom

Wednesday

Thursday

FREE Films
10 - 3 SUB Theatre
see ad in this iSSI.Je .

{'
(

I. ,
'

Live entertainment
in SUB Cafeteria
12-3 pm

,,

i'

I
'

I '

And Then. - Every Day -

~II

*
*
*
*

The Original Flash Gordon
Future Shock
Punishment Park
Cuba
NFL Highlights (comedy)

eptemner 7-0ctober 5, Upper Gallery: Sculpture
ceramics froni the permanent collection a'nd
ine1Gee:nth century French Animal Sculpture from
private Albuquerque collection.
ieptember 28-November 2, Lower Gallery: Lazlo
-Nagy's photograms and photographs;
Inward Cook drawings/Doris Ulman photographs
the Appalachian area.
.·
er 12-November 16, Upper Gallery:
Hammersley Retrospective.
-----'-··- 16-December 14, Lower Gallery: Anpurchase exhibition.
her 23-December 28, Upper Gallery: FrenPosters of the 1890's.
,
•cG•eouu•" 21-February 15; Lower Gallery: Recent
Avant-Garde American- Art from
The New Industrial Parks,·
·hot;ograt>ns by Lewis Baltz.

:·~.

'"'
IIi

Photo by Nadar

The Fine Arts Complex. Popejoy Hall is the large structure on
the left. Rodey Theatre is behind Popejoy, and the Museum
is next to Rodey. The area on the right is the music department and Keller Hall.

The Performance Series consists of concerts
presented by music students, playing everything
from Renaissance to jazz. Guest soloists sometimes
perform with the groups, and announcements of
soloists will be made by the Department of Music.
Listed below are the fall concerts. All concerts
start at 8:15p.m., unless indicated otherwise.
The Chamber Orchestra will perform at 4 p.m ..
Sunday, November 16 in Keller Hall.
The Symphony Orchestra will perform Tuesday,
December 2, in Popejoy Hall.
The first concert by the University Wind Ensemble will .. be Monday, December 8, in Rodey
Theatre. Two more concerts by the group are
scheduled for the Spring of '76.
The UNM Jazz Band has one concert this Fall,
Monday, November 10 in Rodey Theatre. They
also have two more scheduled for the. Spring.
The Concert Choir has one concert this fall, Monday N overilber 24, Keller Hall. On Saturday,
December 6, the Choirs will give a concert along
with the Collegiate Singers in Keller Hall.
Student tickets cost $.50 each. You can reserve
tickets by calling 277-4805.

Jeans and Jackets the way you like them . . .
Pre-washed. Pre-softened and Pre-faded. Sedgefleld
pre-washed also has sanfor-set a new process that
keeps denim from puckering and twisting. Sedgefieid
jeans and jackets they "Do
Nothing", but
they look great.

'
•

PRE-WASHED
FLARE JEANS

PRE-WASHED
BELl JEANS
PRE-WASHED
DENIM JACKETS

2700

STROMBERGS CHARGE - MASTER CHARGE- BANKAMERICARD

,,

You'll find a Trend Shop anywhere you find

··'--

aStrombergs

DOWNTOWN - NOB HILL - WINROCK

For further Information call 277-4706 & watch the LOBO for further announcements.
,.
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JEANS AND JACKETS WITH SANFOR·SET

Day

&Much, Much More

P>
'1:1

PREWASH ED

Knig~t & the Pips in Concert
* ·Gladys
Belle in Concert
* La
Wonder in Concert
* Stevie
3 Lives (Feminist film)

*
*

"' ""'
::0
~

0~·

.'

MUSIC!
UNM Jazz, Wind, & ·
Orchestra Ensembles
Collegiate Singers
& Drama Productions
12 noon SUB Ballroom

10 - 3 in the Student Union Building
FREE Video Tape .Showings, such as ...
-*

Fine Arts Building at the end of that giant lobthat separates Keller Hall from. Popejoy and
the museum hours are Tuesday through
uH·noay 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., sunday 1 to 5.

Friday

1'~

l•

ffiuslc to Listen to
PIQ9ed In Keller HQII

You had better be prepared to
pay as well if your movie choice is
showing at the Fox Winrock or at
the Mall Cinema. Nearly
mausoleums, the two alternate
between films of appeal to middle-class kids (Walt Disney),
films for middle-class adolescents
(Tommy) and films .for their
parents (Shampoo). The Fox also
has one of the oddest shaped
screens in town which doesn't do
much for your viewing pleasure.
If your tastes are still not
satisfied, and movie going you
must go, then Albuquerque also
offers seven drive-ins and a
slightly higher number of po:t;no
houses (I say "slightly higher"
because the absolute number is
always in flux).

Student Activity ~enter and A.S.U.N.M.
T entqtively announce f9r this fall a

,I

i\

You are likely to catch Bette
Davis and Bogart there. You are
as easily apt to see returns of
film3 like If, Harold and Maude,
King of Hearts and Harder They
Come.
A recent addition to local film
viewing lias been the arrival of a
theatre devoted solely (almost)
to the past.
The Encore (located a few
blocks east of campus of Central)
is the best. Its summer program
included a science fiction film
festival and screenings of several
rarely seen gems, inciuding After The Thin Man, Father of the
Bride (with Tracy and Taylor),
and the 40's remake of The Three
Musketeers.
Of the more commercial
theatres in town, the Lobo and
Los Altos are the best to keep an
eye on. Both are run by the Commonwealth Theatre chain {whiclr
runs several othe1:. theatres in
town) and both seem to be less

..

Things to Look at
In Fine Arts museum
The University Fine Arts Museum.is located in

en
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BOREDWALK
Bored walk is a regula; f~ature
of the Arts & Media section of
the LOBO. It lists events such as
concerts, plays, recitals, films,
poetry readings and other
cultural happenings.
University events will be
given first priority in the
listings, although events oc-

curring in the· city will
sometimes appear here if space
permits.
Boredwalk will cover one
week, from Wednesday to the
next Tuesday. People wishing to
submit announcements to the
feature must have it in to the
LOBO office, room 198, Marron

Hall, by three ·o'clock on the ·
Tuesday preceding the week of
the event. Only events taking
place in that tpeek will be placed
in the listings, Place, time, how
many performances, admission
price if any, and closing dates
should be part of the an·
nouncement.
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HONDA
is coming to.

T:
{:"··

'75

"

Digest

"... a revolutionary development. :. no catalytic
converters or other add·ons needed . . . a
·
clean car that saves gas:'

.BOlD ['i!f TBACI

r:Jl

Help Wonted

•

*

Film: The ASUNM Film Committee opens the fall season with
Roman Polanski's "Chinatown"
with Jack Nicholson and Faye
Dunway, Friday and Saturday in
the SUB theater, 7, 9, & 11 p.m.,
admission, one dollar.
Opera: "La Viad Breve" and
"L'Enfant etLes Sortileges" will
be presented at Santa Fe Opei a
(SFO) tonight at 9 p.m.
Tomorrow night, SFO presents
"Carmen,"9 p.m.
Friday night, "Cosi Fan Tutti"
will be the offering, 9 p.m.
Saturday it's "Carmen" again, 9
p.m .
Drama: Corrales Adobe Theatre
presents "Antigone," 8:30 p.m ..
tomorrow, Friday and Sunday.
Drama: The Barn Dinner
Theater will present "Six Rooms
Riv Vu" tonight thru Sept 28.
Weekdays dinner is between 7 &
8 p.m., and the drama starts at
8:30. Sundays,m the meal is between 4:30 & 5:30 and the show is
at six.
Musical: The Albuquerque Civic
Light Opera will present "Ap·
plause" at Popejoy Hall, 8:15
p.m. Friday, Saturday, 8:15p.m.;
Sunday, 2:15p.m.
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Writing & Reviewing
Like to write? Like to read? Like to listen to music? Go to concerts? Go to plays? Poetry readings? Art shows? Films?
·
If you like to do some or .1111 of the above and sould like to
polish your writing styl!l, LOBO Arts & Media gives you the opportunity to·practice, and get published. The arts section runs
reviews of records, books, rock concerts, symphony concerts,
plays and anything else pertaining to culture & artistic endeavor.
·
If you are interested, come by the LOBO office in Marron Hall
(corner of Yale & Redondo), room 138. Ask for the Arts & Media
editor Terry England. The best time t 0 come by would be next
week, after classes begin. If the editor is not there, a schedule
will be on his desk so· you can find out the best time to catch him.
Arts & Media people do not get paid with money. Just the
gratitude of the editor. Also, if you review a record or book, you
get to keep the record or book. If you do a rock concert, syin.
phony concert, play, lecture or film you get in free. Plus you
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.have published reviews you can use for a portfolio should you
need one.
Note: These areas are especially lacking as far as the LOBO is
concerned right now. Sculpture, painting, litliography,
drawing, symphonic music, opera, ballet.

*

*

*

\{

j

*

Student Submissions
The LOBO will continue a feature that was started by the last
Arts & Media editor, Jon Bowman (and will probably become
his legacy, for better or perverse). Every Tuesday student sub·
missions will take the place of the regular fare. Anyone wishing
to submit something should bring it to Marron Hall, room 138
and drop it in a basket mt~rked "submissions."
Anything is welcome. Re"member that the LOBO doesn't have
all that large amount of space, so'keep your verbosity in check.
Poetry is the thing brought in most. Short stories are acceptable, if you can say what you...have to within about 60-80
lines (sixty characters to a line). Photographs and drawings are
most welcome, but remember, nuances of color and hue will be
lost in our cheap production methods.

. I

" ... a car that would solve most of the country's
automobile-related problems overnight:'

The Bike
Shop

MIITDR
TREND

Inside LOBO Sports
'

.....

Women'sAthletics ... ............ P.A-18
Football ......................... P. A -22
Estes vs. NCAA .................. P. A-21
New Sports Info Directors . ......... P. A-21

1975 Golden Wheels Economy Award Winner.
"From the standpoint of economy, the Honda
has it hands down:·

'

..

*Peugeot

*Takara

"Honda ... Best Economy Car for 1975 accord·
ing to twelfth annual Reader's Choice Poll:'
Harry Garcia invites you to test
drive the sensational Honda, number one in EPA mileage tests for
1974 and 1975 ... a whopping 42
miles-per-gallon in the 5-speed
model.. Five minutes behind the
wheel will prove Honda's a Jot
more than talk!
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BIKING IS FUN

Back to School Special !.

·'

-. ·'::.

MIZUTANI 250
d
~

1100 Rio Grande, NWat 1-40
Phone ·765-1133
·

(10 Speed Cycle)

$95.99.
Located just six blocks south of Central

at 605 Yale SE

\
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Women's Athletics 'Shooting For Equalit

bO
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By Harold Smith
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The UNM women's athletic
department, keeping in tune with
the year of the woman, has been
making significant advances since the advent of Title IX and its
forceful department director,
Linda Estes.
·
The major gain for the eightsport women's program was a
126 per cent budget increase
from last year to this year's comparatively · whopping $118,000.
Estes said, "I am shooting for
equality (with men) financialwise in no longer than two
years."
While other universities
around the nation attempt to circumnavigate the problem of
male-female financial inequality
in athletics UNM itself has made
an effort in the direction of
balance; "Mainly it has been a
commitment by the University
administration," Estes said.
Photo by Randy Builder
"This university has moved on its
Linda Estes, UNM women's athletic director, sits in her of- own."
fice in Carlisle Gym and talks about he( favorite subject,
But even with the "comequality for women in athletics.
mitment" on the part of the ad-

_ministration Estes and her counterparts face other obstacles.
Originally Estes said she
requested $213,000, 'but after its
approval by the University the
State Board of Educational
Finance cut it to its present level.
The BEF reviews all state
university budgets in New
Mexico.

I

r:n

Conference Crown Possible

~-

By HAROLD SMI1'H

Estes Sf!id the reason the
cut the initial request
because of the percentage
crea~e. She said, "They pr<Jbabt•
thought, 'They're getting a
per cent increase. What do
want?"
Legal action does not appear
be necessary here at UNM, """''"'I
!continued on page A20)

Track Position Filled
By Cibola A.S. Coach

Of all the women's sports on
campus field hockey is probably
the least understood, -but Coach
Bev ~uinlan is looking forward to
the upcoming season even to the
point of mentally preparing for a
trip to national~.

Volleyball
\ u' I n sI·U m p
'(f

.

•

.

Quinlan, for the first time, was
able to grant three scholarships
this year because of the additional funds to the women's
atletic department. They include
center halfback Donna Kutarnia,
. who was last year's LOBO MVP
in field hockey, halfback Carol
Cole and freshman Vicky
Mossman.
Kutarnia at her position plays
the· entire field up and down.
Quinlan said the reasons for
Kutarnia's selection for a scholarship are numerous. "Donna is a
very good person, and worthy of
a scholarship," Quinlan said.
"She's openly glad to come to
practice and sparks enthusiasm
in the other players."

W.omen's Volleyball Coach
Kathy Marpe is not overly enthused about the prospects of her
team's upcoming season .
Even with the new money
"She was a prime candidate for
allocated to women's athletics, one of the first women to get a
and the additional scholarships scholarship here."
available Marpe said she was
Kutarnia is a junior from
unable to get the athletes. The Albuquerque's Sandia High
only athlete on the volleyball School.
team who will positivelyt get a
Cole had never played field
scholarship this year is Colleen hockey before last year. Quinlan
Conway. Marpe said Conway "is said, "I guess the first month anrl
on a year-basis scholarship. She's a half she was here she was oba good all-around player, but she viously behind everybody else.
is primarily a setter·"
She's had ouite an improvement.
The volleyball schedule is: OcQuinlan said Cole was going to
tober 10 · 11 - Cibola Classic, Oc- have to go to work to continue
tober 17· 18 - Intermountain her edpcation,. and that when sheConference Southern District d'd
1 s h e would h ave to quit
2
games, October 4-25 - West playing field hockey. "I told her
Texas State, October 31 - Nor- why didn't she apply for a
thern Colorado and Colorado, scholarship,': Quinlan said.
November 1 - Wyoming and "We're (women's athletics) still
Colorado State, November 7 ·- at the stage where athletes don't
NMSU and UTEP, November 14 apply because they think, 'I
- Utah State and Weber State
ld •
"
wou
n
t
get
one.
and November 15 - Utah and
Th e
t h'1r d
sc h o1ars h'1p
BYU.
reCipient, Mossman, came to

UNM from Albuquerque's
Highland High School.
Quinlan said, "I received a letter of application from 'lickY. T
talked with the coach, and sne
sent me a leLw,, of recommendation."
"Last year she attended a field
hockey camp in Denver. She had
to finance this herself."
Quinlan said Mossman had
played the halfback position in
high school, but she has not
decided yet where the first-year
collegian will play. "She'll have
to sort of earn her place," she
said.
· Most of the game's scheduled
will be against high school teams
in the city and some around the
state. Quinlan said the University of Albuquerqu.~. i~ the only
other college in the 'state with a.
team.
The schedule is as follows:
September 24--St. Pius, here;
SePtember 26--Los Alamos.
there;
September
3DAlbuquerque Academy, here; October 3--Santa Fe High; there;
October 6--Sandia, here; October
17-18--Fiesta tourney, here; October 27--Albuquerque Academy,
there; and October 31--Santa Fe,
here.
The remainin~atnes...in.dude:
November 3-St. Pius, there;
"November 4--Sandia, here;
November
7-8--Intermountain
Conference Championships, Denver; and November 14-15-University of Arizona, there.
Quinlan said tlie Fiesta tourney here will pit area high shcools, UNM, Arizona and maybe
Glendale Community College.

The UNM women's athletic year· even though it was
The fieldhockey coach, Bev Quinlan, is looking forward to a
department has . added to its school's first year in op,eraltlonii!>U{.Ierseason with three scholarship players on the roster.
coaching roll former Lobo discus She also coaches the
thrower national champ Barbara basketball and track coJltit~go~nt:sll
Butler for the 1975-76 track
Kathy Marpe, who headed
season.
fledg-ling first-year track
Butler, whose 142 foot throw in for UNM last year, will cm1til111ill
1971 won her the rtational to coach the women
collegiate championship, will also .and basketball teams.
L11bb
remain as an instructor and coach
at Albuquerque's new Cibola
'
High School. Her prep voll~yball
squad took the state crown last
Butler begins her colleg
coaching career with a handful
new athletes on
development new to
women's athletics. Butler
the women's college
here is beginning to
way into the stronghold of
clubs like the Olympette
f
and Duke City Dashers
acquire talented tracksters.
.. ·~ .,_
Those who will be "'ln~petin!
~·
for the Lobos this year ~:~~~~~,~~:;~~e;
Lisa Gibbs, Dinie Norero, D
Davis and Carol Hudson. Th:ree:IP•rolHe'm.s.
schruarship prospects have notl---------------------------------------------------------~------~------------------------------------------------------------------
signed as ol' yet;'but even
do not, Butler said they
"hopefully" still compete .
The indecisive include Su
Vigil, Linda Stecker and distan
sensation Lynn Bjorkland. u .... ,,...
said the women were hesitant
sign because they feel
loyalties lie with the track clubsl
As a Olympette Club par·tic:ipatntg
herself Butler said she
derstands" how the women
but said the UNM team um1c•n
her will be geared to the
dividual. She said her attllel~e!U
should concentrate on
their best times for the 01-v-mnicD
trials, and not "overtrain" thE~m-11
selves. Butler said there was
tendency among some of the
ners last year to do that as hn•u v
attempted to compete in
meets, one for UNM and one
the clubs, both on the same
Asked when she thought
women's
loyalty would begin
I
swing from the clubs to
BANKING HOURS
University program, Butler
"If the programs were
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Monday through Thursday
parable they would. As it is·
their loyalty may stay with
9 a.m.- 6~p.m. Friday
AAU.
''W:ithin two years
9 a.m.- 6 p.m. Monday through Friday (Drive-In Service)
UNM should have a good traug
program, but it still won't
comparable to the clubs."
Butler, whose frame is a
cry from the stereotype
discus thrower, said the umtver··•
sity position is, as of now,
"temporary employment."
She said, "I haven't signed
contract yet (as of August
I'm sure not· doing it for
A Member of the BSI Family
money." Butler will receive
"Banks that believe in helping New Mexico
minimal salary in the range
one to two thousand dollars
and that means helping you!"
her services. RigM rtGW
said she did not know exac
Member FDIC
what her salary would be, a
she really didn't SP<'m to ear c.

AMERICAN
BANK OF
COMMERCE

University
B,ranch

Do~itr

_Sports
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American Bank of Commerce's University Branch has relocated
its office from the campus to 2706 Central S.E. And in our move
we made
some changes. We're now a full-service branch with
.
more people to serve you and new hours to serve more people.
Our name's the same-- just our location and service has changed.
.. for the better. ·

All New And

Returning Students

University Branch

2706 Central SE

Telephone 765-5230

UNM Alun•ni Assoe.ation.

We are located in the New Mexico Union
Suite 200. Come by to see us !
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Craig Gets
Info Berth

Women's Athletics 'Shooting For Equality'
(('(lntimu•d from pi\~f!' A lHJ

said. "But," she said, "I wold
resort to legal action if
necessary.
"I! there is no other way but to
take some money from men's
they'll just hav<l to abide by the
law."
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PhoLn hy Handy Build!-r

Linda Estes

Even Estes feels women have
a ways to go, physically, before
they can attain equality with
their fellow athletes on the male
side of humanity. She said women can acheive the men's level
of perfor~aance given the proper
opportunity.
She said the idea of the
superior male is "similar to
arguments to keep blacks from
going to sehools in the South.
They said blacks could not compete with whites in schools, and
would flunk all their classes. The
rpason was the blacks had inferior educational opportunities.
Likewise women have had inferior athletic opportunities.
"I don't bcliev<' in a weaker
sex."
Asked if she would favor a
college athletic program in which
both male and females vic for
scholarships on a bisexual team,
F:stes said, "I£ we got to that
magic place where women had
the same opportunities to
develop their talents, where
women were truly equal, I would.

"The danger today would be
that in almost all instances
women would be eliminated."
However, Estes predicted that it
will only take twenty years for
women to reach the performance
levol attained by men.

For women, at least as concerns money, athletics is on its
way up, but Estes does not reserve her opinions to women. Commenting on the new NCAA
ruling on men's college sports
cutbacks, she said, "I am
outraged at the way they gutted
minor sports. It's completely

Enrich your life
Meet todayT's challenges
Enroll in Bible
'

Bible Course Schedule
Fall1975
Description
N.T. Greek
The Corinthian Letters
Life and Teaching of Jesus
The Book of Revelation

Course
GREEK 1411
Bible 3361
Bible 1313
Bible 4366

Time
9:00-10:30 ain MWF
Tues. 6:30- 9 pro
10:30-12:00 TTH
10:30-12:00 MW

If you are interested in a special course
please call the Student Christian Center.
Fees-$5.00 per course
Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class meeting

'
I

Eight Reasons for Enrolling
I.
2.
3.
4.

i

5.
6.
7.
8.

To enrich my unr..lerstandingofGod\ \vonL
To strengthen my faith as a Chrbtian.
To understand my role us a servant of God.
To understand the value of mv soul. _
To obtain the proper philosophy of life.
To balance my academic development.
To t1se my electives where they count most.
To set a good example for others to follow.

.-

CHRrsTrA:-.: SnmE:-.:T CE:-.:TER
11)0 (;IRARD

NE

265-4312

irrational to give 95 full-ride
scholarships to football and
reduce the entire minor sports
program scholarships from 209 to
80.
"I hope that student and alumni )<roups all over the country

raise hell about what the NCAA
is going to do to minor sports. I
certainly would 'support any
protest by athletes in minor sports or their coaches."
Estes said she thinks 60-65
scholarships for football is more
reasonable. She said too much
emphasis is placed on football to
the detriment of minor sports
like track, gymnastics and
wrestling.
"Ohio State," Estes said, "will
still get everything it needs."
Unlike the men Estes said she
will not concentrate any of her
department's funds in any sports

Susan Craig, a contributing
editor for· a· national sports
to make money. "However,"
magazine and former newspaper
said, "I do think that women
reporter, has been named UNM's
two sports that are capable
first sports information coormaking a profit, volleyball
dinator for womer:'s athletics.
basketball."
Craig, a 1970 gr11dua t~ of
With her new finan
UN~M, also will serve as women's
capabilities Estes was able
volleyball
and
basketball
purchase the services of two
· assistant coach. As coordinator
coaches. In. tennis Larry L
Craig will report to Women's
will take over temporarily
one year. Last year Estes ue1~,,••
Athletic Director Linda Estes.
"My first goal is to make the
coached the team, but now
people of Albuquerque and New
be able to concentrate on the
Mexico familiar with yvomen
ministrat1ve aspect of her joh.
"I've known him for a
athletes
and
their
accomplishments," Craig said.
time," J!jstes said. "I think
"We have found that the specwill be able to manage a team
tators
are there," Craig said.
women.
"For
instance,
recently in
"I gave him his first ten
lesson when he was maybe eirrlb"---..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - : - - : - : - - - -.., - - . / Albuquerque, 3000 fans turned
years old." At the time Estes
new assistant basketball coach; Jim Newman, was out to watch the finals of the
the city tennis program.
last spring from Compton College in California by American Softball Association
Barbl!ra Butler, a Cibola Hig:,He,ad Coach Norm Ellenberger, Newman, who brought two · women's fast~pitch district tour1
School P.E. teacher and
his players with him, said his job at UNM is "so far so nament."
will assume the coaching positioJh·ood "
Craig describes UNM -as a
in track. Estes said, "Butler is
pioneer in women's athletics. She
national competitor, a real
said, "We've started building our
getter and program builder."
prograJ? while many other
_.Butler's job is also temnolrflr•vll
schools are just beginning to get
With so much to look fmrwnlll Editor's Note: The following is a lawsuit to prevent their im- funds to operate.
plementation or by pushing for
"At UNM we already have a
to in women's athletics, and
open letter from UNM
I
e
g
is
I
a
t
i
o
n
t
o
w
e
a
k
e
n
t
h.e
group of talented athletes and
much confusion about Title
's Athletic Director Linregulations during the next good coaches."
and what it means the
Estes to the NCAA on that
For the past year Craig has
decided to run an open
's opposition to Title session of Congress. I strongly
urge
the
NCAA
to
immediately
been
a contributing editor for
from Estes to the NCAA
Guidelines. The letter is dated
·cease their opposition to Title IX. Sportswoman magazine and a
cerning that famous, or rather
24, 1975.
Title IX is not the primary for- stringer foi· the National Obsome infamous document. the
few days ago, the Title IX
ce in bringing about equality for servor. For two years she was an
ter is on page A-23.
which call for equal
females in athletics because we Albuquerque Journal reporter
lhnr•~~~> .. nities in athletics for
s and women in the schools already have other legislation covering federal court activities.
Craig also appears regularly
colleges of our nation, such as the 14th Amendment to
came effective. However, the United States Constitution, on KOAT-TV sports programs
rumors are circulating which guarantees equal jus tic un- with Jim Boggio covering state
NCAA will continue to der the law, and the Civil Rights and local women's athletic events.
'
,~P!Jose. l<,h~ r~g.u}ations .eith\lr by

Estes vs. NCAA

Indiana Team Captain
Takes Tennis Billet

private lessons to both
and youngsters.
The 23-year-old tennis
entered hi~ first tourney at
nine and since has compiled
impressive
list
of
complishments including ~P\IPrE
state and runner-up awards
the Southwest. He was also
of the Southwest Junior D01ublE
Championship team from
69.
Prior to accepting the position
While at Indiana Uni~·<>r•oitr
at UNM he was teaching and where he was named captain
coaching tennis in the Junior senior year, the varsity
Development Program in ranked second or third in the
Bloomington, Ind. He also gave Ten Conference.
Lindsay will take over a you
University squad. Former
Laba Want Ads Linda Estes, recommended
dsay and will now devote all
time to her -responsibilities
Athletic Director forth
women's
intercollegia
program.
Five women are on
scholarships at UNM, u':ICIUIOJIIg
top-ranked woman from
field, Conn. Leslie Holmquist
one of the top-ranked players
the 18-and-under division of N
England. She was the
five
player for the boy's
Da The Trick
school team that won state.

Larry Lindsay, a 1970
graduate of Sandia High School,
has been hired by UNM to coach
the women's varsity tennis team.
'Lindsay grew up in the
Albuquerque
Parks
and
Recreation program and was
given a full tennis scholarship to
Indiana University where he
graduated in 1975 with a BA in
history.
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Don McGuire is the new sports information director
replacing NMSU-bound Eddie Groth. Here McGuire goes
through a typical day getting stats for dependent reporters.

TV Sp_orts Producer
Replaces SID Groth

•••

Don McGuire, a former Oklahoma Univeristy. He served
associate producer for ABC spor- as assistant sports information
ts, was chosen from a list of over director for two years under
250 ~pplicants to replace Eddie Groth before joining the ABC
Groth as the sports information crew in 1974. While at ABC he
director at UNM. Groth, who aided in the production of college
held the job since 1965, left to ac- football, the 'Kentucky Derby
cept the job as director of in- and several professional golf
tournaments including the
formation services at New
Hawaiian
and British Opens. He
Mexico State.
McGuire, 25, is a graduate of also was the sports director for
Sandia High School in KRKE radio in Albuquerque for
a brief time before accepting his
Albuquerque and got a B.A.
degree in ournalism at new position.

PEPINO'Sannounces
ON CENT
Still Plenty of Good Music
On An All NEW DANCE Floor !
and

Just to Strut our Stuff
We're having a· back to school
Special this Saturday the 23rd
Tequila Sunrises only 25¢
from 8 prn - 10 pm.
Located at the same hopping place 4310 Central SE
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Fiesta Bowl Talk
Fills U. Stadium·
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Fiesta Bowl Talk Prevalent ln Mandt Camp
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fensive line .. The reason quar- breaks, we .could wind up with
·
·
terback Myer is always smiling. super year.r.
the
,~~sn•
The
Lobos
open
up
Familiar talk fills the air. Talk The front five averages over 6-3
With Myer 'healthy behind an
(continued from pll.gc A22)
not only of winning s'easons, but in height and 254 p.ounds, far the on Sept. 13 against Fresno
awesome
offensive lin~ you
on the path to shattering
of WAC championships, trips to largest front line UNM has ever here. "The two Arizona
would
expect
the Lobos to be un·
numerous school records.
Fiesta Bowls, and even whispers had and probably the biggest this are always big ones, but I'd
Now a senior, Myer is star of stoppable. Not so. Mon4.t is still
of AU-America candidates.
year in theW AC·
the key game this year is that
the advertising campaign, hoping in search of a running, back, with
Familiar talk which always fills
4)
Going into last season st one. By then the team is
to fill University Stadium. His the job'u'pfor grabs.
the air at the beginning of fall everything was new.
New together and we can see
"We just haven't been able to
picture appears on posters,
football practice. But, veteran co ache s with n e w i d e a s . what we've got."
billboards and television com- prove our ground attack," he
Lobo fans have a wait-and-see at- Basically, no one knew what was
mercials across the city and is said. "We worked hard at that in
titude towards this talk--seeing coming off. · Now, after a 4-6-1
being pushed as an All-American the spring and ·made some
winning words of the past three season is out of the way the kinks
candidate, should his statistics progress but we still aren't
seasons fade into an overallll-21-1 should be smoothed out.
satisfied. We need a back who
"Summing it up," said Mondt,
hold out.
record. What makes this year
·can
break tackles."
Four other players are also
"we are more experienced, more
different'!
Possibles
for that position are
definite All-W ACers if not
,.· ..
According to Co;t~)l f!ill.Mondt, ·confident, bigger and better than
Bobby Forrest, Bobby Scott,
intro<luel possible AU-Americans. Place Larry Horner and Ben Turner.
there are four basic reasons why last year.,"
kicker Bob Berg has proven
this year will be ii winning one: .
And the experts agree.
deadly within 50 yards, tieing an Mondt knows a good running No. 75 Dave Green dives to his death on a stationary football at Saturday's Photo Day as his
I) Based on s.pring practice Preseason polls have predicted
NCAA record oflS field goals last back could make Myer's passing fellow Lt:~bos gleefully watch the scene.
this team is not only good, but UNM to fini~h with records
·.
Photo by Miguel Gandert
year, only to have it bettered all the more dynamite. Work
,,loves to hit.
·
ranging from 6-5 to 9-2. Notice:
,
goes
on.
2) An experienced defensive not one has predicted a losing
cornpl.etionsfi later in the season.
Another weakness is on the
secondary. There are 13 years -of season for a team which has not
Offensive guard Ed Bell could
rec!living
end of things. After
UNM playing time amo.n.g..th!l, tOJ!.. had a winning slate slnce 1971.
be UNN's best hope for an Allfour backs and there are 's1x
"That's one thing I can predict
American. At 6·1, 235 pounds, he Preston Dennard, who became
play-ers"
returning
who
have
starfor
sure.
We'll
win
more
games
is one of the quickest linemen in the first freshman to make AllGuard Edgar Bel/looks to be a part of the biggest offensive
ted in the secondary.
than we lose," Mondt said. "If
the country, and is an excellent WAC last year, the kitchen is
lines in UNM history.
bare. A .couple of tight ends,
3) . A huge, experienced of- things go right and we get some
pulling guard.
As a. junior, defensive end Pete Robinson and Preston Hall
caught a combined total of 32
•.. l ··I'Mi ~?:,
ii;.if-. :;.. '"
w:••it':<"<e:
Robin Cole may be All•
passes last season, but there is
~
-.· - ~, .- . _-. --:~~ ' if>· '•
Everythirfg when he finally no depth at wide receiver.
'
.
1
v
? .
leaves UNM. He has started since he was a fresheman, and mat- Sophomore, Ken Br_:ya,n.t . m,ay
ched veteran Greg Jones move there if a backup can be
for Myer.
statistic for ·statistic last year, . foimd
Overall, a lack of depth could
playing at opposite ends of the hurt the Lobls. if a few key inline.
Interception specialist, Randy juries were to occur.
But right now "there isn't a
Rich leads the defensive seconsingle
team on our schedule
dary and should make All-WAC
which
we
can't beat," said Monthis year as a senior. He has letdt. "We don't have one game
tered every year and led the
team in pass interceptions la.st which we would need a miracle to
win.
jr,,.~.J!;Oiflvl season with four.
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See things

Have you ever. tried to buy a
$15.00 pair of pants for $14.00?
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Try Us I

ou~way.

HANG TEN

WRANGLER

TOBIAS
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You can depend upon TSO to
fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses
to exact specifications.
TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors
BankAmericard and Master
Charge cards if preferred.
You'lllike what you see at
TSO because at TSO we care
how you look at life.
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'lEXAs STATE
OPTICAL
Ophthalmic Dispensers

4410-A Central Ave. S.W.
Phone: 831-5326
4300 Central Ave. S.E.
Phone: 263-2008

JOEL

LEVI

• Photo by. Miguel

Specializing in Backpacking and Mountaineering

\

Featuring -

\
\
\
\
\

Kelty, Lowa,. G erry,
FOR GUYS N' GALS

Vasque, Camp 7,

\

\ Frostline, North Face,

I
I
I
I

Sierra Design

\

lI

881-5223

i
1
1I1

Hours
Monday - Thursday
9:30- 6:00
Friday - 9:30
Saturday
- 9:00- 8:30
- 5:30

I

Boogi.e on down and Bargain
•

Large selection In colors & styles for Men & Women

As low as $47.~5

i
~

.
The Hottest Brands Going!

6307 Me

RED HOT
PANTS Mini M'all

1710 Central SE
VIsit
ourNE
new
location at
Menaul
• 881-1640
oi5307
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Sports Opinion
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Football Season· Is MerelY Appetizer Here .

~

0

.D
0

..:l

With the coming of football
and a brand new season full of
turquoise pageantry all I can say
0
is, "I can hardly wait until
·~
"KQ) basketball gets here." Not that I
::.1 don't like football, it's just that,
·at least here at UNM, football is a
~
Q)
sport even with the forz..,; minor
tune they spend on it. Basketball
gymnastics are the only two
""Q)bl) and
sports that ever seem to make it
good here, and gymnastics is not.
~
<!\ exactly the most exciting event
~
to watch. Pretty, yes, exciting,
.9
...,

8
"'
A

r
I

~

"'

"
Q)

rJl

no.
Hopefully with the likes of the
new basketballez..sistailt coach,
Jim Newman, and the two
players from his team at Comp.ton Junior College in California
Ellenberger's Wolfpack (even
without Sasha) can recover from
last year's comparatively poor
showing.
And then there's the women.
It's good to see that'they're getting a halfway decent amount of
funds to use.
Unlike Line

Estes, women's athletic director,
however I think it's going to take
a little longer than twenty years·
for women to attain the men's
level in athletics even with the

last year by Patty Howell and
, best of opportunities.
Debbie Kates of the 'women's
But when I begin to have bsketball team, Besides that
hellish' thoughts like that. my Howell and Kates weren't even
memory flogs me with t~e defeat
handed .the all-male sports staff starters.
. '' * ..
-~

'. . ' •'> .
.':I'. J •

• ·'

"' ;-,-.,~- ... ';,~.
t

Estes vs. NCAA
reflection of what our society is
demanding in terms of equality
Act of 19G4, which prohibits sex for women and it does not seem
discrimination in education. In politically realistic for the NCAA
addition, many states, such- as or any other organization to
New Mexico, have their own mount a campaign to get national
state equal rights amendments legislation enacted whicl, will
and there is little doubt that the either delay. or prevent the imFederal Equal Rights Amend- plementation of the Title IX
ment will he ratified in the next Guidelines. It should be kept in
year or two. However, the most mind that there are national elecimportant factor is that society's tions coming up next year and
attitude toward athletics for girls there are a hell of a lot more
and women has changed women athletes, parents of
dramatically. Athletics for wome.n athletes, and other
females have not only become ac- citizens who support the concept
ceptable, they have become of equality, who are potential
highly
desirable.
Women voters than there are athletic
athletes and their parents are directors and male and female
beginning to demand equal op- coaches who seek to bold back
portunities in athletics. Tax the tide of sexual equality.
paying parents who have
Thus, I respectfully suggest
daughters instead of sons are that the NCAA stop worrying
realizing that they are being 'about the "evils" of Title IX and
discriminated against when the concentrate their energies on
schools fail to provide athletic op- promoting
women's
inportunities for women which are tercollegiate athletic programs
equal to those provided for men.
to equal those they have so sucTitle lX is certainly not the cause cessfully developed for men.
Equality now. ·
of those changes. It is merely a

i __,

!1.

By Harold Smith t;
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Come··to :PARIS!
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\266-5661\

-· .

Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.
1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 87110

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:
I
:I

1. Drivers
2. Underage Fe.males
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

•

~ights,

fo6tw~ar

For fine\uality Capezio
leotard'S and
for
d~nce or exercise classes . . . in an. extensiv~ tange of
sizes ... visit UNM's friendly neighbor, Paris-UP,TOWN
at ~3701·Central NE .... or. our· SHOE CIRCUS at the
northeast entrance to W_inrock Shopping ~enter.

Call or come by and see Randall Talbot

\\266-5661

·.
\,

II Experienced
Handling. of
Hard to Place Insurance
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week and also to undergo a six session training co~rse .
the next course will begin on September 17 and Wlll be
By Jon Bowman
supervised by Robert .Goodkind, who is the professional
""'Ol~
director of Agora.
Two campus organizations exist to help you cope with
"We like ·volunteers from all backgrounds and
0
mental
health
problems.
Both
are
free
of
charge
a?d
both
majors," said Kelleher. "There's no pay for voJun""...,!ll are staffed by sympathetic individuals willing to hsten to ·
teering. It's all intrinsic and good feelings."
::>
biJ your needs. One organization, Agora, is a student-run
Mental Health Team
The Student Health Center's Mental Health Team
~ peer counseling service. The other, the Mental Health
0 Team, is staffed by professionals and operated under the
provides individual, couple, group and family sh.ort-term
..0
auspices
of
the
Student
Health
Genter.
.
.
0
therapy free of charge. Its services are available 24
Agora began five years ago in response to the smc1de
hours a day to any student enrolled for six hours or more
'r;:l"»" of a UNM student. Originally founded by students under
at the Univeristy.
guidance from psychology professor Sai?uel Roll, the
Staffed by eight counselors drawn from several_me~A organization
operates as an all-purpose cr1ses center for
Her sentiments were echoed by Bill Sypowicz, another0..,
tal health fields (psychiatry, psychology, psychmtr1c
handling problems.
student who is in charge of scheduling volunteers at
·~
><
social work, etc.), the team sees from 150 to 200 new
Ql
Open twenty-four hours each day, it is in Mesa Vista
A
d
gora.
.
students 11ach month. Like Agora, its counseling centers
:;;1 Hall directly east cif the Mall fountain. Agora is sta ff e
"We: gear everything to the student who needs help,"
upon the needs of the individual or group of individuals
ll:Ql mostly by student volunteers· and no appoin~ment is
said Sypowicz. "We try to keep it casual so that no one
who are seeking help.
z needed to make use ofits help.
·
feels like every word they say is being recorded. We try
"We try to meet the needs of the student rather 1]!allc-f•
"We are one of the few all-purpose crises centers left
to keep things as loose as possible,"
telling
th.emwhat they need," said Richard Levin, acting
P=l in the USA " said Dodi Kelleher, student director of
Agora has about 120 volunteers per semester. Each is
Ql
director of the Student Health Center.
biJ
Agora. "I like to think our existence proves people still required to work without pay for at least four hours each
"Emotional and identity crises are common during
-~~...:_:._ _ _ _ _ _....:._::_---------------.
il< care.''
college years when the student's position ~nd _bel!efs are
Kelleher said the Agora volunteer is primarily there
threatened," he said. "Short-term counselmg 1s alm!Jd at
to listen.
facilitating an individual's ability to cope and deal i~ a
"The crises is defined by the person who calls or
constructive way with oneself, others and hfe
she said. '"rhere is no red tape. Weddon't
look
comes in"
Every f~ll, hundreds of people enter the Uni~ersity
•
•
problems."
for someone's ID before helping them. We on t even
of New Mexico for the first time with expectatiOns of
Levin said the eight members of the team "all function
require someone to tell us their first name if they don't
graduating within four to five years. However,
·
generally as therapists and counselors.
statistics from Bruce Potter of the University College
want to.
all
have
different
backgrounds
and
can
thus
"We
"If we can't handle· a problem, we can refer the person
tell us that 13 per cent of these students will drop out
provide
a
better
service
to
students,"
he
said.
"We
can
to other agencies in the area who may be able to help,"
that first fall and only 15 per cent will graduate within
use each other as consultants."
four years. Only one-third of e~c~ year's ente~ing
she said.
Levin noted there were several rejl.sons why students
Agora serves between 5300 and 6000 people each .rear,
freshmen manage to graduate w1thm seven to eight
use
the Mental Health Team, making it difficult to'
some of whom visit for counseling and others who simply
years. The supplement cover symbolizes the
caJI for advice over the phone (277-3013). Most who seek
categorize problem areas.
.
frustration students encounter as they move through
"Often the incoming freshman or transfer student may
help do so because of loneliness and. deo~illk.h"Y.<.id&
their university experience; the giant; impersonal
express particular concerns related to identity, values
range of other problems are dealt with as well ..
classes the stone-wall bureaucracy of the acl·
'
.
and mores that conflict with those of their family and
"Problems centering on the abuse of alcoholism are on
ministration the realization that your prev10us
the rise as compared to drug-related problems," said
peers," he said.
.
education mi~ht not have pr!lpared you for the higher
He
also
singled
out
problems
of
academ1c
performance
Kelleher. "Most of the situations we handle, though, still
education you so desparately want and think you need
and
ones
of
sexual
concern
related
to
pregnancy,
center on interpersonal problems: loneliness,
to get a job in the real world. At the same time you
depression, breaking up problems, people who don't
virginity, contraception and homosexuality.
might be on your own for the first time, trying to deal
Levin said that if a problem could not be dealt with
know bow to meet. other people."
with landlords, buy food and survive in what is
short-term therapy, "the team will consult with
using
Kelleher said that beside mental health problems,
basically a hostile environment, devoid of any real
the
individual
and help him find private therapy within
Agora has also been called upon to help in other
friends for at least the first semester and just plain
situations ranging from giving advice abopt conhis financial reach."
alienating. This special supplement contains in·
Althoug)l therapy is available 24 hours a day during
traceptives and employment to providing listings for
formation that will help both, new and old students
the
entire year, it is advisable t(! make an appointment.
local crash pads.
make their way to the end of the university experience
(continued on pagz B30)
"Nothing is too minute. Nothing is minor if it's a
while still retaining their sanity.
problem," she said.
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Organizations On Campus
Aid Students In Coping
With Mental Problems
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ETHNIC-CULTURAL

Lowest prices i.n Rocky Mountain West
on New

New low prices in all categories

WOTOWM
CATALOG SALE

..

American Studies Organization
Artistas Chicanos
. Balll;lt Folklorico ·
Black s·tudent Union
Chinese Student Association
Club Cafe Causette
·
German Club
Indo-American Student Association
International Center
Kiva Club
MIR (Russian Club)
Organization of African Students
Organiza,tion of Ethnic Unity Film Series
Student Organization for Latin American Studies
Uhuru Sasa. Center of the Performing Arts

FRATERNITIES
Alpha Tau Omega
Interfraternity Council
Kappa Alpha Order
Lambda Chi Alpha
Omega Psi Phi
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Sigma Kappa
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Chi Epsilon

GRADUATE
Association of Graduate Students in Elementary Education
Association of Graduate Students in Modern and Classical Languages
Counseling and Guidance Student Organization
Graduate Art Histroy Student Association
Graduate Association of Students in Psychology (G.A.S.P.)
Graduate Students for the Advancement of Art
Mesa Chicana
UNM Health, Physical Education and Recreation

Alvarado Hall Government
Coronado Student Government
Devargas-Laguna Student Government
Hokona Dorm Govenment
Residence Halls Student Association
Santa Ana Council
Santa Clara Student Government

97
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master charge

Open Friday night 'til 9
Other Days 'til 6
Sunday 1-5

$6.98 series

4514 Central SE
l l;4 Mile East of ·UNM
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SPECIAL INTEREST

American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Anthropology Club
Art Students Association
ATM Business Organization
Engineers Joint Council
Industrial Arts Association
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Kappa Epsilon
~
Public Administration Student Association
Recreation and Leisure Society
Student American Pharmaceutical Association
Student Council For Exceptional Children
Student National Education Association
Student Representative Committee (Pharmacy)
UNM Accounting Association
UNM Health Education Organization
UNM Pre-Medical Organization
UNM Student Nurses Association

01

POLITICAL
Marxist Youth League
UNM Young Democrats
Vietnam Veterans Against the War I
Winter Soldier Organization

PROFESSIONAL

Albuquerque Boycott Committee
Associated Women Students
Chaparrals
Citizens for a Humanitarian Aid Priority
Danceworks
Debate Society
Disabled on Campus .
Duke City Linguistics Circle
Filmmakers Co-op
Hopa! Folkdancers
Independent Student Workers Union
La Societe Du Cinema
Martial Arts and Meditation Dojo
New Mexico Daily Lobo
·
Nostalgia Art Club
Society for Creative Anachronisms
Studetn Organizing Committee
Students InternationalhMeditation Society
ThreeHO
Thunderbird Magazine
Univzrsity Folksong Club
UNM Ballroom Dance Club
UNM Cheerleaders
UNM Chess Team
.
UNM International Folkdancers
UNM Sinniulations Association
UNM U.S. China Peoples Friendship
Association
Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club

Canoe and Kayak Club
Chundokwan-Taekwando Karate
Mountaineering Club
Shotakan Karate
Ski Club
Ski Racing Club
UNM Boxing Club
UNM Cricket Club
UNM Fencing Association
UNM Handball-Racquets Club
UNM Hang Gliding Club
UNM Judo Club
UNM Karate Club
UNM Korfball Club
UNM Olympic Weightlifting Team
UNM Power Volleyball Club
UNM Rugby Football Club
UNM Soccer Club
UNM Sports Parachute Team
Women's In tram urals
Women's Rugby Club

.
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Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Sigma Theta
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Pan hellenic Council
Phi'Mu
Pi Beta Phi
Town Club

RELIGIOUS
· Albuquerque Christian Fellowship
Apostolic-Pentecostal Student Union
Baha'i Student Union
Campus Crusade for Christ
Canterbury Chapel
Chi Alpha
Christian Science Organization
Christian Student Center
Divine Light Mission
Islamic Society
Jesus Christ and Company
Jewish,Student Un:on- Hillel
Lutheran Student Association
Newman Student Union
Nichiren Shoshu Student Organization
Orthodox Baha'i Club
Pentecostal Student Fellowship International
Student Association of the Church of
Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints
Symphony of Life
Way, Campus Outreach

SERVICE
Alpha Phi Omega
Campus Gold
Juniper
KUNM-FM
National Chicano Health Organization
. New Mexico Civil Liberties Union, UNM Chapter
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group
Project Consejo
Publication and Information center·
Rape Crisis Center
Student Community Involvement Program
UNM Student Veterans Association
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A bridge ~lub is now being formed.
If you are interested please call 277-4706.
If you have any questions on existing clubs, or if you
are interested in starting a new one, call 277-4706.
Notice: The deadline for re-charting is S~tember 19th.
You will find your re-chartor p(lckets in yolir ASUNM mail boxes.
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Angel Flight
Arnold Air Society (Honorary)
NROTC Roadrunners ·
Ward Room Society

SPORTS

HOUSING

Ends August 31st

::0
~

MILITARY

SORORITIES

Blue Key (Senior Men)
Chi Epsilon (Civil Engineering)
Eta Kappa Nu (Electrical Engineering)
Gamma Theta Upsilon (Geography)
Kappa Mu Epsilon (Math)
Kappa Omicron Phi (Home Economics)
Las Campanas (Junion Women)
Mortar Board (Senior Women)
Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics)
Phi Alpha Theta (History)
Phi Eta Sigma (Freshman Men)
Phi Sigma Tau (Philosophy)
Pi Tall Sigma (Mechanical Engineering)
Sigma Alpha Iota (Women in Music)
Spurs (Sophomore Women)
Tau Beta Pi (Cicil Engineering')

An Instant soul collection

CD

It's your oWn damn fault
UNM has more· than 170 clubs and organizations.

HONORARIES
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Legal Help Available
CLU "Simply call the NMCLU
office or put a letter in the
In the event that a student is Union's mailbox on campus. The
busted by the police or becomes main office will get in touch with
o involved in a legal dispute, there me immediately. Then the comare several organizations he can plaint will be evaluated, and if it
is valid, action will be taken im·
:>. go to for assistance.
r.:l
An organization located right mediately. If there i~ a question
~ here at UNM is the Clinical Law as to whether constitutional
Program,., a division of the rights have been violated, the
complaint will be referred to the
Albuquerque Legal Aid Society.
Directed by Professor William Executive Board of the NMCLU"
MacPherson, the · program he said.
Williams stressed the' improvides legal counsel from
portance
of the Civil Liberties
second-and-third-year law
·
Union.
students.
"We can help any student who
"'b.O
"We have three offices at
" UNM," MacPherson said, "one at feels his rights have not been
respected by one of his
P.. the Law School, another at the
professors,
or by the police, or
Student Union Building and a·
third at the Wome11's Residence any other public-funded person
Center. Only University studen- or organization. Our office is·
ts and employees--not faculty open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., five
days a week," she said.
members--are represented."
Hysom expressed a desire to
Students and employees who
come to the Clinical Law get more students involved in the
Program must meet certain NMCLU.·
financial guide lines.
If a student should happen to
"There is an initial fee of two get arrested and put in jail, there
dollars for an interview where are four ways he can get back
the case is evaluated." Mac- out-lately this seems to have
Pherson explained," and then if become pretty easy in Bernalillo
the ca~e is accepted, an adCounty. However, if he prefers
ditional two dollars is charged for to do it legally, there are three
all legal work done by the law
other ways.
students."
.
The Clinical Law Program is
Depending upon the judge's
designed to teach and train the decision, the student can either
law students, MacPherson said.
be released on his own
Another organization designed recogniz,;mce, or he must post
to safeguard the rights of studen- bond. This is done by paying the
ts is the New Mexico Civil entire amount to the court, which
Liberities Union (NMCLU). The he will get back after he shows
Union's director is Grace up at his trial, or if the student
Williams, and UNM's represen- does not have all of the money
' ..,tative is Tom Hysom.
required to be released, there is
· "Students in universities and still another option open to him.
colleges have always been badly This is the bail bond. He pays 10
treated," Hysom said, "but now, per cent of the total amount to
i! they feel that their con· the bail bond ~ompany, who pays
.~ stitutional rights have been the rest.
The student has to
violated, redress by NMCLU is guarantee he will appear in court
possible."
first, however, so the company
Hysom outlined the procedure will be sure to get its 90 percent
to bring a complaint to the NM· back.
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Brown Bagging· Can Be Fun
But Restaurant Fare Offers Choice

By Colleen Curran

j

By Susan Walton

Photo by Miguel Gandert

Making it Through Walk-Thro~gh
With Your Sanity Ca-n Be Hard·
By Michael O'Connor

the classes he has already can't do it godammit," knowing
registered for, and wyen he goes that he sounds like an unfeeling
At approximately this time to get the cards for those classes, automaton and really wanting to
every year, at ·Jeast half of they will probably be closed and help, but realizing that if he
UNM's students must participate. he will be trapped, wandering deviates from the rules, he will
in what is euphemistically known from table to table forever, the be used as a knocker for the bell
as "walk-through registration."
"The Flying Dutchman" of John., on the mall. ·
Actually, it is more like stag- son Gym.
ger-through registration with
Realizing what might happen
Actually, a person can make it
the amount of wailing and teeth to him, the student pleads through with at least a semgnashing emanating from John- "C'mon man, gimme 'the card-- blance of sanity. We will tke it
son Gym, it sounds more like what's it gonna hurt?
The for granted that you have
Dante's Inferno than an orderly professor'll never know," and already paid your tuition (if you
registration process.
when the person handing out the have not, forget about reading
"Whaddaya mean 'it's closed'," cards remains steadfast, the the rest and forget about goihg to
cries one student after having student becomes surly.
school).
been informed that the last class
"Look here, you son of a bitch,
he needed is no longer open and I gotta have that card or I can't
Tuition payments are made in
now he must rearrange his entire graduate (he is probably a fresh- the Cashier's office on the second
21 hour schedule, which means he man). Gimme a break," and the floor of Scholes Hall. Take your
must change the times of some of sectioner responds in kind, "I "Appointment for Registration"
and "Cashier's Record Form" to
the cashier wuth your $228 if you
want to be a full time student.
Next, you must pick up your I:D.
card in the west end of Johnson
Gym before registration day--you
will need both the cashier form
which has been stamped by the
Garland shapes up the clas'sic crewneck
cashier and your I.D. to get infor '75 with low slanting pockets arid
side the gym to register.

SHAPE UP

tonal coverstitch ing to flatter your
figure. This is the sweater! Fashion's
headliner in fall's junior cover story.

l·
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BRIGHT SUN. NIPPY BREEZES.
TIME FOR REAL CLOTHES. .
TIME FQR GARLAND.
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Time For...
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Peter Polly
'
72 Winrock
Ph.: 298-4511
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This Friday is walk-through
registratin--go to Johnson Gym
at the time indicated on the Ap·
pointment for Registration form.
If you go before your time, you
will not be able to get in and if
you go at exactly you_r time, you
will have to stand in a
humongous line--if you go after
the time on your appointment
slip, you will probably be able to
walk right in.
Once inside, follow the instructions you are given at each
stage of the process--do not be
afraid to ask questions--if there is
anything you do not understand.
ask somebody --they may be
preoccupied, but they will help
you.
If you get closed out of a class
that you think you must have,
wait until the following week
when classes start, go to the
class at the time it meets and talk
to the professor. . You can
-register for classes during dropadd at Popejoy Hall and if the
professor will let yol) into his
class you can register for it at
that time.

Eating out around UNM is
limited only by one's
imagination.
·
For the brown baggers there
are patches of grass here and
there, the Mall, the Student
Union 'Building (SUB) lounge, the
bathroom-lounges in Mitchell
Hall. There is dining in second
story splimder on the Humanities
building and Ortega Hall
balconies. If the brown bagger is
ingenious enough, there is even
the posibility of eating on the
roof of a campus building.
If, however, your lunches come
from a restaurant, the following
list presents those restaurants
near UNM and some exceptional
restaurants
around
Albuquerque.
Don't over look Casa del Sol,
the cafeteria-style Mexican food
served on the second floor of the
SUB. It is quick and relatively
inexpensive.
lndrapura, on Central offers a
good selection of sandwiches,
moderately priced, or if you are
·really hungry, try one of their Indonesian dinners. Their hot apple
cider is good.
Carrara's, hidden behind the
Frontier and a pool hall, serves
New York style pizza and sandwiches. It is one of the few
restauruants in the University
area that is open untill a.m. Sun·
day through Thursday and until
3 a.m. Friday and Saturday.
They also deliver.
Frontier Restaurant on Cental
(across from Popjoy Hall) breakfasts, hamburgers and Mexican
plates. The homemade sweet
rolls are great, especially early in
the morning when they are hot
from the oven.
The cheese cake at Mark's In·
ternational Restaurant on Stand·
ford is one of the best in
Albuquerque. There is a
moderately priced special for lunch every day.
,
Sundance Cafe is a· vegetarian
restaurant on Harvard. The service is usually slow, but it is a
pleasant place to have a leisurely
lunch. The indoor dinning room is
a no smoking section. Their Lunches are moderately priced. Try
the apple, raisin and cheese on
brown bread sandwich if the
day's special doesn't grab you
right away.
·
The (!rinder Factory on Harvard also has a no smoking section. Their menu consists of hot
and cold sub sandwiches. The
vegetarian sandwich has a good
dressing.
Mannie's on Central has the
usual roadside cafe fare: Their
luncheon specials are inex·
pensive.
Casa Luna on Central serves
Italian food. Their antipasto with
anchovies is a meal. in itself. The
restaruant is moderately priced
and has a dim, relaxing atmosphere. Stay away from the
pizzas.
La Faragoule is a new French
restaurant on Lead. It has to be
one of the best French restauran·
ts in town. It serves real French
bread and everything on the
menu is tasty and well prepared.
Lunch is around $5 and dinner
less than $10. Bon appetit!
Near the Guild Theater •oli
Central, the Chinese Garden has

a Ia carte dinners that will fill you
up. I~ you order the dinl)er for
two, you need to be really hungry
or have three people eat it. It is
open until 11 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and until 10
p.m. on Sundays.
Quarter's Lounge on south
Yale has some of th~ better barb-que in Albuquerque, but be
prepared to pay for it. The ar·
tichoke is a risk, though, and occasionally is as rubbery as B.F .'s
finest treads. Since the Quarter's
is a lounge as well as a
restaurant, they are apt to card
you.
The Reception Center on Quincy is run by a Frtlnchman and the
food is almost always excellent.
Their frenc~ onion soup is very

good. The menu (it changes occasionally) has crepzs for entres.
The desert crepes are sometimes
disappointing, one I had was ice
cream folded in a crepe, covered
with what tasted like Hersey's
syrup and Redi Whip. You might
be better off to try the chocolate
mousse.
Montana Mining Company, on
San Mateo near Central is' expensive and good. They don't
take reservations, so it is best to
go late when it is usually easier
to get a table. The salad bar is
serve yourself so be careful to
save some of your appetite for
their melt-in-your-mouth steaks.
Tucked away in the Valley
Bowl on north 4th Street is Ken's
(continued on page Bll)

Western Wine and Liquors
Welcomes the New Students
to UNM. We stock the
Most Complete Selection
of Wines, Liquors,
and Beer in the State.
Spec~al Discounts to
Fraternities and Sororities.

Indian and
Contemporary
Jewelry
Macrame
Hangers

T-Shirts

and
Shirts
Pottery
Imports

2910 Central SE
(across triangle) 266-1112

Video Tape Daily
Sho\vings
lo~oo am - 3:00 pm
in the SUB
First Program:

Gladys Kttight
&

The .Pips
Plus:

l.~;.t

llelle

on August 25th
35 Winrock Center NE
298-7811
Located in
Winrock_ Center

Sponsored by Sl udcnt
Activilk'> & ,\Sl':\;\1
•

Leathet
Coats & Jackets

lobo
Men's

.Shop
2120 Centtal SE

243-6954
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-Three-bedroom unfurnished:
(townhouse only) $165.
-Three-bedroom furnis bed:
(townhouse only) $180.
The two-bedroom furnished
has one bedroom unfurnished,
the three-bedroom furnished has
two empty bedrooms.
All
apartments
have
draperies, heating, air co?ditioning, all wood walnut kitchen cabinets and "dependable
Sear's appliances" such as gas
continuous-cleaning oven, a
range hood and fan, refrigerator
and in-sink food waste disposal.
All utilities are included in the
rent.
Each furnished apartment, no
matter what size, contains the
same amount of furniture. Furnishings include a double
dresser, chest-tables, book
shelves and stude!IJ.,..Jillsk.----a.-

By Lynda Sparber
The new Married Student
Housing complex is not much too
look at from the outside, but
when their rates are compared
with similar housing in the area,
they begin to look a whole lot better.
Unfortunately, the "cluster of
complexes" will probably be
filled by the time school begins.
Four clusters of apartments
make up the 200-unit housing
project. The apartments are in
the 900 block of Buena Vista, NE,
overlooking the outfield of the
Dukes Stadium.
All one-bedroom units are flats
and furnished. They rent for
$145. Two and three-bedroom
units come as Pit.her flats or
townhouses, having rooms on
two levels. The multi-bedroom
units can be either furnished or
· unfurnished. the rates for these
are:
-Unfurnished two-bedroom:
flat $145, townhouse $150.
-Furnished two-bedroom: flat
$160, townhouse $165.

Monday

r---------------,

Sunport
Lodgings

t

~

I)
I

Efficiencies from $110
One Bedroom from $135

~

I

I

~~I,

'

I

\ -Furnished & Unfurnished
I -Utilities Paid
I -Swimming Pool
I
I -Laundry Room
I
I -Beautiful Views
I -Near UNM and Kirtland
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Special rates with
Student Leases

CalllO am - 7 pm

266-8083

l

1313 Wellesley SE

\

\

I

:
1

double
bed,
combination
dining/living chairs, dining
table, lamps, and a full-size sofabed.
To be eligible for Married
Student Housing, one spouse
must be carrying at least six
hours at UNM. This also applies
to an individual spouse with
dependent children or adults.
Total deposit for an apartment
is $50; $20 with an application
and $30 upon acceptance of a
vacancy. The. deposit is refundable in advance of accepting an
assignment.
Although there will probably
be no vacancies at the time school
starts, Robert Schulte, Housing
Services Director, said there is
not an extreme waiting list and
he expects to be able to work in
tenants as vacancies occur
during the semester.

l~ree

Films

Suspense & Intrigue Series
Beginning AuguHt 25th
in the SUB Theatre
from 10:00 am-2:80pm

First Slto\ving

Gas JIJight,
StaJ·ring:

Charles Boyer
Ingrid llergman
Josepl1 Cotten
Sponsotcd b)': Student
Activities and ASU;\IM

CANTERBURY SCHOOL
'

for:
OPISCOD~l

+++++

•••+

\V.
CtX RCh

Biblical Studies
.Liturgics
Theology & Ethics
History
Pray-er

Place: 425 University, NE
Time: 7:30 to 10:00 pin
Student Cost $10.00 & Books

Beginning Sept 7th

Fall Term
Monday-Old Testament Survey:
A delightful and most. stimulating study of the O.T .; meaning of
Covl!nant, Hebrew and Wisdom literature compared, prophetic
message considered along with readings from all O.T. books.
Place: St. Aidan's Church
Instructor: Fr. Crews. Chaplain at Canterbury

Tuesday-Beginning New Testament Greek:
Be reading from the New Testament ill greek witllin four ~essions of
your class. Greek is fun to learn and an eye opener for meamng of New
Testament.
Place: Canterbury Chapel
Instructor: Virginia Brown, Vi~ar olSt, Chad's

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS
•

Friday August 22 8:00am-7:00pm
Saturday August 23 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Monday August 25 8:00am -'7:00pm
Tuesd~y August 26 8:00am-7:00pm
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 8:00am-5:00pm
Saturday August 30- Closed
Mqnday Septembet 1- Closed Labor Day
Tuesday September 2 8:00am-7:00pm

Regular Hours Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am .. 1:00 pm

UNM Bookstore South of Ortega on Yale
Look for the Blue Doors

'
0

One. stop for texts, _school supplies, gifts, calculators
full line of general books & study aids

Medieal Legal Bookstore
corner of Marble & Stanford
Monday through Friday 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Saturday August 23 only - 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
~ursiug, PharJDaey, Dental, Medieal & Legal 'rcxts
are now stocked at the Med-Legal Branch

Wednesday- An Introduction to Theology:
Reading from Science Fiction as a resource, y~u will deal with the
theological implications of the nature of man, soc1cty, £all and redemption. c.S. Lewis"'Out. o£ the Silent. Planet," B.W. Aid iss' "Billion Year
Spree .•.a few of the titles to be used,
Place: Canterbury Chapel
Instructors: Fr. Brown, Assotlatc at Canterbury
D.L. Tod, Vestry at. Canterbury

Thursday-The Life of Prayer in the Church
today:
Being a Christian means fatthful response to the promis('S of Gild
within the Christian Community. How to be r>roficicnt in our being,
our !He, our witness, so thnt we may be faithful and obedient to our
vocalion.
Place: Canterbury Chapel
InstructorJ lfr. Moore, Rector of St. Micha'CI & All Angels

BOOKS will be available at registration time.

Registration is on night of your class

· 425 University, NE
247-2515 -
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Fo.od Pri'ces Vary Depending on .the Store

Finding Books Requires Endless
Patience, Search, Special Orders
are often higher than those listed
By Jon Bowman
Trying to find and buy a par- by the original book companies,
ticular book can be an leaving you with the choice of
exasperating experience in paying up or doing without for
Albuquerque, requiring the the semester. Beside texts, the
patience of Sisyphus and often store also carries a wide line of
resulting in a fruitless search general interest books, ranging
from bookstore to bookstore in from the latest campus bestquest of the desired v sellers to "the classics." The
price on these items is generally
lume.
Oftentimes, the volume is
nowhere to be found. The result:
an even longer wait while a local
s
h
p fills your "special order" by
mailing to God knows where at
sometimes exorbitant prices.
The situation will not change
until Albuquerque book buyers,
in mass, complain loudly and long
enough to force a change. Until
that time comes, the following
ruide s d at est eou get to the
right bookstore without too much
wasted effort. The guide is comprehensive (barring the omission
of a handful of religious and sex
book shops, the addresses of
which can be found in the Yellow
Pages).
The two best shops to find textbooks and other reading
materials of interest to students
are the UNM Bookstore and the
Living Batch.
The UNM Bookstore (in the
heart of campus) stocks almost
every text used in courses here.
Unfortunately, the text prices

By Terry England
Some store in Albuquerque
will offer lower prices on cert)l.in
items and higher prices on other
items. It's up to the customer if
they want to run all over town after bargains.
A non-scientific survey of ten

reasonable, so don't let your
initial $75 outlay at the
Bookstore scare you off the
premises for the rest of the
semester.
The Living Batch (directlysouth of campus on Central)
carries some texts, but its prime
focus is to provide books of
general interest to the University community. The Batch
carries a decent nu.mber of used
books and it also features a ten
per cent discount on all hard. backs in the store. Its collection
of poetry, film, contemporary
literature and drama, psychology
and "left-wing" political works is
the best in town. Its science section, however, is abysmally poor.
In addition to books, the Batch
carries several hard-to-find journals, among them, the Advocate,
the Village Voice and Film Com·
ment.
Though not the largest dealer
of used books in town. The Bookcase is by far the mos_t pleasant
to visit. Its owner, Katbyrn Fetter, has a long memory of local
literary events and she is always
willing to sit and pass time with
her customers. The Bookcase itself contains a varied stock- all
used and reasonably priced.Newsland (with one store
downtown a:nd another on Montgomery and Juan Tabo NE) has
the best selection Its magazine

.

•

supply is limited primarily to old
National Geographies and
Playboys. The shop on Mesa just
south of Central.
The Ace Trading Stamp Exchange (on Carlisle near Con-•
stitution) has the largest selection _of used paperbacks in town.
The Exchange will sell its books
-outright (at about half their
original cost), but it mainly func·
tions as a book-swapping outlet.
Their rate: you get a book for
every one you bring in, providing
you pay the 15cent exchange fee.
The Exchange has a very limited
number of used textbooks with
its assets lying mostly in science
fiction and popular novels.
Another large outlet for used
books is Don's Paperback Book
Exchange located at 1015 San
Mateo SE. Dan's specializes in
science fiction, romances,
mysteries and westerns. Its
claim to local fame rests. with its
collection of comic books which is
the best in the city, except for a
few collections in the hands of
private dealers. Dan's exchange
rate is a bit stiffer than Ace's;
you get a book for every two you

'
'

1
\'

turn in with a nickel fee tagged
on besides.
Holman's (on Wyoming and
Cooper NE) carried strictly nonfiction works, most dealing with
the hard sciences. The store does
have several items used in different medical, geology, physics
and engineering c.ourses at
UNM. Besides books, it stocks
drafting and surveying equipment as well as US Geological
Survey maps and raised relief
maps of the Western states.
Pachamama, Inc. is a general
import store which also has maps
and rare books dealing with
South America. It is at 113
Remero NW. The store's supply.,
is limited, but its collection in·
eludes first edition books and
others unavailable elsewhere in
the city.
El Paisano (2323 Central NW)
carries some new releases on
Southwestern themes, but
specializes mostly in out of print
works.
Like Holman's, the White Oak
Bookshop (Louisiana and Candelaria) carries only non-fiction.
{conlinocd on page B21}
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BRUSH
DENIM
Lt. Blue, Green, Navy,
Tan, Brown, Yellow,
Black, White

$14.50
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although some brands were
cheaper.
Milk prices were the same at
both stores-81 cents for a
lesser-known brand to 83 cents
for Price's and Creamland.
Bread was 56 cents- for Buttercrust and Rainbo at Rio Rancho, but at Yale they cost 59 cen-

.·.i}

will be up. Eggs, extra large AA,
89 cents a dozen, small AA 62
cents.
They had a fruit for sale called
the "Ufli" fruit that looked like a
large orange that was rotting.
But the sign said it was only skin
deep, so I tried one. the taste was
like a tangerine, only it was the
size of an orange. At 49 cents a
pound, oranges look better.
Tomatoes, 49 cents a pound;
lettuce, 29 cents; Red Delicious
apples, 65 cents a pound;
potatoes $1.69 a bag or 29 cents a
{continued on page 031)
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Bread, so there you are. The
Rainbo man had a lot to say about
that, too, but we'll skip it for
now.
Here are some observations on
stores surveyed 13 and.l4, 1975:
Foodway
This is probably the major
store in the UNM ghetto (it is on

Both Foodways have a plentiful supply of liquor.
Campus Markei
This is a little grocery store
next to the College Inn on Grand
Ave. The selection is limited and
the prices a little higher than
average.
White bread, 59 cents a loaf
(except Buttercrust Best Buy at
49 cents); shale wheat, 69.
Ground beef, $1.09/lb; T-hone
steak, $1.60/lb and chicken at 75
cents a pound, cut.
Milk was not marked. Rule of
thumb: if it's not marked, price

ATTENTION!

Menaul NE • 881-1640 Or Our
Otd Town store at 323 Romero
NW just north of the plaza

!
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Vislt our new location at 5307

I
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Connie wedges 'em in wood and adds a
rubber sole to keep you walking comfortably.
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SHOP
2120 Central S.E.
243-6954
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Limited seqting
is now available
for LOW Christmas
group flights to N.Y.,
Chicago, Los Angeles,
and San Francisco.

Pholo by 'r<'rry gngland

stores within the University area
and one store far away from
UNM show some difference in
pricing.
Milk prices ranged from abotit
75 cents to 96 cents a half-gallon.
Bread ran 53 cents to 61 cents a
loaf, with whole wheat in most in·
stances running higher than
white. Meat is outrageous
anywhere you buy it, with prices
running the gamut from 84 cents
a pound to $1.09 for ground beef.
You can pay $2.38 a pound for a
T-hone steak.
The best prices are usually at
the big chain stores, rather than
a neighborhood grocery. There
are exceptions, especially in
stores that specialize, such as
Farmer's Market. Also, the shopper can save by buying "house"
brands instead of national brands.
During the time this survey
was conducted, I learned more
about bread than I knew
heretofore. This is because the
men delivering the bread are
more than willing to talk about
their product.
Right now, there are two companies competing for the major
portion of the Albuquerque
market: Rainbo and Buttercrust.
The Buttercrust man said I
should tell you that Buttercrust
Bread is made with buttermilk,
making the process more expensive although the company
sells the bread at the same price
as Rainbo. "Has more flavor," he
said.
But the Rainbo man disagreed,
He said it doesn't cost any more
to put buttermilk into bread. He
did say Butter crust puts a lost of
chemicals into their product,
because they use a mechanical
process. The man from Rainbo
said the commercials for his
product ar(J right- it does take
eight hours for each loaf. And
only "natural ingredients" are
used, he said.
~-J~, anybody misses Bunny
'] "~~~. it is because Buttercrust
as taken them over. You've seen
. the commercial with that song
about this being buttercrust
Country-the lyrics are printed
on each loaf. At any rate, Bunny
used to be known as Mead's Fine

the corner of Yale and Coal). As a
comparison, a survey was also
taken at the Rio Rancho Foodway, which is about as far from
the campus as you can get.
The meat generally ran
cheaper at the Rio Rancho store,
but not by much. Ground beef at
Rio was 84 cents and at Yale 89
cents.
Chicken at the Yale store ran
cheaper-58 cents as opposed to
61 cents. To get it cut up at the
Yale store costs three cents extra.
Egg prices at both stores ran
fairly close, a penny was the dif·
ference. Large AA was 68 cents a
dozen, medium AA 60 cents,

ts. Roman Meal brown bread was
a dime more at both stores, as
was the case of most whole wheat
brands. Whole Wheat is more
nutritious but it always costs
more.
Fruits and vegetables were
the same at both stores. At the
Yale store, a sign is hanging over
the lettuce proclafming it to be
union lettuce. The Rio Rancho
store bas no such sign on the lettuce.
Lettuce sells for 35 cents a
pound, cabbage 15 cents,
tomatoes 69 per p,ound, fresh
carrots 39 cents a bunch (as opposed to 49 cents for a two-pound
package),

THUNDERBIRD
265-5961
TRAVEL
call:

· Early reservations are advised.

Ehe cooking, the cleaning (we even make
your ,bed). That leaves you time to do
what you want to do. The buildings are
completely co·ed, and you can walk to
We know the College Inn isn't the Taj campus. Now is the best time to think
Mahal. But for a place to live, we think about where you want to live next
it's about the best choice you can make. semester. Call us at 243-2881

Live at the
College Inn.

No Chores
At the College Inn we take care of
of those nagging chores: the shopping,
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UNM Health Center
Offers Free Service
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Sometimes during your college career odds have it you will pay at
least one visit to the UNM Student Health Center. It is in the south
wing of Mesa Vista Hall and provides virtually free medi~a.l service to
student as ·it is subsidized by monies coming from your tmtzon.
The Health Center is religiously avoided by some and criticized by
others. Regardless, it is the place to go when you have no money (and
who has money these days?), but need medical attention.
There is no charge whatsoever on consultation. There is also no
charge for several routlne medical procedures including treatment of
minor injuries, treatment of venereal disease, general medicine and
some inoculations (small pox,· diptheria-tetanus, tuberculin skin
testing). Charges do occur for some items, however, cbief among
them pap smears and certain serums.
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Photo by Miguel Gandert .

A lot of good bargains at many of the local open air markets but even
Ralph Nader cannot help you flet your money back.

The &reat Breakaway
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~'MOST OF OUR SERVICES ARE FREE," said Richard ~evin!

acting director of the Student Health l:enter. "If a cost is involved, we
do inform the student beforehand. The studeritwon't be given tests or
sent for referral and then be given a $50 bill."
Levin, who became acting director at the end of last spring, said he
"was pleased the Health Center is being utilized more by students
and particularly pleased that we can provide comprehensive medical
services at a reduced cost."
The Center itself includes an infirmary, pharmacy, immediate-care
clinic, x-ray facility and laboratory. The infirmary is open 24 hours a
day, while the other divisions operate mostly on weekdays durin.g
daytime hours (the main clinic closes at 4 p.m., while the pharmacy zs
open till4:30 p.m.).

Photo by Miguel Gandcrt

Primary· Goal Of Child Co-Op
To Support The Student Family

THE PHARMACY, LIKE THE rest of the Health Center, can be
'used only by students taking, six or more hours of credit (barring
emergency situations where anyone is served), It is fully stocked and
has prices which are comparable to those of pharmacies off campus.
In addition to these services, the Center has on call a number of
specialists who can b~ seen by appointment. Areas covered under this
arrangement are dermatology, orthopedics, surgery, internal
medicine, urology, obstetrics, and gynecology and allergy.
"The staff is coordinated in a team approach to providing health
care," said Levin. "We have built an effective and central health care
delivery system. We will continue to provide that kind of care."
HE SAID THE CENTER has acomodated between 60,000 and
100,000 students during each of the past five years, and he added,
"Students J:.articipate in w.eekly management meetings here and are
currently represented in the search for permanent director."
The students are members of the Health Center's Student.Advisory Board which acts as a liaison between students and the Center
for the sharing of information and ideas.
"In order for us to continue providing health services which meet
current needs, I encourage students to share their suggestions and
criticisms," Levin said.
The Health Center also sponsors clini~s. on "cexu;~lity and con~
traception" and on "self-help for women" t!ncl~;~ctmg oa~n:s of
physiology and psychology as well as self-exammatzon). To fmd out
about other details of Health Center services, call them. Their number is 277-3136.

for parents who want to enroll
their children for any zmmber of
hours between this range.
In addition to the monetary
fees, the Co-op also requires
parents to work there at least
three hours each week 'and to
provide occasional snack contributions.
"We also need parents willing
to scrounge materials for us,"
said Ferster.
Registration for the upcoming
semester will be held this Saturday at the Co-op with current
members set to register at 9 a.m.
and new members at noon. Numbers will be given out beginning
at 9 a.m.so it is advisable to come
early (some parents have already
vowed to be in line at dawn).

The UNM Child dare Co-op
began when a group of students
seized a building and designated
it as sacred ground for child's
play. The Co-op has held that
ground since.
.
In the meantime, it has grown
from a one-room structure accomodating 30 stude.nt.s to
today's facility, funded
ade•quatedly by student government, and housing nearly 150
children who have three rooms to
roam.
.. , "Our set-up is the sam., now,
we just have a lot more staff
members and kids," said George
O'Neill, one of the Co-op's two
directors.
O'Neill
noted
the
organization's "primary objective is to support the student
family.
"We also believe each child is a'·
unique individual not to be compared or judged or administered," he said.
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1)

We are having a sale on bikes. Choose from a nice
selection of French, German & Japanese Cycles. Test
rides available on all models.

2)

We are running a special on repairs. Tune-ups regularly
$17.50, NOW $12.50. Call for details- ask for Billy.

3)

Just ne.ed advice? Come on by. Free consultation concerning repair estimates, trade-ins, frame size, bike
maintenance, etc. We are more t~an happy to help.
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Don't worry about transportation: we deliver.

4100 4th NW
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If you find yourself in Old
Town for lunch, try the Sandwich
Gallery (they stop ~erving at 5:30
p.m.). The sandwiches are on the
small side, but they are served
with fresh fruit or a hot ear of
corn, dripping in butter.
Powdrell's on San Pedro has
the best bar-b-que in town, surpassing even the Quarter's. They
have bar-b-que just about
everything. The dinners are ample and wellhprepared. Their
take out orders are expensive for
parties at home, but every one
will know it is Powdrell9s.
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PREFINISHED WALNUT
COLORED WOOD SHELVING
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fcontinued from page B6J

Tiger's Den, one of
Albuquerque's best exotic foods
restaurants. Their Polynesian
food is good and their Almond
Duck is excellant. The prices are
not too expensive.
Save Casa Vieia for a special
occasion. It is expensive, very
leisurely and· consistently keeps
up their quality of European dinners. Have a margarita while you
wait for them to prepare your
dinner and although it is good,
don't order the fondue. Try
something new.

do -\he..

.3 Good Reasons To Stop By
The Spinning W~eel This Week I
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! Landlord~Tenant Act Secures
~

few laws concerning rented ~onth's rent. Be sul'e. to ge~ a
housing; those in the books were receipt for the depostt which
old and outdated throwbacks to specifically says it was a damage
agriculturalleasin.g.
.
deposit.
. . .
Along with ngbts the act
After you move m, It IS a good
outlines are certain "musts" for idea to go through the apartment
the tenant--and for the landlord.
or house and make a list of all
When you move in, if you don't previous damage (rug stains, ~ail
have a lease or if the lease holes, chipped furniture, peelmg
doesn't specify otherwise, your tile, etc.) When you move out,
deposit cannot be more than one the landlord is required to make
a list of all repairs he deducted
from your deposit, or how much
unpaid rent he deductedl The
A
list will help keep you from
ft
:
paying for the previous. tenants'
damages.
•
If the' list seems
too
outrageous($5'0 for a dirty ovep.
and it does. happen) you can take
P
the owner to court.
You must receive the list of
You don 1hovotogo Dacf< to 111ecountor touei60IW more
deductions or the deposit by the
end of thrity days. Thirty days is·
also the amount of time expected
to give notice if you are moving
out.
Once you are moved in, the landlord may enter in case of
emergency. He is a.lso allowed
entrance to make repairs, improvements, or inspections, but
is supposed to tell you he is
corning in advance.
You also have the right to have
water supplied; this includes
enough hot water to serve your
needs at all times. Such things as
plumbing, electrical, heating,
refrigerator, stove, etc. must be
in Sl!-fe, working order.
If you feel something in the
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
unit has been neglected give your
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
landlord a notice in writing•
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK
describing· what is wrong. He.
5324 4th STREET N.W.
then has seven days to take care
of your complaints.
LOMAS AT JUAN TABO

B L nda Sparber
Y Y
.;j
Students moving into offcampus
housing this fall have a
6
{l lot more security than this
...:l spring. As of July 1, the New
~ Mexico Owner-Resident Act
'@ went into effect, securing the
!=! rights and obligations of both !an·~ dlords and tenants.
<1>
In the past, New Mexico had
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the folks at the

Rights of Both

In the note, be certain to tell
,Unp.aid rent, h.ousm&: co~e
him. what you· intend to do if he v10lat10ns or r~pairs. which will
doesn't comply: Sue to ·make make the umt unlivable are
repairs, sue for damages you suf- gr?u~ds for eviction. If you face
fered, move out, decrease your eviCtiOn the landlord has to go to
rent for the amount of in- court and you do not have tQ
conveni!Jnce caused by the move out until there has been a
problem..
trial. The Legal Aid Society,
The main responsibility of the which gathered much of this
tenant is to pay the rent on time.
material on tenant rights,
Other
obligations
include suggests that you attend the trial
removing garbage, keeping the since it will be held whether you
unit dean, not being too noisy or. are there or not.
disturbing your neighbors,
Soine of your rights _may be
taking care of the unit, and corn- waived if you have a lease. Or
plying with health and safety you may have more rights (andor
rules of the area.
obligations.)
.

Solar L aw s· haky

If you invest several thousand dollars in a solar energy collector
and a few months la~er your neighbor adds two stories to his house
and blocks out the sun do you have a legal leg to stand on?
.
Under present laws the answer is an unconditional, "No."
Dr. Mel Eisenstadt, a second-year ·law student and adJunct
professor of mechanical engineering at the University of New Mexico,
received a Board of Educational Finance Energy Research Program
grant seven months ago to study legal problems of solar energy.
What he has found so far is not encouraging for solar collecting.
He says there exists an old English law called the doctrine of ancient lights which under certain conditions gives a person the right to
the sun and air corning across his neighbor's land. According to
Eisenstadt, the American courts have systematically rejected the
doctrine.
"A great deal of solar consciousness raising is necessary for this
method of heating and cooling to become practical," he said. "Ther.e
are no precedents regarding anything like this at the moment, but It
looks like the best way to protect solar rights is by zoning."
Although zoning may be the answer; he says 'poroblems will still
exist. "Whenever any changes take place regarding the rights of a
property owner, these changes are always met with a large amount of
public resistance. At this time, your neighbor has the right to block
your air and your sunshine. You are asking people to ~ive up a ~ight.
"The sunshine is free but the equipment is expens1ve and with our
prese.nt laws your neighbor is in a j:lositiqn to wipe Ojlt your investment."

GOLDEN INN
announce

The First Annual Labor Day

COUNTRY FESTIVAL!
Music will kick off Friday night (28th) & will continue
through Monday (1st) From 12 noon till 12 Midnight
Featuring:
* Phil Everly (Saturday & Sunday)
'
(Monday)
The
Lost
Gonzo
Band
with
friends
*
* Watermellon Mt. Jug Band
* Last Mile Ramblers
* Big River Boys
* ·Doc's Band
Golden n.14

Tickets for .all weekend are $5.00 in advance at Gold St. Circus
Records. At the door tickets will be $3.00 each day.

By Mike Benavidez
It does not require a degree in
business to realize your credit is
slipping. Your monthly bills no
longer contain the cheery corn.
puter printed notice, "Thank you
for your payment."
The message now reads, "This
account is seriously past due."
Your gas and electric bill tells
you sternly that you should pay
up now, "to avoid interruption of
services," and warns that if Reddy Kilowatt should be forced to
cut you off from his power line, it
may take at least 24 hours before
service is restored.
Ma Bell usually gives you two
notices with a week between
each notice before your service is
cut off. Ma Bell is also the most
expensive to have service
restored after you have been cut
loose.
As you get further behind in
your payments, notes· arrive warning of credit rating loss. The letters threatening "to turn matters
over to an attorney" appears and
you will then probably bget
demanding phone calls.
Once your "past due account"
is turned over to an attorney or
collection agency expect the worst. They work on commission and
do not care how they get you to
pay up. But as George Belden
points out in his book, Btratagies
for. the Harassed Bill Payer:,
"every move the collector makes
against you from the first notice
to the threshold of suit is
calculated
purely ·
for
psychological impact."
Under the laws that govern
debt in the United States,
payment can only be forced by
action taken in the courts. Until
this happens you still may be able
to save your credit rating. But

what you must do, above all, is
make sure your case does not
come to court.
The first thing to so is stay in
touch with your creditor. Your
creditor will probably sue you
the moment he gets paranoid
that you are skipping town.
Belden states that so few
people answer or reply to their
bills that credit managers are extremely impressed by those who
do. Write your creditor and tell
them you are having unexpected
financial difficulties that make
payments impossible at that
time, and that you will resume
payments impossible at that
time, and that you will resume
payments as soon as you possibly
can.
This in addition to even partial
payments works wonders. If you
still are pressed with a final date
you mJJst become firm in picking
a date suitable to you. as well as
them.
If, after all the delaying tactios
you can think of, you are still
faced with a lawsuit, do as
chessplayers in doubt do and attack.
If the bill collector has been
using the telephone as a mode to
reach you, remind him of an FCC
ruling that it is "illegal to
frighten, jtbuse, torment or
harass" by use of the phone. BUT
BE SURE TO FOLLOW UP.
Make your complaint and send
a carbori copy to the agency or
lawyer and to your original
creditor. If the bill is small
enough, there is a good chance it
might be forgiven rather than
hassling with a federal agency.
Another attack you might
follow is if your creditor has sent
a letter to your employer
describing you as "unwilling"
rather than ."unable," then you

Book Swap Alternative

'

:\
,I

Need Help From Bill Collectors 7
Debtors Can Fight the ·situation

Tired of spending your hard
earned money on new texts for
your courses only to sell them
back the next semester for a pittance?
Try the Book Swap.
The Book Swap is files of cards
listing books which students
want to sell, buy or trade for
another book.
The Book Swap,now in its
second year, will be held in front
of Carlisle Gym Friday, August
22 and in the Student Union
Building (SUB) August 25
through 29. During evenings and
for several weeks after the start
of schoo t, the Swap will countinue in the Aquinas N ewrnan
Center, 1815 Las Lomas NE. The
Swap does not require that you
bring your books to their table,
You should, however, bring a list
of books you wish to sell and the
list of books that you will need
for your courses this semester.
If the books you are looking for
are not there the first time you
look, keep checking back. The
nurn ber of books listed in creaMs
during th'e first two weeks of
classes.
The Book Swap is coordinated
by a group of UNM students with
Luther House, United Ministries
and the Aquinas Newman Center
spliting the expense of the Swap.
Their tables will have copy of.
the required textbook list and in:
structions for using the files.
It does not cost.to list books in

the swap, but anyone with a little
time to donate to the Swap can
call Bruce Baker, 265-0653 for
more information.

have grounds for defamation of
character. If a collector ever
threatens you with criminal action you 1then have a good case of
suing for attempted elCtortion
(credit and debt are part of civil
law.)
The best advice that can be
given in dealing with creditors is
never be afraid to fight back or
negotiate.
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TUN.E-UP YOUR· BICYCLE
For $14.95 We'll
(Parts Extra)
.INSPECT TIRES
( INFLATE TO PRO
PRES,SURE

ADJUST HEADSET)
CONES

ADJUST)
BRAKE

-(ADJUST HUB
CONES ~_,__

ADJUST HUB\
CONES )

SPECIAL FEATl/RE!
REMOVE, CLEAN, LUBRICATE
CHAIN. GEARS AND DERAILLEUR

And Generally Inspect and Adjust Everything Else
To Prepare Your Bicycle For The Season

PEDAL 'N SPOKE
3025 Central Avenue N.E.

(By the Lobo Theatre)
256-9893

lobo
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Men's
Shop
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Dorrnitories: A Vital Function At UNM
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By S. Lorz Brown
"L" .
zvmg in the dormitory at
UNM is an experience one is not
likely to forget quickly," said
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By Orlando Medina
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The dorms serve a vital function at the University. Because
apartments neBl," campus are
scarce, the dorms offer a convenient answer. The dorms are
near class room facilities, and offer an opportunity for new
students to meet people and
socialize. Meals are provided ~oo
that students are free from the
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task of preparing meals. There
,. are also facilities for recreation in
the dorms which are open to all
dormitory residents. Some facts
about the dorms which might be
handy to know during your
career as a "dormie" are listed
below.

l

Basically, the rules are no
· alcohol, drugs, or fire arms. If
you do not draw attention to
· yourself by being loud or canstantly breaking p1les, chances
' are you will not be hassled.
' However, if you do get into
trouble, you will be "written up."
' This means that your advisor will
write a report describing your
devzant behavior, which will be
put in your file. You are entitled
to see this report· on demand. If
you are written up frequently,

\

ATTENTION ALL ARTS &SCIENCES STUDENTS
All students who have been provisionally admitted, including those that are transfers from other universiti~s
and re-admitted UNM students must take and pass the
Communications Writing Skills Test during this semester.
Failure to do so will result in disenrollment.
Qualification for exemption from the CST are as follows:
25 or above on English portion of ACT
552 or above on Verbal portion of SAT
45 or above on English Composition Test
of the College Level Examination Program (CLEP).
j,

Though the d
·
some respects, tohremy shavvaerythme"
same basic facilities includin a
laundry roo. m and a lou
Alg.
nge~t th~
so
you can check out items
reason that. you cannot enJoy a desk such as t•ecreational equ'p1
normal sex hfe.
·
ment t 001
y
'
s, newspa.pers brooms
· _ou m.. ay have a room-mate by cooking utensz'Js, etc. A' sk your'
c.h ozce, If you an d Y?ur. prospec- advisor or the desk attendant
ttve room-mate both mdzcate that what is avaz"Jable 1.n •. !J. h 11
· h to room with each other
you wts
•• ur a '
·
a t th e tzme
of signing the con· · . Although the food for dorm1·es
t raet ; or you may b e assigned a Is by no means gourmet, it is sub·
· h er event, if st antta
· 1. You ma,y order a sack
room-rna t e. I n ezt
th"mgs are no t wor k'mg out with mea1 or oat the hot meal. Serving
your room-mate, speak up. It is .h ours are posted in the dinz'ng
·
no t a crzme
1'f you are not suited ha 11 , If you should find something
inedible or not to your taste you
may return the uneaten po~tion
and get something more to your
liking. Don't finish all but a bite
and expect to be able to trade it
is for a new entree. If the food is
overwhelmingly bad, speak to
one of the women in the cafeteria
•or Jack Lockett, as.;istant direc~or of au,xiliary services. If there
zs anything in particular that you
would like to see on the menu,
speak to one of the women in the
cafeteria, they are sometimes
helpful and cooperative.

Diamonds reflect your love brilliantly
on o sleek chain of 14 karat gold.
See our selection of
1, 3 or 5 diamonds, and
3-diamond cluster.

;

;

chances are you will be thrown
out of the_dor.mito.ry. So.be good!
c h bt t
. o· ~ I a wn IS strictly for·
brdden m tl.ze dorms. However, if
you are d zscreet, th
. ere i~ . no

The dates for the CST this semester are:
Monday, August 25, 6:30pm, in the Kiva
Monday, October 13, 6:30 pm, in the Kiva
Monday, December l, 6:30pm, in the Kiva

Any further questions will be answered

Living at the
College Inn is
Like Getting
Away From It All.

to live with another person.
Speak to an advisor and if
another room-mate is available,
you may move in with the new
room-niate and try it again.
However, if no other room-mate
is available, you may keep the
double room for an additional five
dollars a week.
There are advisors available to
any l'esident who' needs help, in·
formation or advice. If you have
or develop
any personal
problems, any one of the advisors
is available to help. Maps, information, and directions may
also be obtained from any advisor. Their job is to assist you in
any way they can to adjust to
dorm living. Their names and
room-numbers may be obtained
from the front desk of your
respective hall.

. The fi~st fl~or meeting is a
kmd of or1 t t
A d
en a IOn. n a visor or
advisors will be there to meet
you and gtve
· you a general idea
of what dorm living entails. If
Y.OU are new at dorm living, make
an eff t t 0 tt d
or
a en ·If you are >an
old dorm·ze, par t 0 f· 1't ,.,qy
_,_
be a
repetition, but try to attend as
this. is wh e:e your fl oor represen·
tat1ves WI II b e e1ec t e d · Sub·
sequent mee t'mgs d ea ] wzt
· h ·f loor
business or repor t s f rom your
floor repres en t a t'Ives or a dVIsors.
·
If you l1av e t'zme t 0 att en d , d o. I f
you can't ma k e 't
l • d on 't worry
about it.

·
In the event that your dorm
has a bomb scare, you will hear a
continuous alarm·, for a fz."re 1·t 1·8 a
broken alarm. You are expected
to evacuate the building. Chances are there is. no bomb or a
serious fire; but why take a chan·
ce? It might be a good idea to put
on yo.ur shoes and a coat (z't gets
cold m Albuquerque at night) and
leave the building. Evacuate the
building as quickly and calmly as
you can. These scares usually
1ast from 30 minutes to an hour
an d a half. You will be told when
it is safe to re-enter the dorm.
Enjoy yourself. Good luck.

~·>Jl:·IM·iJI<l:!:!II~M<i~!ii®-

JEANS
CORDUROY
JEAN
BELLS·
Tan, Navy
Sand, Grey
Brown, Green
Burgundy, Black

Dorm government. varies from
dorm to dorm, but the basic purpose seems to be to spend the
funds that they receive in th"e in!erest of the residents. If you arP.
'Interested in becoming a
representative in the dorm
government, attend the floor
meeting, where floor representatives are elected. If there is
something you would like to see
done to improve the dorm, speak
to your floor representative or
attend the dorm meeting yourself and voice your opinion. Dorm
government activities include
arranging parties for the dorm or
purchasing items for residents to
use. Times and places of dorm
government meetings should be
posted in each dorm.
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SHOP

••

21 20 Central S.E.
. •243-6954

Art and Soul

This is the pl~ce to find an unusual print
or art card at a very reasonable price.
Complete blue mountain line. Old beer
and movies posters. And we don't mind if
you browse or rest on our window seat.
Scottsdale Village

L

From all those domestic
chores, we mean. We do the
shopping, cooking and cleaning
(we even make your bed). But
while you've got' that faraway
feeling, rem.amber that . the
College Inn is only a short
three·block walk to campus.
(No parking, no commuting, no
gas.) Both buildings are com·
pletely co-ed, too. Now is the
bes't time to think about where
you want to live this summer or
fall. Drop by at 303 Ash N.E.,
or call 243-2881.

'

Eubank north of Candela-ria Opposite En-Can Bowl
_ Monday · Saturday 10:00 - 6:00
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SALE
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c. TRAIL----

c

lhe College Inn

HAus---

20% - 509-'o- OFF Aug. 8th - Sept. 8th

in the A & S office, Ortega Hall 201.
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··The S£lr.:1'1C•li 15 l John fo~..John
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Wil~ne wcstem remm:s~ent ol their

t:n!:cant Jeammgs on "Red fhver. • .. fort

E
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Ap3ChEf" ;ll"'d. tlf COUISC. ·Siagecoaeh"

(theveh:c:e that made Wayne cnto a star)
r<aza\IC wood. Jetlrey Hunter. Ward B(lnd
and Vera M1ies~1e eo-staned
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THE ASUNM s·PEAKERS COMM. PRESENTS DURING ·FALL 1975:

Like any other form of media, an inherent bias exists, since we set the agend_a
of public discussion according to our own perceptions. Realizing this, we have
tri!!d to present an accurate reflection of society, and its problems. Some
reflections you may like, others you may dislike, but they are just echoes of the
past and the present, and in some cases projections for the future.
All SUB Ballroom lectures are free for UNM and TVI students with a valid
I.D. car, and $1.00 for the general public. Admission to both Truman Capote
and Arthur Knhrht, will be $1.00 for students and $2.50 and $2.00 respectively,
· for-the.general public. Season Subscription tickets are available.
•
Next Spring, the ASUNM Speakers Committee will·be presenting: Doug Kenney, Will Rodgers Jr., Shirley Chisholm, Ralph Schoenman, Gene Roddenberry, Eugene McCarthy, Gordon Inkeles and Lester Maddox.
Negotiations with other speakers are underway, and some speakers though
contracted, do cancel, so the program may vary. For &ny further information,
contact the Speakers Committee at 277-6435.
This then, is the essence of the 1975-76 ASUNM Speakers Program. We hope
·
.
.
you enjoy it.
Loms Tempkm, Chairperson
A.S.U.N.M. Speakers Committee

•

•

Vito Russo- bringing with him to the UNM Campus
an inalterable commitment to the politics of gay
liberation, an encyclopedic knowledge of the history
of the cinema, ~nd an outstanding collection of important film clips, his presentation has stirred both
anger and adoration from other college audiences.
Combining art, history, human sexuality, sociology,
politics and films like The Boys in the Band and Advice and Consent among others, it is a program that
will be talked about long after it ends:
Holding degrees in Film Studies and English from
N.Y. University and Fairleigh Dickinson University
and author of many articles and reviews, he has
recently finished a book entitled "The Celluloid
Closet."

Vito Russo
Sept. 22
SUB Ballroom
8:90P.M.

-l
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Les Whiften
Sept. 3
SUB Ballroom
8:00P.M.

L.es Whitten - Jack Anderson's right hand man is
known as a tough-minded seeker of truth in repor·
ting. Opening up this years speakers series, Les
Whitten will be speaking on the deals and scandals
of Washington's political and social life; the
pressures that Big Business, Big Labor and
organized crime bring on the government from the
White House. on down and the real story on Vietnam, Dominican Wars, ITT, Dodd and Bobby Baker
cases according to formerly top secret documents.
Author of Jack Anderson's column on PIRG, Les
Whitten has covered every conceivable type of news
story - everything from political conventions since
1956 to Bobby Kennedy's 1964 drive for the Senate,
to interviews with Mafia characters in their silver
Cadillacs.
Keith Stroup- National Executive Director of NORML (National Organization for Reform of Marijuana
Laws) and Jim Blackmer - Albuquerque Assitant
D.A. will meet in a head-on clash (?) over "Should
Marijuana Be Decriminalized." Exploring the legal,
medical and historical aspects of Marijuana use,
they will present different viewpoints, as one might
expect.

Keith Stroup
Sept. 7
SUB Ballroom
8:00P.M.

Two short films -Marijuana: Ass~ssin of Youth and
Highlights of Reefer Madness will start off the
program.
"It is now much too late to debate the issue:
marijnanatversus no marijuana. Marijuana is here to
stay ..." (Licit and Illicit Drugs, by Edward M.
Brecher and the editors of Consumer Reports.) This
debate should prove to be highly stimulating.

-1

·~

Harrison
and Tyler
Oct.2
SUB Ballroom
8:00P.M.

.W'll'
G
I Iam
eraway

Patti Harrison and Robin Tyler - The feminist
comedy team who sparked last years occupation of
the Lobo will be returning to the UNM Campus.
Their humor bites hard at the sacrosanct male ego,
exposing it's double standards on every imaginable
level.
"When you bring all the issues down to a gut, we're
not anti-men, we're anti-myths, but if men are
behind those myths, that's their problem," Robin
Tyler says.
The first, and still the only, women's comedy team
Harrison and Tyler are guaranteed to provide an interesting evening. If you missed them last Year, you
owe it to yourself to see them this tim.e.

Nov· 5
SUB Ballroom
8:00P.M.

Arthur Knight
Nov.14
Popejoy Hall
8:00P.M.

Truman Capote
Oct. 22
Popejoy Hall
8:00P.M.

Robert Coles

Truman Capote-Anthor of "In Cold Blood,"
"Breakfast at Tiffany's," etc. has become firmly
established as one of the most captivating writers of
the times. Presently working on a new film, Capote
will speak on "The Writers Life."

Kennedy
Dec.3
SUB Ballroom
'8:00P.M.

Robert Coles (contract still to be signed) Author of
Old Ones in New Mexico, educator and child
psychologist, Mr. Coles will speak in November.

William Geraway ~ is perhaps the most unique lecturer in America today. He is .the only man with a
price on his head or who has been faced with the
electric chair, who is lecturing in the United States.
Even more strange isJhe fact'that he speaks for the
Death Penalty, although exposed to it himself.
"Prison programming on an adult level is a waste of
time and energy - the older offenders are too entrenched in a criminal lifestyle, they do not want to
be redeemed, and all rehabilitative processing must
begin and end with the offender himself . . . the
money should be channeled into juvenile programming and facilities" ... , Gerawaysays.
He speaks knowledgeably on juvenile justice,
prison reform, plea bargaining, the death penalty
and mafia activities. He will be bringing with him
The RepeateT with Stacy Keach. Two other films
Sing Sing Thanksgiving with Joan Baez and Maxout, will be shown free the afternoon oft he 5th, completing the presentation of a film - symposium on
Crime and Punishment in America.
.Arthur Knight-creator of Playboy magazine's
popular and provocative series Sex in the Cinema is
on tour with his exciting film - lecture presentation
The HistoTy of Sex in the Cinema.
The name Arthur Knight is synonymous with the
study of movies. Since its publication in 1957, The
Liveliest ATt has been recognized as the comprehensive history of films. Presently, he is a
professor of Cinema at the University of Southern
California and film critic of Playgirl and Westways
magazines.
Because sex has always been Topic A so .far as
movies are concerned, Mr. Knight will skillfully and
entertainingly relate the alternating periods of permissiveness and repression in the movies,. to their
historical, sociological and psychological roots.

"If men could get
Florynce (Flo) Kennedy
pregnant, abortion would be sacrament."
Flo Kennedy, founder of the Feminist party, wellknown Black Lawyer and author of the AboTtion
Rap, is guaranteed to force a reexamination of the
myths of Rape.
Believing that "We ought to stop thinking that the
way to be humanist is to give ~aseline to the rape
victim," Ms. Kennedy will present a thought
provoking program, one too important for you to
miss.
·
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Coffeehouse For Dormitories
Becoming a Reality in the Cellar
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By S. Lori Brown

..g

"The idea for a coffeehouse and snack ];Jar in the
dormitory has been floating around for a couple of
years," said Walter E. Anderson, a Hokona
resident who has led the move to establish a cof·
fee house in the dormitories.
"When I picked up the idea this summer a,1d ap·
proached Bob Schulte, housing services _director,
and Karen Glaser, Dean of students, the 1dea for a
coffeehouse and snack bar in the dormitory just
took hold and has been moving right along. Here is
a case where student peraistence has paid off."
The grand opening of the Cellar, which will be in:
the basement of Hokona Hall, will be on Friday
August 22 at 7 p.m. On August 23 there will be a
dance and on August 24 a film festival.
"We'll have hot and cold sandwiches, light
snacks, soft drinks, coffee and tea. All at
reasonable prices," Anderson said .
The Cellar is primarily aimed at dormitory
residents but will be open to a_ll UNM students.
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"If it takes, makes or projects
~~~
a picture we'll repair it."
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Nikon

Pen tax
Canon

Minolta
Leica

Hasselblad
Weston
Rollei
Gassen

CAMERA
CLINIC
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Photo by Rick Wilson

Dean of Students Karen Glaser

Intent to Remain in One Place
Required to Get Cheap Tuition Rate
•

By Joel White
If you have been paying the resident rate of
tuition at UNM, congratulations! But·if you are
not.and wonder how you can qualify, read on.
To understand the situation, you should know
that there are many types of "residency;" residency to vote, residency to pay taxes, residency to
hold public office and residency for tuition purposes at state educational institutions to name a
few. In the case of tuition, residency means
domicile, and "domicile" requires intent to remain
in a place indefinitely along with actual physical
presence.
Let's take the question of "actual physical
presence" first. A person must maintain actual
physical presence in New Mel\ico for twelve con·
secutive months in order to meet this requirement.
the longest continual absence allowed during this
twelve month period is one month (yes, that rules
' out going 'home' for the summer).
Now the other requirement, that of domicile, or
intent to remain in New Mexico indefinitely.
Examples of things you can do to meet this
requirement are: registering to vote in New
Mexico, obtaining local employment, paying state
taxes, registering your car in New Mexico, ob·
taining a state driver's license (which you can and

should do within 30 days), and buying property.
What you should not do is leave the state for a long
period to work or retain your out of state motor
vehicle registration.
If you have met the above requirements, or feel
you have, prior to the upcoming semester, you
should obtain a Petition for In-State Tuition form
from the Admissions office and have your status
changed for that semester (the deadline is the last
day for tuition payment).
If, in the Admissions office's review of your
initial University application, you feel that you
have been wrongly classified (you think you meet
the requirements but the University does not),
then you should obtain a Petition immediately.
Now the "howevers." If you are a minor (under
18), an active member of the armed forces, a
teache~; of federal employee or a foreign student,
you should consult the UNM catalogue for the
specific requirements related to your status.
Although there are not many exceptions to
these requirements, if you feel you have or are one,
file the petition on that basis.
One final note. You can file for a change in
residency status as many times and any time you
feel you have met the requirements, but stamping
your feet or writing on the walls of Scholes Hall
will get you nowhere.
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Bring in your .2 - 5 year old
1. Varsity
2. Continental '
3. Surburbon
4. & Others
if in satisfactory condition
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and Take Home !
a Raleigh Grand Prix
(value 3159.00)
or
Peugeot UOS
(value 3159.95}

00

Show times

. 6•45- s,3o- 10:, 5
Matmees for Saturday and Sunda
1•30, 3:15,5:00,6:45, 8•30,10:1/

LOBO M_aster Perturbation
ByBowMed
ACROSS
1) Nickname for police
5) Senora (abbtev .)
8) Ravi Shankar's specialty
12) Helmsman on the starshij>
.
Enterprise
13) Possessive pronoun
14 l Me?ium used in petri dishes
15) ObJect of worship
16) Insect
17) Part of neck
18) Drunkard
Born
Member of family
Bat-:---:--:French article
No
::----Kippur
Preposition
J Unit of energy
Okie's, for one
Inscribes
Flauber.t's heroine
Library or Dylan
Viva la
Indian t-r::-:'b_e_ __
Diner

47) Havingwings
48) Genetic material

25) George Hanovers

49) Scatological

27)
30)
32)
33)
35)

50) Ibsen character
52) Sorenson and Kennedy

54) Eastern Standard Time

(abbrev.)
55) This (Sp.)

36)

37)

Common _ _ _ __
To make a mistake
Slang for sailor
Standard fare at La Posada
Woody Allen movie
Crowns
Smear
Philip Roth novel, "The

LONELINESS has no age or sex
only feelings of hopelessness and
despair.

=-------"·

38) Leave

DOWN
40) Sicilian volcano (plural)
Greek letter
· 41) Rave's partner
Birth control devices
42) Medicinal plant
Sadness
45) To diet
Moslem ruler
46) Otherwise ·
Typical University area
dwelling
6) Left Banke hit "Walk Away
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

8)

9)

10)
11)

21)
23)

24)

't ·)'

~~

---"

7)

J

Blood vessel
Kidnappers' d1!mand
Once more
Holes
Verb of being
The wind did this
Site of Miller's "The Crucible"
and Gomorrah
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AGORA-the UNM Student
Crises. Center exists to increase
communications and understanding, to dlscuss the
problems of living, and to aid individuals in finding professional
help and services when desired.
If you'd like more information, or
would like to talk, drop by the
Northwest corner of Mesa Vista
'
or call277-3013.
·ORIENTATION for Fall
Training of new volunteers will
be held September 17, at 7:00
p.m. Place to be announced. All
interested are urged to attend,
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Quality 10 speed bicycles. Dealer for

255-3777

SEKINE (~ana~a) :AMAHA VISCOUNT (England) CAMPANIA (U.S.A)

Michelin Tires & Tubes - Sales & Service & Parts

1031 San Mateo SE

.,._

:~

CYCLERY

Bieyel·e World
2216 Central SE (across from Yale Park)

..

HAUS

• &tax
.....'-...·u.v your Bil$:e on over today !
•

'Tj
llQ
Cl>

During the course of the semes~er, there will be
live entertainment on the weekends.
There will also be a game area. Some of the
games that will· be available include pool, video
games and pinball.
Anderson cited 'Jack · of facilities for dorm
residents as one of the reasons for opening the coffeehouse and snack bar in the basement of Hokona.
"Dormitory residents don't have anywhere to go
for a cup of coffee and a sandwich after the SUB
closes, he safd, "And many of the students don't
even use the facilities at the SUB."
·
This is the type of thing I hope the students can
support and be willing to make it work." Anderson
said, "We've received a tremendous amoung of
support from the Dean of Students Office and the
Comptroller's office."
Tentative hours of the Cellar are: Weekdays 712 p.m. and Weekends 10 a.m.-midnight. the entrance to the Cellar will be directly across from the
Computer Center parking lot at the north entrance
of Hokona Hall.

Camera Repair!
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Pictorial Guide To Main Campus ··Bu·ildings;
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. Or, Is That Silho·uette a Facade?
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Every year, a map of the UNM campus· is printed in the University catalogue .and every
schedule of classes contains one as well. But_
invariably, students (especially new students)
have a· great deal df trouble finding their way
around the campus. It seems that finding a particular building on the labyrinthine UNM campus can be difficult, especially when your map
shows only an aerial silhouettes. Not being birds, some students find it difficult to correlate
buildings with silhouettes. So, to help 'you as.
well as our own misguided staff, we present our
"meet the facade behind. the silhouettes"
feature in hopes that you viti// now be able to
better recognize some of the more widely used
buildings on campus.
·
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Humanities Bldg. (81) and Ortega Hall (79) in the background

'f!~

Psychology Building (34 on your map)

Student Union Building

(SUB, 60)

)l,Hp~;<l, .,
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Scholes Hall (Administration-10)

.•
.

•·

.·

Zimmerman Library (53)

l.

Clark Hall-Chemistry (22)

Woodward Lecture Hall (82)

We also carry a complete line of calculators
like; Texas Instruments,' Corvus, JC Penney, more.
Let us ·show them to you. A price for everyone.
OLYMPUS
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Educational Complex (63,64,65,67,68,69)
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h.ave been waiting

418 <;entral SW
843-7559
11200 Montgomery NE
294-2026
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New York Times Sunday edition
·on sale Sunday at one o'clock.
(NE Heights Location)

~

We also carry
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Architectural o Digest - New Republic
Nation - Sky & Telescope - Andy Warhol's
Interview Afterdark - Science Fiction from
England, Conan, Moorcock, Farmer Complete Mother Earth News Selection Village Voice - Berkeley Barb - 30 out of
stafe newspapers. - Frazetta fantasy
posters.

Open Sunday at NE location.
All the news that's fit to read.
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for. Olympus ~oM system.
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is the system. you

288. §~....
Olympus OM-1 35mm single lens reflex camera with
50mm f;l.8 lens and case. Shutter speeds 1 to 1;1000
sec. Through-the-lens meter system. Fully Automatic
diaphragm. And built-In depth-of-field prevlewer.
Olympus OM-1 35mm. SLR with 50mm f;l.4 lens and case, 344.88
We also carry a complete line of Kodak dark roam equipment.

USE OUR TIME PAYMENT PLAN.,.

I
·I

It starts with the super-compact lightweight (only 23.3 ounces) OM-1
camera, a totally new SLR design, Its viewfinder image is 30% larger. and
70% brighter than conventional 35mm system SLRs and .the OM System in. eludes more than 30 lenses fr.om 8mm to lOOOmm, a spectacular motor
drive group, and a complete line of close-up equipment. Come on in and
try the OM System on "for size".
.
.

NEW! Texas Instruments SR·SOA Calculator.
The SR-50A Slide Rule Calculator Is
designed for use by scientists. engineers
and students who require accuracy and
reli_ablllty in a portable scientific
calculator. The SR-50A is a powerful
computational tool capable of
processing a wide range of problems
from simple arithmetic to complex scientific calculations. With recharger. case
and Instructions.

99 95

SLIDE RULE CALCULATOR
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Charge it! JC Penney Winrock Camera Department ... Main floor Mon - Fri 9:30 'til 9, sat 9:30 'til 7!
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Condoms & Pills:
PickY er Poison
But Be Careful

~

UNM's Student Health Center
">< offers birth control information
'" along with different types of con~
traceptives to students who ask
~
for
them.
z The
pill is probably the most
ci
popular
form of contraception. It
"" is in theory,
ill
100 per cent effective
.b.O if taken regularly, but is said to
p_,
be 99.5 per cent effective over
all. The Pill is taken for 21 days
then for seven days a blank
reminder pill or no pill at all is
taken. 'fhe cycle begins again after 28 days.
IUD's are devices that are inserted into the uterus by a doctor
and prevents the implantation of
a fertilized ovum (egg). They are
90 to 98.5 per cent effective.
A diaphram is a round rubber
dome that is fitted by a doctor
and is placed in the vagina immediately before intercourse. It
is often used with a cream that
kills sperm.
Condoms or rubbers are worn
over the penis during intercourse
and keep the sperm from entering the uterus. The penis
must be taken out of the vagina
0

·~

'"

.,"'

carefully.. If the condom does
not come out with the penis it
should be removed immediately
with the open end held .tightly
closed to keep the semen (which
contains the sperm)- from
escaping into the vagina. A halfinch of the condom should extend
limply at the end of the penis to
hold the semen.
Vaseline or other petroleum
jelly should not be used !!§ !!
lubricant with codorus since they
can cause the rubber to disintegrate.
Condoms can be bought from
drug stores in groups of three or
t:welve, or individually at some
service stations
Foams can be bought at drug
stores without a prescription and
are 85 per cent effective. The
foam is inserted in the vagina immediately before intercourse and
creates an unfavorable environment for sperm.
Rhythm is abstention from intercourse during a time a woman
is "fertile". The time period of
ovulation (when the egg is
released) plus several days for.
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SUPERSCOPE

Stereo Compact
AM-FM Radio. Phonograph
Speakers

LIST

1

limited
to Stock

Come by and see
our other cassette
recorders. , .
specially
discounted.
~

a complete

for. Ute mountaineer

The Student Union Buildil).g
(SUB) may be the location of
several more student activities
than usual during the upcoming
semester if the ASUNM Senate
comes through with required funding.
Tom Hogg, assistant to the ·
UNM dean of students, has tentatively scheduled two events
each day for the SUB in the

2421 SAN PEDRO, N. E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW ME:XICO 87110

BEIW'EEN MENAUL AND
INDIANSCI-JOoL.
2'-'--8115

'•'

'•'

New Rape and Sodomy Law
Approved by State Legislature

____

____

__

Men- Women

0

0

.

0

art

supplies

0

Leailherback Turtle
107 Romero NW

2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE' (505)266·3211

842-8496
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Move into apartment
Register -. Shop for groceries
Buy books - Cook - Dishes
Finish unpacking - Meet Jane
Classes - Hit the books
Cook - Dishes - Library
Find another roommate

T.V.
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Check into residence hall
Register
Buy books
Finish unpacking - Meet Jane
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Finest collection in the Southwest
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prices

Casual Leather Clothing
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of esuipment

mittee ($1000), and others such as
the ASUNM Speakers ComAnd for those-whose methodof
the egg to disintegrate is deter- and keep it away from the
mittee, the University Ticket
mined by a doctor after examing woman's vagina during his birth control' ~.J1as failed, the
Agency and the SUB itself. Hogg
the woman and reviewing a ejaculation. Often sperm may be Albuquerque Abortion and
said the idea for the program
record of her temperatures taken released before ejaculation and pregnancy test .clinic does just,
came from a group of ASUNM
that. Barring ~tomplications they
each morning and the length of can cause fertilization
senators. ·
The Student health Center give pregnancy· tests for $15 if an
her menstrual cycles for the past
If fully financed, the program
does
not charge for the abortion is necessary, the clinic
six to eight months.
will include "a suspense- film"
Withdrawal is the oldest examination for contraceptives. will d9 it there fQF $135 or more.
each Monday in the SUB
The Womeil's Center on cam·
method of birth control and by It does, however, charge $6.50
Theatre, lectures by faculty
inexperienced men, the least ef- for pap smears which a woman pus has in:(lirmation in their
members every Tuesday in the
fective.
Withdrawal· requires should have a least once a year to library on bit:f,h control and they
Ballroom, films again on Wedoffer abortion referrals.
that the man withdraw his penis detect can e'er of the uterus.
nesday, live entertainment
(bluegrass, folk and jass) every
Thursday in the cafeteria and' a
"major event" each Friday in the
SUB Ballroom.
Besides these offerings, the
p~ogram would also include daily
VIdeotape shows in an as yet unBy Susan Walton
peretrator is armed, or he is aided by one or more
determined location in the SUB.
persons.
Already lined up for the first
Rape and sodomy ar!l now called criminal sexual
Detective Sarah Billingsley of the Alb~quf:!rque
week of school is a video concert
penetration.
Police Department's (APD) Sex Crime unit said
by Gladys Knight 'the Pips and
In the first legislative session of 1975, sexual t_he APD' had not "had much experience with it
LaBelle.Other
forthcoming
crimes laws have been rewritten to include males (the law) yet. The law wen• into effect'June 20,
videotape events are a Stevie
as victims, put degree and different penalties on 1975.
Wonder concert, Flash Gordon
the attacks, and include penetration of any orifice
She said an important improvement was that th
moyies, Three Lives (a presenby any object.
defense attorney "cannot question the victim as t
tat10n by Kate Millett), and a
Sandy Ramsey, assistant coordinator of the past sexual life unless it has a bearing on the cas
documentary on Cuba.
Rape Crisis Center said the law "is a definite im- and it usually doesn't."
Hogg said if the -ASUNM
provement" and "make it easier for prosecution.
Martin said it will be next month when cases un
Phol~bvTcrryEngland
Senate does not allocate the ad"The new Jaw covers other sex acts such as oral der the new laws will go to court.
P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia
ditional funding needed, 'the
and anal sex," said Ramsey.
Criminal sexual contact is a fouth degree felon) h
program will continue--but
The law lowers the age of consent to thirteen. which carries a one to five year prison term, whe opes that complete funding for without as many events. He sai'd
Criminal sexual penetration of a person under thir- the contact occurs on the unclothed primar them wiii materialize.
the Wednesday films and a few
teen is a first degree felony carrying a 20 to 50 genital areas. These areas are defined as groin c Hogg said $3500 has already been weeks of videotape programs
year prison term.
.
anus.(
raised for the program of events, could be financed with the money
On a child thirteen to sixteen years old, if the
Indecent exposure is knowingly exposin but that another $3000 is needed. already received.
perpetator is in a position of authority, such as a primary genital areas which are thP. mnns oubi Among those who have donated
AS
·
UNM Senator P.M. Duffey- ..
teacher, relative o.r employer, the the penetration penis, testicles, mons veneris, vulva or vagin funds are the Student Activities
crime is a second degree felony which is a 10 to 50 .Breasts are not included in indecent exposure. I Office ($1700), the ASUNM I~grassia will be introducing a
bill to the Senate to give the SUB
year prison term.
•
decent exposure is a pettv misdemeanor·.
PoPular
Enter
t;;;;a;;;;i
n;;;m;,;;;e;:n:;t;:C:;;;o;:m:=-=P~r=o~gr==am=a~n~o~t~he~r!:._$~3~0!!;0~0~.
-----=-. Robert Martin, Assistant District Attorney,
The in camera hearing (attorneys and jud
said the legislature had thrown out the old sodomy only) will be used if the defense attorney wishes I
law and "if we hadn't gotten this law through we bring up the past sexual conduct of the victim. T.
wouldn't have had anything."
judge will then decide if this conduct has any mer
Under the new law, sodomy is a first degree .in the case.
felony if there was great bodily harm or great menRamsey stressed victims should get medical a
tal auguish to the victim. It is a second degree tention whether they decide to call in the police
felony if there is personal injury to the victim, the not.
........ ...................................................
..........
..._
.._._
Lobo Photo
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Zimmerman Library.
g
he h~d been fired 1m- crease would be in addition to the
The union was also abl t
properly_ This summer, the union minimum wage increase of 55
red.uce the time betw:e~ n~~oti~ted with the·ad- cents,from$1.65to$2.20anhour.
paydays from once a month t
~Imstratwn to. pay workers at
every two weeks
o
:. ~NM physiCal plant wages
ISWU has 'locales' all over
Problems of individual stucl<mt wr;~is they were previously ?amp us. They maintain an office
workers have also been handled. fhe
ed, not ~h~ reduced wages m 1057 Mesa Vista. Meetings are
In one case, ISWUwas able to get
r§~~~ receivmg. .
weekly and more information can
a student reinstated into his job
t
Is la~so workmg on a 15- be obtained by calling 842-0754 or
cen annua Increase. This inc- 256-939 5.
~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;::::::;::::::===

SUB May Show
Videotapes,· Concerts

-

Q~:~anlity

Umvers1ty and are trymg hard to
The Independent Student get away from the belief that
Workers Union (ISWU) believes they are concerned only with
that student employment on cain- work-study students.
pus is not a form of charity,
Through their publicity they
thereby denying working students the rights of 'regular' em- w:r~ ab~e. to cause th~ admmistratJon to form a special ad
ployees .
hoc committee on student em"If our jobs are a form of aid
ployment.
The committee inthen give us scholarships and eludes two union
members and is
d?n't ma~e us do your typing, concerned with drafting better
d1shwashmg and book shelving.
working guidelines for working
We need our time to study," students.
ISWU made strong headway in
One of the panel's projects is to
their first year toward bettr,r obtain raises for students who
working conditions.· They work in one department for a
represent all students who are long period of time.
Such a

1
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Classes -.Hit the books
Library
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T.V.
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U.N.M. Residence Halls
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See what you could be missing !
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ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4111 St. at Candeleria
PHONE 344-5002
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Attend the University by Mail
Students who can't get to the
UNM campus can have college
come to them by m'ail through the
independent study program.
Correspondence
students
don't have to worry about finding

parking plitces and there are
other advantages to college-bymail: Students may enroll at any
time and set their own st~dy
schedules, and "you can h~e
anywhere in the world and still
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12:30-Wednesday
12:30-Saints Days

425 University NE

0

p.

CH~PEL

Sunday Services
·
9 :30 A.M. _ Holy Commu~ton
11 :15 AM _ Holy Communton
5 :oo P.M. _ Holy Communton
'weekday-Holy Communion

0

~
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Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches
Reasonable Prices

I.

I'
Hours D:~ily/ 11 am !o 12 :~m

Tclcrhonc 765-5671
1600 Central SE
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attend UNM," says Mar!l"e
Lalicker registrar for the Ill·
depende~t study compo~en~ of
UNM's Division of Contmumg
Education and Community Ser·
vices.
.
Nearly 80 courses rangmg
from beginning anthropo,logy to
advanced mathematics are of·
fered through correspondence.
All were designed ·by UNM
professors and are nea~ly identical in content to the1r coun·
terparts in the regular
curriculum.
'rhe
independent
study
program is fully ac~redited .by
the recognizzed na twnal ra tmg
organization. Up to 30 hours of
correspondence work can count
toward a bachelor's degree at
UNM, and the courses carry
academic credit at other sc~o.ols
belonging to the accrediting
organization, Ms. Lalic~er says ..
Tuition, at $18 per credit hour,.Is
lowest of all UNM programs and
applies tq New Mexico reside~ts
and non-residents.
·
Correspondence
students
receive textbooks and a syllabus
in the mail if they can't get to
campus. The syllabus, or outline
of the course, usually contains 36
lessons which must be completed
and mailed in for grading.
All correspondence courses 7x·
cept two English classes require
a final examination which must
be taken in Ms. Lalicker's office
or under supervision of a school
official.
Courses must be completed
within one year, and many can
take as little as three months.
Correspondence students must
be high school graduates or over
21 years of age. Courses will be
accepted for teacher certification
and re-training requirements.
UNM offers the state's only
correspondence classes, Ms.
Lalicker says, and has attracted
hundreds of students each year,
including many who live in
Albuquerque but are prevented
by family and job respon-

The uncompromising ones.
The calculations you face require no less.

.. I
Photo by Miguel Gandcrl

~his

On August 29 of
year, in the cool Santa Fe air, st;veral
hundred people will gather in a baseball park and strmg P.~
old man up to a pole and watch him burn. Then they wt
celebrate for three days.

sibilities, handicaps or other
reasons from coming to campus.
New courses recently introduced are "Introduction tQ
Existentialism," offered through
the philosophy department, and a
.
sociology prcblems course.
Other sample courses are m
consumer economics, children's
literature, creative writing,
geology and New Mexico-history,
as well as French, Latin and
Spanish.

are

Look at a pair you've lived with for a while and you'll see two things..·
The heels have worn thin.
.
The soles have become comfortably curved.
Your shoes are actually trying to become Roots®.
Roots' slim heel and rocker sole are made for
the way you were born to walk, which helps ,._
make them wildly comfortable.
~ ....
And Roots are made in Toronto of top-grain
.... __ - Canadian leather, which helps make them
beautiful.
Listen to your shoes. Have a chat .with your feet.
Then come see us and try a pair of Roots.
.•. . . .· . ,..
You'll find them (in more than a dozen styles) Jl\ : , : ;, <> , : . ; ...

'

I

onlyintheRoot,tom"Roots. '~..;_;;:._'_:'' ,, ', ,,

'

"Be kind to feeL They outnumber people two to one.
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©natur.lliootwoar
1975, bon M1chnel Co,

Albuquerque-3107 Eubank Blvd. N.E. (In Scottsdale Village)~ (505) 293-3377
Scottsdale-70145thAvenue-(602)994-8866 . ,
Tucson- University Blvd. and Park Ave. (At University Squ~re) C
) (702) 732 8808
LasVegas-2797Maryland Parkway(SunriseCityShopp~ng enter' ·u '

Santa Fe.'s
Fall· Fiesta
Imminent
The annual Santa Fe Fiesta
will take place over the Labor
Day weekend, with
planned to suit everyone's
especially if they like alcohol.
Friday night, August 29,
Zozobra is torched, with much
ceremony. That calls for
,
celebration, so most people head
for the Washington Avenue Bar
and toasted the toasted Gloom.
Saturday various events
place, and most of the time
spent wandering around
Plaza looking at the food oo_<>tm
(only the iron-stomached will
to partake of all the food ol.tferec
and trying to find your friends.
This can be tiring, so
retire to the Plaza Bar to rest.
Sunday is a good day to look
the arts and craf~s booths set
in the munincipal parking lot
half a block northeast of
Plaza. Many crafts are repres•en
ted and much of what's
'
. you '
display
is for sale. So If
always wanted an Indian Sq
~Jossom made by the son of
lawyer from boston who oronneu
out to come to New Mexico,
there's where you'll find it.
those who can refresh
selves at the Senate Lounge
Monday is the day of the
parade. It is usually a
parade and a hot day, so
people end the celebration
going to the bar in La Fonda.

The new compact HP-21 and HP-25
scientific calculators take it easy on your,
budget-and give you the same uncompromising design and quality that go
. 72 built-in functions and
into every Hewlett-Packard pocket
operations.
. calculator, regardle~s of price. ·
All those found in the HP-21, plus
40more.

The liP-25 Scientific
Programmable. Sf95.

The HP-21 Scientific. S125.
32 built-in functions and
operations.

Keystroke programmability.

Perlorms all log and trig functions, the
latter in radians or degrees; rectangular/
polar conversion; register arithmetic;
common log evaluation.

The automatic answer to repetitive problems. Switch to PRGM and enter the
same keystrokes you would use to solve
the problem-manually. Then switch to
RUN and enter only the variables
needed each time.

Performs all basic data
manipulations-

Full editing capability.

and executes all functions in one second
or less.

You can easily review and quickly add
or change steps.

Branching and conditional test
capability.
Eight built-in logic comparisons let you .
program conditional branches.

8 addressable memories.

Both the liP· 21 and the HP·25
feature:
RPN logic system.
Let's you evaluate any expression without copying parentheses, worrying
about hierarchies or restructuring beforehand. You see all the intermediate
data displayed; you rarely re-enter data;
you can easily backtrack. to find an error
because all functions are perlormed
individually.

Full decimal display control.
You can choose between fixed decimal
and scientific notation and you can control the number of places displayed. The
HP-25 also gives you engineering notation, which displays power of ten in
multiples of +3 for ease in working with
many units of measure-e.g., kilo (103),
nano (lQ-9), etc,.

Come in and see these great new
calculators today.

And you can do full register arithmetic
on all eight.

'HOLMAN'S, INC.
401 Wyoming NE
Headquarters for all your Engineering
& Drafting Supplies & Technical Books
American Express
Bank Americard
Master Charge
Hburs 8 - 5:30 Monday - Friday, 8:30 - 4:30 Saturday
Direct Factory HP Representative will be In our store
Friday August 22nd 9:00.-5:00 pm
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KUNM Station Manager Sharon Irish

··'·

After a four year "said Sharon Irish, station ·having KUNM mov~d to another
wait,KUNl\::I's goal of getting a manager of KUNM· "That's what part of the SUB (it is now in the
radio transmitter on the Sandia we've been waiting for for the SUB basement) or having it
Crest seems close to reality with last year and .a half and it puts us moved to Mesa Vista Hall.
"Nothing has been resolved
the station predicting the move closer to the Crest than we've
yet,"
Irish said. '1We should be
· been before."
in November.
finding
out more from the .ad·
She said the Crest move should
The radio voice of the
Associated Students of UNM occur. by mid-November and ministration later this week."
The station has already been
now has its transmitting antenna "what we're waiting for now is
notified,
however, that it has
atop the Student Union Building the equipment on order."
$2000 grant from the
received
a
Besides KUNM's transmitter.
(SUB) on campus By moving its
National
Endowment
for the Artransmiter to the Sandia Crest, move, the station itself may be
the station would significantly in· vacating its present facility ts to provide bilingual program·
min g. The grant, administered
crease its broadcast range which because of SUB remodeling.
"KUNM has severe space through the New Mexico Arts
is currently limited to scattered
pockets in
the Albuquerque problems," said Irish. "We've Commission, should be available
been looking for alternatives or in September.
area.
"All of our revenue comes from
"We recently got a con· solutions to solve these .
grants
and student fees," said
struction permit for the tran· problems."
Irish.
"Because
we are non·
Among the solutions so far
smitter from the FCC (Federal
Communications Commission), discussed is the possibility of commercial, we can do things
other stations can't.
· "Most stations can't spend as
much time as we do airing public
affairs and specialty programs,"
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
she said.
DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
KUNM broadcasts public afAND COMMUNITY SERVICES
fairs programs Monday through

;
.

\.
I

Community College
Fall1975
Non·Credit Course Schedule
Adobe Design and Construction
Alternatives for Women
Applied Archeology
Arts and Crart.s of the SW Indians
Astrology
;
Ballroom Dancing
Bcnting Jnnalion with Small Livestock
Body Movement
Bridge
Calligraphy
Ceramics
Chinese Brush Painting
Contemporary Basketrv
Cooking with Natural Foods
Certified Pro£. Secretary Review I
Creative Writing: Fiction
Earth Jewelry
Estate Planning
Faith and Morality as Personal Expr.
The Fall and Winter Garden
The Figure: Drawing and Painting
Fishing for Lunker Browns
Pishing New Mexico's Streams
The Jo~ounding Fathers Today
Fr~ehnnd Drawing
Frf'nr'h I
Gl•olog,Y of New MC'Xico
GNrnan I
Golf, Beginning
GovC'rnment Con~tru(.'lion ContrMling
(;l"antsmanship
Guitar I
Harmonica
Hl'arl Attack!
Hiking for Ages 45.
History of NM and the SW, 1540-1821
Home Mainte>nanre>
Horse> Rar'ing in Nl'W Ml'xko
How Things Work
Indoor Plants
I ntl.' r!or [){'Coraling in the lin me
!ntC'rMtional Folk t>anchig
Invl.'sling in tht• Sccuritii.'S Market
Italian I

Karate
Management by Objectives
Mineralogy-Modern Collecting
Mountaineering

Navajo!

New Mexico Cookery
....__

SlidC' Photography

Small Car Maintenance
Spanish I, H, III, IV, V ·-

Spcl.'d Reading
The Story of Albuquerque
Supervising Pt~oplc•

Swimming, 11f.'g, and Improv<'mcnt
T'ai Chi Ch'uiln

Thoreau
Turgenev
Weavings and Wallhanglngs
Whilman
WildOowcrs M NL~w Ml'xico

Free Community College Bulletin
available now at 805 Yale, NE
Classes atart the week of September 8.

\
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92.3 FM STEREO
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for your apartment, and spend
no more money than it would
cost to furnish one room at
another store - 20,000 FEET
'
OF NEW AND USED MERCHANDISE

..

Show our cashier your
student J.D. card BEFORE

.

(with one store
and another on Mon·
and Juan TaboNE) has
''"'·--' selection of out-of-state
to be found in the
carry the New York
and Los Angeles Times
editions for both), and
on hand papers like the
Post, the National Ob·
Chicago Tribune and
others from the South·
region. Newsland ad·
carries a wide range of
~·•meos
(from The New
to Wrestling) and has
developed a small stock
market paperbacks.
book shops, all near the
specialize
in
lan~,,,,;, .• ,literature.
is The Brother hood ·
110 Dartmouth SE.
a full line of
aohvol~o 1 books, it also sells
cards, records, posters and
, paraphernalia used by
In the search for bead.
Groups Harmonics Centre
to Natural Sound Records
Harvard)
deals
in

"'b:l

Get everything. you need

Little Professor Book Cen·.
Fair Plaza on Lomas) is
lwnrtchv for its nearly com·
line of books by Penguin
Dover Publishers. Open all
long, the Little Professor
Al<,.n·i"~ Cliffs and Monarch's

Law !or tile Layman

Wise I•'ood Buying
Women al Work and at Hom(•
Woodrnrving
Woodworking
Yoga, Hntl1a

• • •

Thursday at 7 p.m. Its specialty provides entertainment and a
Bookshop (on
shows occur. throughout the way to turn people on to the
south
of
campus) is
week, most beginning at 9 p.m. things we think are good."
the
city's
best
supplier
KUNM is 90.1 on your FM dial.
Among the shows it airs are
otographic
books
and
Movida Latina (Monday at 9
i(az:ine·s. It carries both Aper·
p.m.); theFold Show (Tuesday at
and Camera magazine and
.9 p.m.); Blues (Weqnesday at 9
houses a gallery for
p.m.); Jazz (Thursday anQ, Sun·
lto<TraLnhs
and serigraphs.
day at 9 p.m.); the Singing Wire
Davies Bookshop
(a program of Native American
Central
SW)
specializes in
music aired Sundays at 5:30
books
on
the South·
p.m.); Woman Time (Sunday at 8
well
as
rare
books
p.m.); . .and Something Classic
topics such as an·
beginning at 10 a.m. on Sundays).
IJpcolog:y
and the Orient. The
The station broadcasts 24
Lip Service is a LOBO-sponsored student com·
hours a day and plays rock, coun· munity service. Announceml1nts will normally also provides a search serone day prior to and on the day of the event.
for "antiquarian item_s."
try western, oldies and .almost run
Announcements should be brought to Ma:rron
A
.
e me r ICa n 0 pi ni 0 n
every kind of music during its Hall, rm.l38
ore is Albuq'uerque's
remaining hours. It also airs
•rm•uH>r
for the John Birch
three newscasts daily on week·
It
is
at 5505 Lomas NE
· days.
Due to pressure of the Chern 101 lab, the.
•
C
,t;!3_J;f.l~&..SO~e _Qmmunist
"I think it's impol'tant KUNM foUowing two sections of Freshman Engineerint
have been changed from Monday and Wed- .,t,w" ("for puz:poses of exis not part of a University depar· 101
nesday, 9:30 • 12:15 to Monday and Wednesday,
only"),
tment," said Irish. "We are free 7:30 -10:15 a.m. Sections involved are 002 a tid 004.
• • •
G~neral Interest
to act as an independent voice.
there are several
'' 0 ur pr ogr a mmi n g is
Anybody Interested in going out for the Held
interest
book stores in
primarily directed at students," hockey team should sign up with theequipment
city
(Book
World, ·Plaza
she said. "The music we play woman In Carlisle Gym, 8 ·8:30p.m.
B. Dalton Books, etc.),
merit special con·

Italian Cooking
Jewelry Making, Beg. & Adv.

-Oil Techniques
Painting, Beginning
Parent·Child Inleraclion
Personal Notetaking
Photography: Darkroom Techniques
Physical Fitness Program !or Adults
Piano, 1,11
Playreading
Pre-Columbian Art and Archel'llogy
Puppetry
Rediscover New Mexico '
Residential Landscape Architcclurc
Science of Creative Intclligenre
S('ulplurt•
S{'lf·Awarcness
Shopping tor M£>xicnn Arts & Crafts

can take the boy out of the
Pickens and Gabby Hayes in a
but you can't take the Fellini movie.
l'.. nt.rv out of the boy or in this
The Fair runs 'till September
bring the country into 20 hosting various cultural
heritage days, a carnival mid··
ew Mexico State Fair way, livestock competition, jams
its gates on September 10 and jellies etc.
races begin Sept. 6) with
Entertainment headlining the
traditional parade of high Fair this year includes; Vicki
bands, deputy sheriffs and C a.r r (S e p t . 1 0 ) , J o h n n y
thousand screaming kids.
Rodriguez (Sept. 11, · 12, 13),
parade is comparable to slim Charley Pride (Sept. 14, 15, 16),
Lynn Anderson (Sept. 17, 18) and
Doug Kershaw (Sept.19, 20).
~
Prices for the .concerts are $2
general admission, $4 reserve
from page BB)
S!Jating, and $5 box seats.
"""'" 0 ~, its stock is not with the
General admission price to en·
sciences, but rather consists ter the Fair grounds is $.50 and
anrl crafts literature. It the Fair grounds are· located bet·
sells books dealing with an· ween Louisiana and San Pedro on
EOPOJO•gy and history and han· Central.
suplies needed for

"tl

10

oq

she starts ringing up vour

•

sale, and get 209· .Jff

your total purchase.
ANYTIME
During September.

\
1720 oLomas, NE
(at University)

Open 9 - 9 Daily
11- 6 Sunqay
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Mon ev A~a i Ia~ ~h~.~,~,~.~..uf.~~!!~ ,~.~!.~Jt§~l~~;~~~g~
1~cia!~~~lfd~u ~:r~:ere~~;h ~our

By Joel White

NDSL,' NMSL, FI~. CWSP,
BEOG, SEOG and PTSE are
initials familiar to the over 65 per
t of UNM students who
~:~eive financial aid or make use
of the facilities available t~rough
the University Student Aids Office in Mesa Vista Hal~.
.
stand for Natwnal Direct

a:ard letter before
in order

a i d for t _he fa 11

~ ~::;, ~~r~:J; tot~~~~ CWSP, a student works

Augus~ 29th How.e~er, ~~lf~~ ~~:fall and you

tos~~;~~~~;/;~;:~s:%~~ ~i~~v;~~ ;~u sh~uld. obtain

and

in his position until wages earned

UNM students, their spouses
~radu~t~s of YNrM, re

~c::~ {hee~t~~;n:~s ;~erdk~~rt ~hda; ~~a;c~o ~~~nc~a~ aaci?:10 '"

111
'"

~~!e~a;~~rs office in S(~o~e~Fall ~~~~ennt ~dsa~fr}~~a;~; co~pl~~: progr:~ p~r 80 per;:;:)(~~ l~: W~ge~ei~-:~:i~s$2.~~ per

.,

Q

.

to f;ce~~e h~~: ~~~~Y a~a~ded a · ~he "~eeds-analysis interview" ~~~~e:[s ~al~~ay~~~~P to 40 hours with no limit~ set on the
scholrrship for the fall.semeste_r, Immed~atel\;nder the NDSL per two we~ k p ~ y period; hours or maxJ~o~ n<>•·vi<;m
A
0
you must follow a shghtly dJf- . Loans '11 still be available for anything over JS pa!d by .the emMary tSTc~o p',•nllwn~P.n
d
Go directly to program WJ
h
the Par - tme
".Q)><
1
ferent proce ~re ..,
the fall semester subject to ~ e p oyer, th
d
instead- of fice feels that the most im]JOr1
~
0
'
availability of funds. Otherwtse,
I?
~r ;-;;~~ :~r your finan- thing is for students to
~
:;.
loans, scholarships and gran~t ~~r t~~mg ~ufo: that year and having aware of their existance.
z
~.
.the f~ll ~emester are unavat a e cttoapna.eyet"t back after gl·aduation,
00
,,_
t th t me
"We shouldn't be the last
a. In ~~h~ ca~e of financial aid for you work around your classdtim~ 'a student tries for erntploJyineri
>Q
semester an ap- earning the money yo~ nee an
Mrs. Schodorf said.
h
rin
b.O
ro
tpli~at~~n
~ust
be completed, you do not have tohpay It back.450 •be the first. Since there are
il<
·
· d et er ·
Currently
along with
a nee d -ana1ys1s
. · ' tk ere
t d are'th 850 financial
or
aca d
· tion before any action can be students on wor -s u Y WI
h
requirements a person can
~~a Th' hould be done prior jobs available and, u~der t e sent on a job interview the
t a ~~~em~e~ 1 in most cases, (A present bud~et, there ~s. money day he inquires."
~<""
~ k ·with the Student Aids of- for 1200 work-study positions.
Under new policy institu
_..~rsr. Dean of Students Tony Oliver
c ec
. ,
t d dl"
One of the least known, serII t d t
.
'd d by the Student May of this year, a s u en
fice will yield the exac ea me
~or the program in which you are ~f~: ~~~~~ eis the Part-Time ployment at the University
mter~s~ed). .
u com- Student Employment Office (rT- be handled through the
•
It IS Imperal~Ivet. thatanydo need- SE) located at the rear of Mesa Aids office, with most of
Plete an app 1ca wn
openings listed through
. f'1rst , m
. that. nothing can Vistaf Hall
in
room
1e163
·2 0 0 j b Time Employment.
ana Iys1s
f
.
g
v
r
0
0
be done or program chosen until
e r 1n 0
Jornp1risiing six per cent of the undergraduate student body, the
then.
lra1;ernities and soroities (Greeks) at UNM offer outlets, with scholar~ ~·
There is another program unsports and. friendship as their common goals.
der the direction of the UNM
Part-time.employment supervis'!! Mary S~odo~f
osed of chapters of national organizations, the Greeks con.
the Cashier's office wtth your Student Aids department which
a membership drive among freshmen which has historically been
Student Loan, New Mexico award letter to endorse your offers an alternative to loans,
as "rush".
Student Loan, Federally I~~ur;d
heck and receive your money (if grants and scholarships. The
The
eight
sororities, organized into a cooperative known as Pan
'Loan, College Wor~- u Y ~ue) However if you are College Work-Study Program
nic
Council,
have scheduled the formal portion of their rush for
Program, Basic Educatwnal Opj
-~ing other aid in conjunction (CWSP), a Federally fund~d serfall
to
end
tomorrow.
During this formal rush period, women
portunity Grant, ~uppl~~e;t\ ;:i~~ a scholarship, you should go vice, provides students w1th emIIU<Ienco
travel
among
the
various
sorority chapters, meeting their
Grant and Part-Time
u en
to Student Aids first.
. ployment (at decent wages for
ttenwt•rs; ending with an invitation to join from one or more of the
Employment.
· .
An im ortant note: If you fad Albuquerque), and provides the
If you've applied and rec~I~~d to pick u~ your financial aid (loan University and some surroun.1H1not1gn this formal rush will end tomorrow, women students inan award letter for any 0 . e or scholarship etc ... ) by August ding employers with employees
lrested
in becoming a member of a sorority, should contact Dean
loans, grants or scholarshipds 29th you will forfeit your aid for at a discount to them,
a
few
facts
an
'
Abrahams office, upstairs in the Student Union Building, or
t h ere are
·
ld this semester.
CWSP as with other financial
one of the sorority chapters on campus.
requirements that you shou
All of the above requirements aid, requ'ires that an appl~cat!on
The twelve fraternities are also organized into a cooperative known
know
In •the case of 1oan a!! d grant pertain to students who have and need-analysis determmatwn
Inter-Fraternity Council. They offer freshmen an opportunity to
be completed prior to placement
their organizations during the period August 20th through
to determine if you qualify.
lu11ust 25th, known as Formal Rush week,
(However, George Sandoval,
• •.
with sororities, this period allows the student to travel among
•
director of CWSP, said ap•
various
fraternity chapters and to meet their mem hers. It ends in
proximately 75 per. cent. of
Phot~s
by
Jodi
Stln<·b•fe
or
many
invitations to join.
University students w1ll quahfy).
k s d
An informal rush period is held year round after this week, for
And unlike other financial aid
George Sandoval, head of Wor - tu y
students interested. Freshmen should contact Dean Tony
L- ...
•.. · .
.
.
programs, CWSP has no deadline
-"
.
Iii...,~·· office in Mesa Vista Hall or one of the fraternity chapters for
.
and can be applied for year
..
lrtl1er information.
' .
round.
. ', .• !
After your application and
need has been determined, you
~louni.ains and Rivers is more than a
are interviewed and placed in a
position; either off-campus or onstore - more than just a place to lay
>.
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Greek R_ush Begins;
Be a Six Per Center

·come-.see
us:
.
-,~_

'

D a V •15 t 0 B·e C 0 m e
uN M Pres ·dent
1

'•

down vour money for a sleeping bag,
backp~ck, boots, parka, etc.
Mountains and Rivers is a chance to
examine the very best equipment in a
friendly atmosphere. It's a place to get
free advice. It's an opportunity to
learn new skills in our Kayaking and
Nordic Ski Clinics.
We don't want to sell you the most expensive item in the shop - \Ve want to
sell you the item best suited for your
needs. Come talk to Tom and Buck
we'll be glad to see you!

campus
cent of And
the
positions (90
are per
on-campus).

s~i~n~ce~C~W~S~Pi~s~a~f~ed~e~r~a~ll~y~f~u;n~d~e;d=:::::~~--r----;M;~rfti"'!rn~~~~:HIPinlmiiPRiirnrll~~;
President
Heady
~rogram, wages are based on the
resign
his postFerrel
in December
STARSHIP ENTERPRISES._..,

PRESENT

and

.-4

CRYSTALLEIF & STARSHIP ENTERPRISES

CRYSTAL LEIF PRESENT

A new freshman English
program desig~ed to improve the
writing skills of University of
New Mexico students will be instituted this falL
All freshmen whose American
College Test (ACT) English
scores are 18 or below will be
required to enroll in English 100,
which teaches students to write
coherent · paragraphs.
If a
student wants to challenge the
course a proficiency test will be
giv'en during the first week of the
semester,
Students who score 19 to 24 on
the ACT will be placed in English
101, which teaches students to
write short essays. Individuals
scoring 25 or above will enroll in
English 102, and introduction to
literature.
Associate professor and codirector of the freshman english
program, Fred Warner, believes
lack of proficiency in English is
not necessarily a cultural
problem.
"Last year 47 per cent of the
freshmen at the University of
California at Berkeley had to
take remedial English. It is ob·
.vious the quality of student
writing is . deteriorating at a
rapid rate and the problem is .
nationwide," he said.
What caused the rapid
deterioration?
"In the · 1950's and '60s the
philosophy across the country
was 'Let the student feel free and
unrestrained .. .let him develop
his own program.' Bhat may be
fine but a student can't intuit
thesdifference between a gerund
and a participle. We must return
to the fundamentals because
without them everything else is
impossible."
The co-director said he would
not be surprised if 45 to 55 per
cent of the fall 'freshman class
enrolled in the remedial course.
UNM Teaching assistants, the
majority of whom are working on
their doctorate degrees, will be
handling the bulk of the classes.
More than 100 classes are now
schedu1ed and more are expected
to be added following final
registration,
Warner said he doesn't think

there is anything elite about learning the primary language of the
United States. "The department
has received a great deal of at·
tention regarding this program
and we will be watched very
carefully by other disciplines.
It's all very exciting but it is also

frequently have to take remedial
courses in math and chemistry.
Why not English?'
To help solve the English
proficiency problem on another
level, the English department is
trying to re-establish a relationship with area high school
teachers, Warner participated in
a workshop this summer on high
school teaching methods. for composition and literature.

pathetic that college freshmen
have to be taught how to write a
coherent paragraph. Students

i•.>
""'

Interested in a Port-Time job?
$400 a month :. 15 hours
a week average
.
Possible career and Sales Experience.
Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
247-1075
We have 5 openings for next year.
~-------==~

R. C. HALLETT's
WORLD CHAMPION

BICYCLES
Compare:

BERTIN .
(of France)

To PEUGEOT, RALEIGH or any -other
make: Designed by and built exclusively for
Dick Hallett to be the finest smoothest riding
'
bicycle you can buy.

\

.\l..'mss from Circle 1\

2122 Coal Place S.E.

,.

-843-9378

'

taken a leave of absence from the
Idaho State post while camDr. William 'Bud' Davis will paigning then reimbursed himover.
self from campaign funds. Davis
until his present ap:. paid taxes on the money, but a
was president of question of ethics was raised by
ho State University in several members of the UNM
His selection came af- · community.
screening committee recomAnother bone of contention
Davis to' the UNM Board with some people about Davis is
the man himself--they questioned
whether UNM needs aPR man.
But supporters of Davis quickly
pointed out the improvements at
Idaho State during Davis' presidency. .
.
Some faculty members did not
like the choice.

ean Bag Vi

JV\OUNTAINS

Quality_Bean Bag Furniture
One Year Guarantee

---- Gncland

RIVERS

SPECIAL GUEST STAR
.

Just east of Yale on Central.

2210 Central SE

268-4876

0

F'RIDAY, AUGUST 22.1975
8:00P.M.
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
'fiCKl':.TS

·&

--- - and
BROWNSVILLE STATION
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27, 1975
8:00P.M.
CIVIC. AUDITORIUM

~

I

I

Couches - Love Seats - Discs
Chairs - Refills - Large Color Line
Velvets - Cloths - Naugahyde

'I'
'I

j

7401 Menaul NE
Starting at $12.95 - 10% off with this ad!
Hours: 10:00 - 7:00
10:00 · 9:00

Fri.'],.,

GOLD STAEET •ALSO ncKEr A(;.ENCV lCOR0NA[l0 MAtU

21 sr CENTURY 50UNO • BUDGET TAf>ES • CANOYMAN !SANrA fE I
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By Orlando Medina

In order for a university or college to be nationally ac-

~ credited it must have an established student govern0,
UNM's link with accreditati_0n lies in the
.g ment.
Associated ::>tudents of the University of New Mexico
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(ASUNM).
Whether one knows it or not, he or she is
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ASUNM student government is made up of three
branches including the Executive, the Legislative and
the Judic,ia:i':
The. j\SUNM president (Alan Wilson), the vice
president (Damon Tobias) and 20 senators are elected by
the student body. The president and vice president are
elected in the Spring semester and the senators are elected at large,1.9 in the fall and 10 in the spring.
Every spring the ASUNM budget for the upcoming
year is placed on the ballot before the student body. The
budget consists of organizations and services which go
before the president'and the senate and request major
allocations for the next year.
ASUNM funded organizations include such
Daily
organizations as Child Care, KUNM-Radio,
LOBO, Speakers Committee Film Committee, etc.
·
After the budget is passed the funds remaining are ·
left as a general budget for the Senate to allocate to
smaller organizations.
Complications arise from several legalities and
policies concerned with the ASUNM budget. One major
technicality is that the entire ASUNM budget is on
paper or records releas-ed from the UNM administration,
who collects the fee.
Normally this would not be a problem but an incident
arose last spring when an automatic fee taken from the
top of the ASUNM budget was not deducted.
The UNM administration automatically deducts five
per cent from the ASUNM budget to pay the New Mexico Union Business Office which handles all financial
paper work for ASUNM. The fee was not deducted from
last years budget and the fee was spent along with the
remaining budget.
ASUNM was informed that it owed the administration
the fee and that the money would be deducted from this
year's upcoming budget. The official statement from the
administration was that there had been a mistake in the
bookkeeping procedure.
This will be one of the many concerns of the next
senate session especially with the recent appointment of
an office that was vacant for some time; the office of the
ASUNM Treasurer.
One of the more recent developments over ASUNM's
ability to budget organizations occurred with the funding of theN ew Mexico Public Interest Research Group
(PIRG).
In essence,
two

th~

0
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ood Prices Vary .

You Belong to ASUNM, Like it or Not

ll:>

;

.

by..:fiigucl Gandert

ASUNM President Alan Wilson

automatically a member 'of ASUNM if they are a full·

~ time undergraduate student. This does not stem from

the benevolent, all sharing feelings of the student officers but rather from the fact that all full-time un·
dergraduate students pay a mandatory fee of $12 each
semester.
Between 13,000 and 14,000 students pay this fee each
semester thus providing student government with a kitty of about $300,000 a year.
It is this annual budget that is the focus of ASUNM
and as such it is the source of achievements and constant
headaches.

• •

years ago and started the wheels turning in the
formation of one of his nationwidE) university
individually. Corn,, two for Safeway is located off Silver,
advocate ~rrou!ls.
cents.
near San Mateo. The easiest way
PIRG's request was that a mandatory two dollar
.
to
find it is turn right on San
Farmer's Market
be added on to the tuition with t~e option that the
the corner of Lead and Mateo from C_entral and then
would be refunded if the stud\mt so desired.
Sta.nf<>rd Farmer's Market is the look to the right where you· will
A few months later PIRG got the fee question
lace for fruits 'and see the sign towering above the
on the undergraduate ballot again and this time p
clutter.
l!lveg~etal>les.
by a two to one majority.
· Furrs is near the Central-San
The requested fee increase had to be approved by
Pedro.
intersection. The grocery
Regents (the Regerts had earlier approved the fee
is sold 45
there at two halfstore
\S
part of the Family Cencrease for the graduate students) but the fee mcreiLSelcents for $1. · Eggs go for 72
ter, which stocks about
was turned down by the Regents.
large, and 60
5 cents for
During the summer several state officials became Jn-l,vhiir"
Bread is , 3 cents for everything. It is very el!Jly tQ,
volved and at the present time there is talk of a
. and 62 cents for brown (in- spend your whole life savings in
promise between one of the dissenting Regents
dmg Earth Bread). There. is no the store.
Both stores are competitive;
PIRG.
at Farmer's Market.
Most of ASUNM's attention is presently directed
Like I say, it's the vegetables that is, neither is that much
fruit.fresh.
Piles of the stuff ' and lower in price than the other. But
revising the constitution and the finished -docum. ent
fairly
since they are in competition
~e presented to the student body on the Fall ballot.
Cs>;:n, six for 99 cents; lettuce, their prices are lower (generally)
cents; cantaloupes, 19 cents a than the corner market.
Both stores also offer house
_
·
•
tomatoes, 39 cents a
(oonlinued from page B2l
; potatoes, 19 cents.
brands on just about everything.
The best time to do so is from Monday to Friday, 8
There's a lot more, but space is Sometimes the house brand is all
that is offered, but in most cases
to 4 p.m. (277-4537). During the day, a student may
the national brand is next to the
be seen on an emergency drop-in basis.
Shur-Valu
same
item in house brands.
If you need to consult a therapist after 4 p.m. or
. Located in the Nob Hill Shopwe~kends, the Helath ce~ter will secure one for youu . HHpar1is:leCenter at Central and Hou.se brands are cheaper,
sometimes as much as a dime.
, avail yourself of this service, either visit the Health n
Prices a little high. ,
ter's upstairs infirmary or call277-3136.
Milk runs from 87 cents to 93 . The quality is as good as the
In addition to providing therapy, the Mental
· The expensive stuff is national brands, so there is
which comes in half- definite savings in house brands.
Team members are available upon request to
in educational programs related to interpersonal
bottles that probably need
Alternatives
There are alternatives to
personal concerns of college students.
be returned. Eggs are e:x* * *
here: 75 cents for a dozen grocery stores. Some alterBesides Agora and the Mental Health Team, two
AA, 77 cents for extra ?atives are expensive, and some
organizations on campus are equipped to handle
AA. A brand called Taste Impractical. For the cost of meat
mental health problems of some segments-of the
has medium AA at 59 can- about the only way to save is t~
buy a freezer, then buy a cow
co.mmunity. Project Co~sejo (277-2530) primarily
with academic and financial aid difficulties faced by
Vegetables are plentiful, and every year. It is expensive, and if
bilingual and bicultural student. It also offers help
price is within reason. They you are around only a couple of
that student in areas such as personal problems. J
fresh, and the selection is years, it is no good at all.
All the local bakeries have
(277-2564) is a gay community services
good.
thrift stores, usually at their
which provides peer counseling and also a
Chain Stores~·
hotline services. Both Juniper and Proje ct
T h e r e a r e two w i t h in a baking plant. Day-old breads,
located in Mesa Vista Hall.
distance of. UNM.

Mental Health

Photo by 'l'erry England

pastry, potato chips and other
items are usually offered at
reduced prices. Occasionally, if
the return on an item.is heavy,
special sales are held. An example is where ten loaves of bread
can be purchased for a dollar.
Vegetables can be bought for
very low prices in season in
Corrales. Several farme,r.s of the
are~ sell their own crops, and the
savmgs are good. Recently a lady
I know bought twelve ears of
corn for a dollar.
. Getting by w!th a small budget
m Albuquerque sometimes can
be difficult, since the grocer must

show a profit. Sometimes it pays
to drive across town for a
bargain, sometimes it's just a
waste of everything.
A & G Supermarket
This is at Princeton and Garfield SE. Like Campus Market
this is a small store and has
'
higher prices.
White bread, 59 cents; brown
bread 69 cents (1 pound 8 oz loaf)
Earth bread 67 cents.
The meat was about the same
as Campus, although the meat is
unwrapped. Not much selection
either.
Milk was unmarked.

Vegetables were not very
fresh- the bell peppers and apples were wrinkled and soft. Lettuce heads were small. Corn, six
for a dollar; celery, 69 cents a
bag, carrots, 29 cents a pound·
tomatoes, 59 cents a pound.
'

Student Activities Center Presents:
FREE VJednesday Film Schedule for Fall 75
September 10 - Fast and Loose ... starring Miriam Hop·
kins, Carole Lombard and !Ike Chase

October 29

September 17- The Bride Comes Home ... starring
Claudette Colbert, and Fred MacMurray

November 5 - Rulers of the Sea ... starring Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. and Margaret Lockwood

September 24 ·LAUREL AND HARDY
October 1

- Pat and Mike ... starring Kathrine
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy
(WOMEN'S WEEK SPECIAL)

October 8

- Family Honeymoon ... starring
Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray

October 15

- It Happened One Night . _. starring'
Claudette Colbert and Clark Gable

October 22

- CHARLIE CHAPLIN

· Spook Spectacular ... starring

Red Seal

Frankenstein and Dracula

-·
I

on
Sale
97

November 12 - Silent Classic Oldies ... starring
Douglas Fairbanks Sr. and Gloria
Swanson
November 19 - Typhoon ... starring Dorothy Lamour
and Robert Preston
November 26 - THE LITTLE RASCALS ARE AT IT
AGAIN
December 3 - The Well-Groomed Bride ... starring
Olivia de Havilland and Ray Milland
December 10 - Holiday ... starring Katherine
Hepburn and Cary Grant
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$6.98 series

l.iVJN'CJ .$7ERs0

f ~,;\ft( ro7:-:,..:..~· i
.':

Every Wednesday in the SUB Theatre fro~ 10 - 3 pm.

...~.,;.::~

--~-·-,_

Sale ends August 31st

I
I

New Low Prices in All Categories

:-I

I

I

!:A· H

Where do I go if I've lost my 1.0.
Are the Rolling Stones coming
What do I do for this itching sensation
What Is happening on campus
How do I DROP a class
How do I ADD a class
Are the Rolling Stones going
·
Where is the Sociology Department
How can I get out of here
Who is the Vice President for business
and finance

Who can I complain to about parking
Why am I here
What am I going to do after graduation
Where are student government offices
Do they serve salt peter at the dorms
Where do I go for a personal problem
Can 1 sell things on the mall
What is ASUNM and where is it
Where can I get a part-time job
Is the-Union food really fresh
Can you get birth control pills on campus

. for these
answers
and many
more
contact the

?•

·. >''''' 1·1

I~;! l-'1.\~'' t •• ·;:c:;.

Lowest Prices in Rocky Mountain West

Student
InformationCenter

-··

t'.mo~ o~-·tu~n,."'

On New Rock Releases

In the Main Lobby of the SUB
Or Call 277-4606 I 277-6441
Hours: 8:00 am • 5:00 pm & 6:00 · 9:00 pril
Mof\day through Friday

·For more information or questions Call 277-4706
or Call TELE-MESSAGE anytime at 277-5243
•,.
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Open Friday Night 'til 9
Other Days 'til 6

4514 Central SE
1 1;4 Mile East of UNM

Sunday 1-5
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licens~s (no package stores ope_n
on Sundays), The Golden Inn rs
one of those places which feature
entertainment and food and a
good place to kill a quiet Sunday
afternoon. Of course, this is after
you attend the ~hilrc~ and se~
vices of your chotce. Prtces aren t
outrageous. They just featured
Tracy Nelson.
Raphael's Sil;er Cloud. is just
north of Albuquerque r1ght off
the Santa Fe highway and occasionally brings in a good folk or
country rock group. On certain
groups there is a cover charge,
but mostly because e>f the distance, it is a weekend spot.
If your little feet are aching to
tap or you want to "bump" your
way to a chiropractor there are
several dance type bars that
specializz in the disco atmosphere.
.. ..
Among these are BC's (cover
charge), Sandy's, Minnesota

trontinut'tl from pasw IH4)

his or her body out to one of the
bars in the sticks.
0
.!:>
The four popular out of. t?"':n
0
...:1 bars include Rosa's Cantma m
>,
Algodones, the Thunderbird b~r
:-;:1
p"' in Placitas, the Golden I~n m
Golden and Raphaels Stiver
0
">: Cloud on the highway to Santa
.
"' Fe.
~
Rosa's Cantina (temporartly
~
features everything from
"'
z closed)
music to poetry readings and is in
Algodones, ab?ut 20 miles nort.h
""1):1 of
Albuquerque. Wednesday .ts
usually
25 cent shot of teqmla
"'.,on
night, but several hassles _ha_ve
p..
arisen there lately. Sporadtc m·
cidents of violence have scared a
few people away.
·The Thunderbird bar in
Placitas (take the Santa Fe high·
way and the Placitas turn .off to
the east) has changed .names
from the Thunderbird to the Ponderosa and now back to the Thunderbird. It has pool tables, a band
and dancing. Most of the
customers are Placitas locals
which consists of UNM graduate
students and the younger faculty
who want to get back to nature.
The people are· nice and it's a
change of pace from a city disco.
· Drinks are priced fairly. A group
.,
" weekend bar.
The Golden Inn (Golden, N.M.,
on the old Albuquerque-Santa Fe
highway) has gained a reputation
as the Sunday bar.
Only a few bars in
Albuquerque have Sunday liquor
<ti
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Drinking in Albuquerq'!e .

<fJ
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Chubby's, RE\d Dog Dan's,
Alfredo's, the Tender Trap, the
Hitching !lost .and the Cow
Palace.
,
In the way of specialty bars,
· there is the Pink Pussycat
(topless) and a new fldditiom to
the Silver Slipper, "Girls Night
Out" (male go go dancers with
bikini briefs').
The Cabaret at the· Hilton is
very expensive and has a steep
cover charge but brings in Las
Vegas style entertainment. If
you have the money to spend,.
they bring in some decent acts
especially oldies like the Ang,els,
Fats Domino and the Checkmates.
For those of the gay per··
suasion, there is the Cricket (a
private lesbian club), the
Wellington (a swank bar
primarily for gay males) and the .
Loon (formerly Jacob's Ladder
and a prime hangout for younger
gay males).

~====~~~~~~·~=

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

"APAHTMENT FOR QUIET l'L'1ined University
boy. nedroom. kitchen, hath, $60 ulilitic_s paid. 11
blocks west University. 243)0209.
8/20

'PART-TIME typesetter/compositor for the
Lobo. 8·12 Sun.·Thurs. eves. Type 60 wpm. Call

THE CITADEL APARTMENTS· An apurlment
complex for the young and the young aL heart.
Rents start at $135. Large swimming pool. Ef·
ficiencie11 & 1-bdrm :~.vailable, furnished or unfurniShed. Walking distance to UNM. 1520
9/12
University NE 243·2494.

PART TIME JOB, graduate students only. A(·

HaH•s: Hi CE'nts per word pr!rday, one dollar
minimu'TI. Advt>rliscm(lnts run five or mort'
('On<i('<'Utive> days with no changes, nine cell·
t~ pl'r word pl'r day, (no refunds if cancE'IIl'd
lu;•!orc rivt' imcrlions). Classified ad·
verli.,l•ments mu:.t be- paid in advance.

1. Personals

\ i

Ii

PRECiNAi·n"I~-Nl)--N-EED-1-t-ELI;?

y-;;t,;;e fricn·

ds who care at Birthright. 247-9819,

tfn

AGO-RA-i;t't~~ student ~ri;T;ccnler,located at lh;
NW corner of Mesa Vista. I£ you have any
problems, you'd like to talk about, or H you'd just
like- to rap, cnl\ or come in, '277·3013.
8/20'

3. SERVICES
CONVERSA1'10NAL FRENCH classes. 242·3327.
9/6

1:

PA-ssPORT,

lDBNTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265-244<1 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn

another
quiet serious
student to share his home.
John, 256·9710,
277-2517.
8/20
SH.ARE LARGE HOUSE with two people. $65
monthly. Within biking distance. 265·9043. S/20

5.

FORSALE

AMERICAN/lNTERNATIONAL Youth :A:ostel
pass suld · Can,tcrbury Chapel, 425 University NE.

Custom black·and·white processing printing.
Fine-gain or push processing of film. Contact
SEARS 3-speetl, $30, Schwinn 5·spced $55. Both in
11heets or custom proofs. High quallty enh\rgemcnexkellent condition. Call Sandy. 898·3337 or 898ts, mounting, elc. Advice, if asked. Call 265·2444 • 0431.
8/20.
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn

FORRENT

6. EMPLOYMENT·wANTED - STUDENTS interested

A1·

in
vertlsing Sales. Call Harry Chapman for. ap·
po"lntment. 277·4002.

'.'

We Sell Original Hand Made
Clothing &·Crafts

[,,

With I.D.
Open Saturdays

"

'

Gunrunner Pawn
Buy·- Sell-·Trade·
'

Cameras, Photo Equipment__
Stereos, Typewriters,
Guns, and much.More!

3107 Central NE

~

1•2PRICE
Hard back-Paperbacks
Magazines

THE BOOKCASE
lOCJ Mesa SE

The quality electric portable
for home ...
school ... professional people

IJ~===:=O~LD§T§O§W§N§§§§~

· :.--uO YOU NEED
donate twice weekly

BLOOD

PLASMA
DONOR CENTER
'

8 am to 5_pm

DOCTOR IN
·RESIDENCE

Hand Stitch Co-op

842-'6991

2000 Central SE-247-4:498
New Members.Welcome

ALBUQUERQUE
. .

I_~~----____._

_ _ _ ___.

~--

l

· 1307 CENTRAL NE

'New Mexico

The athletic J.D. cards could
not
be
distributed
at
registration. The finished cards
may be picked up at University
Photo Services 1820 Las Lomas
after Wednesday August 27th
between 9 a.m. and 12 noon and
1:00 p.m. til13:00.

DAILY
Monday, August 25, 1975

Dissenting Group .Walks Out

Constit~tion Revis·ion Hearing·s Completed
By Susan Walton

The Adler Satellite 2001 electric portable typewriter

is the· ideal machine for those numerous _home typing
jobs, students' reports and the demanding requirements
by professional people. It incorporates every fea~ure
you've ever wanted in an el~btric portable t~pewnte_r.
Its all metal quality construc!Jon comb1ned Wtlh precision engineering provides years of dependable u~e.
Select your own distinctive type style from a w1de
variety,

Reg.

$325.00

COME IN FOR A
DEMONSTRATION TODAY!

Tuesday-Saturday

I

f

2220 Central SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
. Telephone 266-2424

Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry

---------~--

Wi'.NTED ROOMMATE to share South Valley
house inchldes usc of fully equipped darkroom.
75/nlo & 112 utilities. Cnll877-2181,
8/28

To UNM Students

. WVagon

Earn $ 10 a week

ANTIQUE FURNITURE, vintage cloihinr,, quilts,
lots of miscellaneous. Silvzr Sunbeam Antiques.
3409 Central NE.
9/5

Un

Covered

BICYCLES· Lowest prices and largest selection of
Lhe finest European makes. R.C. Hallett's World
Champion bicycles, 2122 Coal Pl SE. 843-9378.
Open til9 p.m.
tfn

Special order srrvice.

4.

9/19

CASH?

8/29

---

ternoons & evenings. Must be abwc tO work
Friday & Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save Way
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 6516 Menaul NE.

PADDLEBALL PLAYERS! Racquets and balls
now ·on sale! The Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale SE,
242-7888 {Behind University Drug).
8/20

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photograph
Gallery is 1/t block !rom Johnson Gym on Cornell.
PHOTOClRAPHY- ENTHUSIAST, students\

'•I,

only) Call 242·4489.
8/25
ROOMMATE MALE graduate student needs

-4~

277·4002.

2·riDHM. rAnTiJY--fu;nished, $140/month, $35
deposit, W &'f paid, 502 Vermont NEj 255·1585.

8/28

COP IE

. ~EIJ.US:'.BOOKS

Registration for the U .S.P. will take place on Saturday, August 23, 1975 at 9:00a.m. at the Honors ~en
ter (Humanities Bldg., ground level, west wmg).
U.S .P. courses are offered on a first come first served basis-numbers will be given out to early
arrivals. Schedule of class shows titles and t~mes.
Descriptions and further information are avatlable
at the Honors Center at any time.

SLEEPING
ROOM· Kitchen privileges
everything furnished. 3 blocks to UNM !Female

'

•

Registration For Undergraduate
Seminar Program Courses - .

Marrnn Hall 1oom 131 or by mail tv.
('\assHit'd Advertising, l!NM Box 2.0,
Albuqut>rquP, N.M.
87131.

f'.

Suppart Laba Advertisers

10% off to students
and faculty
,
1year warranty on all parts and labor.

Duke City Typewriter ·co.

265-8347

1325 San Mateo Blvd NE

.Good until August 31st. .

The ASUNM Constitutional
Convention (Con Con) finished,
· the first stage of its meetings
Friday after a week of heated
argument complete with three
vralk-outs by delegates ..
The Convention completed a
rough draft of a new constitution
for student government, but will
meet later this week to polish the
semantics of the document.
The consitution will then be
submitted to William Dabney, a
- UNM "history professor, for comments and then presented to the
Regents,
After the final draft is
finished, the constitution will be
put before the students on this
fall's election ballot for a vote.
Among the major ·changes in
the newly written constitutional
·draft is a clause which restricts
membership in ASUNM to undergraduate students. Under the
present constitution, graduate
studen.ts can belong to ASUNM if
they pay the $12 act-ivity fee each
semester.
Opponents of the restrictive
move said the change was ell-

Dick Lees

clusionary. Its supporters,
however, said the move would increase the participation of undergra-duates in ASUNM government.
They said graduate students
can now be members of the
Graduate Student Association
and said most graduates who join
ASUNM do so because they hope

to hold &SUNM salaried
positions.
Another major change in the
constitutional draft expands impeachment procedures for
.student government officials ..
With the proposed change, the
ASUNM Senate can impeach an
officer by a majority vote.
·
The impeached officer will
then have a trial with a jury of
nine students selected from the
student body at large. Twothirds of the. jury must vote to
convict before the official can be
removed from office.
The draft guarantees counsel
for the impea~hed defendant and
also states "seating of the jury
shall be contingent upon its acceptance by both prosecution and
defense."
·
It allows the pro~ecution and
defense to challenge a maximum
of ten jurors each.
Perhaps the most heated subject of the Con Con was the
establishment of a grade point
requirement for persons running
for ASUNM offices.
The Con Con delegates split
several ways on the subject
causing three walk-outs by

Regents Will Reconsider PIRG·
By Jon Ward
The Ne~ Mexico Public Interest Research
Group (PIRG )·will once again go before the UNM
Board of Regents Tuesday and re-submit their
referendum voted in _by students in last spring's
election. This time the Regents· are expected to approve the PIRG referendum proposal.
Regent Albert Simms has been talking with
PIRG and ASUNM President Alan Wilson and it
seems he will probably accept the original referendum on the condition there will be a contract between ASUNM and PIRG for the allocation of funds.' This would mean the student activity fee will
be raised by two dollars with the understanding
that the extra money wi)l be allocated to PIRG

D.amon Tobias

dissatisfied delegates over a two
day period.
The first came last Thursday
when a group of five delegate~
left the convention to protest a
move to reconsider the required
grade point average (GP A) to
run for Senate.
The 'Convention had already
established 2.5 as the required
GP A by a vote of nine to eight.
Dick Lees and Dave Garcia (both
ASUNM Senators) asked the
Con-Con to lower the GPA to 2.0
after a delegate in favor of 2.5
left.
·
T·he · supporters of 2.5 as the

GPA left the meeting before the
vote to lower the GPA was taken
and the Con Con did not have the
number of delegates necessary·
for quorum,
Another walk-out occurred
later that day, and the third took
place Friday morning over the
same issue as it applied to candidates for ASUNM president
and vice-president.
Lees yesterday said "the walkouts were unfortunate incidents.
They were used ·by both· sides· and they got carried away.
"Tlie University sets grade
requirements for students to
stay in. I don't think ASUNM
should
make
a
further
requirements," he said.
"Our
decision
(the
requirement was eventually set
at 2.0 for all elected officers) was
the best compromise we could
come up with," he said.
Jon
Bowman,
another
delegate and LOBO news editor,
the walk-outs were
said
necessary.
He said he was generally opposed to grade requirements, but
he said they were needed" as a
minimal guarantee that an elected officer can wl'ite..a bill."
Damon Tobias, ASUNM Vice
President ·and also· a Con Con
delegate said "it's unfortunate
we are not more demanding of
the people we are asking to take

Wilson has submitted a letter to the Regents
outlining the funding mechanism. It says PIRG will
be funded like any other student organization. The
{continued on pagt'. 10}
letter says the funds. are not earmarked for PIRG
. and ASUNM will determine how. the money is
spent.
.
ASUNM will have to make a contract with PIRG
for one year at a time starting in the fall of 1976.
The two dollar fee will be refundable to students
on request from PIRG. If PIRG does not performsatisfactorily students can vote to reject the
referendum.
By Joel White
Ed Coles of PIRG said "Wilson has been in·
Too much month and not enough money, is just one of the problems
strumental. I don't think we would have reached
veterans
attending UNM ·race. The UNM Student Veterans
_
this agreement without his assistance",
Association
(SV A), working.. along with the University and VA
PIRG originally wanted the two dollar fee to go
Representatives, hope to solve or at least alleviate this and other
!continue-d on pag(':_;6~1- - , - - - - - - - - ,
problems.
'
Originally
formed
as
a
sort
of
social
club,
SVA
has
grown from a
'
membership of 12 in October 1974 to 120 members today. And along
with this growth, came an association to provide information and
assistance to veterans.
,
John Goodhue, president of the UNM Student Vets, sees SVA as
serving both of these purposes; as a social club for veterans and as an
association serving the needs of all student veterans.
·
"ALTHOUGH WE'RE NON-POLITICAL in nature, we do and will
continue to take a stand on issues which directly affect veterans,"
Goodhue said. "But our immediate concern is insuring that the
student veteran is aware of the benefits he can obtain."
Tutorial assistance is probably one of the least known benefits
available. Under this program, a veteran attending school who is in
. need of tutoring in any subject, can apply for and receive up to $60 pzr
month from the VA to hire a tutor, This can continue for a maximum
"
.
of 12 months.
"THE KEY WORD IS COMMUNICATION, Goodhue sa1d.
"Although we print a newsletter for our members, it is increasingly
difficult to reach all of the estimated 3000 veterans on campus. Many
of the programs have lengthy requir~ments and des~rip_ti~ns an,d
must be disseminated through personahzed contact. Thts dtfflculty ts
eased and our ability to promote changes increases as our mem·
. · .
bership grows."
Many of the changes desired by SV A center around the fJnanctal
plight of veterans and their fiscal schedule.
·
"Veterans receive their· checks at the first of the !rlonth, yet most of
their educational expenses, such as tuition, are due mid-month,"
Goodhue said. "Deferred tuition, when tried here, had a late payment
'rate of around 40 per cent, but at other state colleges, this rate was

Veteran Club Offers
Info, Aid to Students

.

.

fcontinu{'d on pngt> 101
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